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Ilfl'RODUCTIOlf TO THE RESEARCH 
Definition ot the Problem and purpose of the Study 
The deep concern and sometimes heated discussions amons those inter .. 
e8ted in education and particularly in reliaioua fonat10n requires some in-
vestigation ot the complex 1ssues related to the Catholic school system 1n 
America today. Many reasOl18 tor this current examination ot Catholic sebools 
have been susaested by numerous commentators and their reflections on this 
question have raised innumerable other questions. It is imperative to under-
stand the broad tramework in whicb tbe issue must be considered and then at-
tempt to specity the IIOst important aspects tor tuture polic1es. 
Historically, the ultimate Justitication tor and obJectives ot the 
Catholic paroch1al system ot education 1n America are to be tound in Pius 
XI • s, Incyc11cal on Christian Education: 
Education consists essentially in preparing man tor what he must do 
here below in order to attain tbe sublime end tor which be was created .. 
• • • 
It must never be forgotten tbat the subJect ot Cb.r1st1an education is 
man whole and entire, soul united to body in un1ty ot nature, with all his 
tacultie., u.tu.ral and 8upenaatural, as right reason and revelation show 
him to be; man, theretore, faUen trom his original estate, but redeemed 
by Christ rn restored to the supernatural condition ot adopted sons ot 
God •••• 
However, questions are be1ng currently raised in public torum as to whether 
!wiU1am J. McGucken, The Philosophy ot Catholic Education (New York, 
n.d.), p. 16. 
1 
these words encourage, let alone demand, a total Catholic system of education; 
it is obvious that the American Catholic school system is unique in the world 
and therefore could not possibly be the only satisfactory fulfillment of the 
stated goals of the encyclical. The genesis aDd evolution of the American 
Catholic .chool sy.tea II18t be examined if we are to assess the present si tua-
tion. 
In a necesaarily summarized Danner, it is of note that the stated con-
cern of the American bi8hops with the religious education of youth began with 
BiShop John Carroll. liTo devise means for, the religious educa.ticm. ot Cr.tholic 
youth ... -tbat precious portion ot pastoral solicitude, vas the way he described 
his task in his installation sermon in BaltiDlOre on December 12, 17900,,2 This 
episcopal concern continued. 
By the time of the Third PleDary Council in 1884, almost aU traces of 
any dependence upon public education had disappeared. At that council, 
not only were aU pastors directed to construct, within a period of two 
years, parochial schools attached to their churches, but parents were com-
anded to .end their children to these .chools. Voted down only by the 
narrowest ma.rgin was a decree which would have excluded from the sacra-
menta parent. who .ent their children to public schools. In this respect 
it il worth noting that, beginning with a fairly mild urging of parochial 
education and parochial school construction by the Firat Provincial Coun-
cil in BaltiJOOre in 1829, the decre.s of Provincial and Plenary Councils 
over the years became increasingly stringent on the need. for Catholic edu-
cation.3· , 
The reasons for the .stabli shment of a separate system are generally 
conceded to have been the fear of the secularizing influences of the public 
schools, the hostility found there towards Catholicism as such, and to the tra-
ditionally Catholic illlldgrant groups of those times. On the positive side, it 
was hoped that .. separate system of education would strengthen a Catholic 
2naniel Callahan, The Mind of the Catholic La~ <Bew York, 1963), 
p. 10. 
3xbid., p. 57. 
3 
pattern of life and retard tbe leakage from the Churcb. 
Almost w1 tbout exception tbe opening remark in current debate8 on the 
Catbolic school system in America is tbat "times bave changed." It is from 
; 
tbis starting point that we may tben consider the various frames of reterence 
wi thin which the discu88ion continue.. These _jor outlooks seem to be tour: 
sociolOgical, economic, educational, and religious, and tbey are used singly 
or in combination by those interested in this iS8ue as they &88e88 tbe situa. 
tion today. 
Let us first exaDdne some ot tbe basic sociological considerations in-
berent in this question. The tact that time8 baYe changed 18 evidenced by the 
difference between the early task of tbe catholic schools which attempted the 
basic instruction, both academic end religious, of Catholic tJllld.grants and 
their children. We compare this function to that of today where emphasis has 
sbifted to a plea tor overcoming the "siege mentali 10,... of our 1nstruct10n and 
the need tor intelleatual excellence among Catholics. The move from minority 
status, marginal1ty, almost total lower class status, and related sociological 
condit10ns bave caused much of tbe terment in the self .. examination being car-
ried on by Catbol1cs in America today, in tbe1r schools as well &s in otber 
aspects of their inst1tutional lite. The modification of the cbaraateri8ttcs 
of the member. of the Church during the past century has import for tbis 
study, especially &8 we note tbe higher level of educational attainment, the 
enlarged middle clA8s, and other signs ot upward mobility among Catholics. 
Also ot considerable sociological significance 18 the pattern of 
Americanization notable within the catbolic scbool system itself. This pat-
tern may be identif1ed in the parallel curricula of pub11c and catholic 
scbools, tbe general commitment to competition and success as eS8ential values 
of Aaerican lite, and other broad and similar, it not identiaal bases upon 
wbich both systems have been built. 
It is probable, however, that the internal vulnerability ot the Catho-
lic ediaational system bas not been caretu,J.4r analyzed. This is bluntly 
put in the question: Bave the Catholic schools become so "American" that 
they bave become less "Catholic"? This has nothing to do with either the-
ology or patriotism; it is concerned with the 80ctal trend toward broad, 
associational types of human re~tions at the expense of primary, inte· 
srated, and eODllJl'lJ8.1 relations. 
It seems, then, that the American Catholic sohool system is obviously a combi-
nation of Catholic and American elements-.... Wlique phenomenon in the Church 
-
today .. 
Of further sooiolog1.aal significance is the fact that today the charge 
of divi.ivene •• is Dade by some Catholic critics rather than by the traditional 
promulgator8 of this view--those outside the Church.. :But there is 80D1e BeJBn-
tic contusion, it s ... , in thia argument. It i8 important to clearly deter-
mine what is meant by divisiveneas. In the past, aome non-Catholic critics 
h~ye used the term to mean the alienation of Catholic children from the 
American way of life ..... by that, UIOZlg other things, they meant cODllli tment to a 
foreign value system. others aee a separate school system as di visi ve in that 
the children are segregated from interaation with other children who represent 
the plural1sm found in fact in our SOCiety. '!'hese critics teel that this with-
drawal from the civic dialogue c~ntimes into Catholic adulthood although this 
ba. not been definitively proven. It the Catholic schools, reflecting the 
total Catholic religious body, generate divisive tensions on certain values of 
the "American way ot lite" in being tru.e to their beliets, then theae tensions 
are to SODle desree unavoidable and in reality can perhaps be co..nded because 
they reflect a religious body taking itself and its prophetic mission 
"'Joseph H. Fichter, Social Relation in the Urban Parish (Chicago, 
seriously. Parenthetically, 1t has been suggested that 1t 1s in precisely 
this area that Catholic schools as well as other religious insti tutione have 
been more American than Catholic in approaching their Judgmental and possibly 
dissenting role in society. 
Hovever, it the schools are divisive in socializing catholics a.way 
from coDlllWlity interaction and responsibility, then the charge ot divisive-
ness, by whomever it is made, deserves attention. For in a.ccepting pluralism 
as a societal value in a :rr.. society, we muat encourage participation by aU 
groups even though they -'1' create problems that a.t times can fragment our 
society. Ho~y, these divisions will not be irremediable if determined 
and creative attempts are made to reduce them. But if no opposing viewpoints 
were allowed, there could soon be totalitarianism in Ameriaa. Living plural-
istically does not necessarily connote indifferentism, uncritical maJoritari-
anism or complete conformity .. -even to the sometimes nebulous "American way of 
l1fe. tI 
In l1ght of the distinctions Just proposed, let us examine some state-
ments currently made on divisiveness--adBdtting that there 1s some possible 
semantic contusion. "Consequently the Catholic school system, although it 1s 
not in the least divisive in the sense of alienating young Catholics from 
American ideals or the American way of life, does tend to foster a kind of 
sociorelig1oussesresation alld the idea that such segregation is a desirable 
thing.n5 Mrs. Ryan apparently believes that the divisiveness ot our schools 
is obvious and undesirable as they searegate youns Catholics, but she also be .. 
lieves they are not diVisive re~ing the values of the American way of life. 
~ Perkina Ryan, Are Parochial Schools the Answer? Catholic liIduca-
tion in Ligpt of the Council tRew Yori, 1954), pp. 55-5~. 
v 
It would seem she does not see dissent as a necessary endeavor in a pluralistic 
society tor any relisious body. In answering Mrs. Ryan's remrks, Andrew M. 
Greeley addresses himself to diviaivenesa detined &8 a problem in intergroup 
tensions. 
Wbat this argument overlooks is that aU education segresates. Ho 
school mirrors even in the roughest kind ot approx1lllat1on the variety of 
American society. Some schools segesate on religious lines, others on 
social and economic, others on cultural.. J'ur1;her, it is well kDown that 
even within schools the bar:r1ers do not tall and that indeed sometimes 
gow higher: the difficulties t_t lover clus children bave in the middle 
c:lass educational system are so well documented as to be beyond question. 
Deapi te the int1ated claiJU of some protealiODal educators schools are not 
very eftective in reducing intergroup tensions. And, as a matter of tact, 
a SOod argument could be Dade that at leut on the h1gb school level, JIB:DY 
Catholic schools dg represent a broader social and economic spectrum than 
do public Ichoo1s. 
This researcher is not at all lUre that these two writers are addressins them-
selves to precisely the __ question. 
In yet another statement which in general equate. the old divisiv. tag 
with "cultural. distinctiv ... s" we read: "Some form of cultural distinctive .. 
ness is of i .... urabl.. importanoe in the a1ntena.noe of a liberal, pluralist 
societ)" in AlIeriea. One 'WIttY' of achiertras this ay be by allowing the various 
group. to educate their children as tar as possible in the direction tbat 
! 
theZI/ X2pt the state, the _JOl"ity, or the educational theorists think. beat.,,7 
/' 
And a~tiDal pOint of view: 
t 
/ 
. 
; The relisioua school is DOt divisive because American unity is not 
,.,nolithio, but essentially pluraliatic, and the religious school fits in 
!veryweU as an Amer1can institution in'to the emerging pattern of American 
;relig1QUs plUftliaa. It ia not " threat to the publio school, because the 
public ,$chool needa cOJll)etition tor its own lOod and for the 800d ot 
Aaa1~ ~oy, to which an educational lIODopoly in the hands of the 
ata~ 18 ~lli te abhon:ent. The older charges as,a.inat the religious school 
6~Jl. Greeley, "ConventioDal Wisdom and the Catholic Schools,.' 
lev Cit: (March ,,1;, 1964), p. 8. 
11tobe~ J). 'Cross, "The Schools in Modern Society," Ca.tholio Mind 
/ .. - .. 1~\ 1'\ 'U 
and so-called religious tt separatiam" are rapidly losing whatever point 
they _yonce bave had, while the service the religious school and the ed-
ucational cultivation of our religious traditions can render as a souree 
of cultural diveraity is becoming increasingly important. Both would seem 
to baae a strong case betore the court ot public opinion at the present 
ttme. 
The moat important que:Jtion Itill remains unanswered, however.. Is divisiveness 
engendered in our sohools in teru ot u aloofneSI toward. the activities of 
the total cOIIIIIUni ty'l Ii' 10, the advantagea and diaa4vantqea of the Iystem 
must be "",evaluated witb thi. potent1aU;y .eriou. defictency in mind. 
A turthel" sociological conaidentiol1 Which 1. 1ndispenaable to our 
comprehension ot the contl"overay about J)lU"ochial schools is that of the chang ... 
ing role ot the la.ymn as he intenota with JII8IIlberI ot the clergy wi thin the 
social system ot the Church today. 
The combination of religious zeal and intelligent understanding of his 
faith cbaracter1zes in ever-inc:re&aing dear" the la;vat.n t.od.a.y, especially 
in the United states. While lIIUlT Catholic groups, outside ot their spir .. 
i tual intereat, newer reach hip.. intellectual plateaus than the fortunes 
of the _Jor-league baaeba.ll teams, an interest characteristic ot Sunday-
morning OolDllm1on breaJd'aat, ot the Holy lame Society, other groups reach 
high levels ot intellectual concern. Tbe Catholic does not blindly follow 
the leadership of the cleray_ Priests themselves viU aometimes cOIIPlain 
about the "Yea, h:t1:l.er," attitudeot some la1men vbo adbere to an older 
and vanishing tradition. In the Catholic atmosphere of today the Catholic 
layan, while showing respect tar the clergy, wants the rssons cl-.rly 
laid down. This tendency growaal0ll&81de a very greatly deepened rel1-
gtous taith.9 ' 
Granted that there are important theological considerations tn thts phenome-
. non, ... certainly its sociological importance is evident. 
We find ~selves today at a point in history where the role and dig .. 
ni tl" of the 1&i ty are a _tter of deep concern tor the clergy and the 
laity alike. Thirty yeara of draatio and unprecedented development of 
the lay apoatolate in this country baa been accompanied by increasing 
papal interest. When Pope Pius m spoke to the Firat World Congress ot 
~ill Berberg, " Relis1on, Democracl{ and Public Education,lI Relii!0n 
in ~l"ice., eel. Jo1m. Cogley (Hew York .. 1956/, pp. 146-147. 
9JeFODle C. Kerwin, Catholic Vi!90int on Church and State (Hew York, 
o 
the Lay Apostolate in R9JD8"ln 19t' anyone who would have predicted W¥,,:t has actually happened between th and. now probably would have been r~ garded as a dreamer. But it 1s _tter at record that years at growth 
seem. to have been telescoped into a single decade.10 
And 1n terms at the educat10nal tunet10n of the Church and the layman it has 
been stated: 
It one is cons1dering how the lay person is to share 1n the unful-
filled work of Christ, the Hip Priest, it me&ns--a1l1QD.g other things that 
could be cited--tbat the lay person should have a voice in some of the 
council. within the Church. '!'he lay faculty in our schools should be 
given a larger role in deciaion-taking and policy-making than i. presently 
the case in any iasti tutiona • l'urther, every ettort should be DBde to 
treat the layan as though he were in status, as he is in fach a peer of 
the priest and religious in the ehurah's educational mi.sion. 
These then are many of the socio1OS1eal questions inherent in the current 
discussions of the Catholic paroch1al schools. 
Another central issue in examining questions gerane to tbat school 
system today bas its foundation in the econom1c aspects of the situation. 
It appears evident that the incr.sing costs of Catholic education, because 
of increasing population and other factors, are not being met satisfactorily 
today. The various suggestions oU.-ed to remedy these tiD&D.c1al ditt1cul-
ties would entail a separate study, but it can be said that they range along 
a continuum which at one pole demands sr-ter personal sacrifice by Catholics 
to pay rising costs to demands for a full share of tax dollars for the chil-
dren in Catholic school.. In between are the various proposals of fringe 
benefits, tax credits, shared-time progr&JD8, and limited government aid. All 
of these solutions, 1tvould leem, are based on the conviction that far-
reaching modifications in the structure of our educational system are 
1~ona1d J. Thormn, The Bmerfing Lal'!!'9= (lew York, 1962), p. 15. 
ilphi1ip Sharper, "The Council and the Laity,.' Catholic Mind (Septem-
ber, 1962), p. 29. 
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unnecessary. They address themselves rather to the economic problem as it 
exists in our pluralistIc American society_ 
The denial ot all -.nner ot public aid to this kind ot school system 
1s an anomJ.y today. It represents a tailure or a retusal to deal with 
the tacts, with the altered realities ot American lite. 
Here again, a true appreciation ot sociolOgical change serves to 
clarity a moral principle. The den1al ot aid to the religious school does 
not square with the tact ot our pluralist social structure. One wo sees 
this will lilunr1se see that this <l~nial does not square with the principle 
of distributIve justice. American 80vermnent today is not reck.oning 
tairly wtth the diverse educational needs ot the pluralist community which 
it is supposed to be serving. There is something wrong here. And the 
realization that something is wrona is forcing i tseU' upon an increasing 
number ot American citizeIl8 who undernand both the nature of our society 
and the principles ot our aoverumeDt. 
Needless to say, the whole spectrum of the economic argument will not be 
treated here. 
The educational traae of reterence in the debate on the schools 
occurs on two levelse There are those who base their discontent with the 
prevailing system on hip pupil .. teacher ratios, lack ot books, _tenals, and 
faoilities, credentials ot faculty members, deficiencies in progn.m1.ng tor 
handicapped children .... in other words, pro"l .. of sta.tt1ng, program1ng and 
tacili ties. It is evident that problema in these areas otten retlectthe 
current financial problems of the system. 
Others question the general intellectual cltate fostered by the 
philosophy of education they perceive as part ot American Catholicism. 
Thomas OtDea sWl'llllU'izes the basic characteristics of the American Catholic 
milieu which inhibit the development of mature intellectual activity as: 
Formalism, Authoritarianism, Clericalism, Moralism, and Defensiveness. He 
further states that "theae tive tactors bave been tound, otten in terms ot 
complex social configurations, to be present on both the manitest and the 
~obn Courtney Murray, We Hold These Truths (New York., 1960), p. 148. 
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latent levels ot Catholic lite in America.""&'';:) These alleged deficiencies in 
the intellectual formation of Catholics are explained to a degree by this 
statement: "In part it is due to the fa.ct that up to recent years the prin-
cipal energies ot the Church bave been expended on hundreds ot thousands ot 
immigrants. As D. W. Brogan, writing in 1941, said: 'lot until this genera .. 
tion has the Church been given time (with the cessation of mass imm1gra.tion) 
to take breath and take stock. ,,,14 One my bope that time will be helptu.l in 
alleviating these shortcom1nga wether 1n the school sYltem or within the 
total Catholic COJllllWli ty. Trent asserts that Catholics are already leaving 
the authort tarian ghetto and going into tpe world of ideas and innovations. 
He further states that "no high order ot intellectuality il<possible without a 
spirit of dissent; that is, open, critical iD4.u1r:y.,,15 And O'Dea warns, as it 
were, ot the consequ.ences of failure to meet this cball.enge. "It Catholics 
remain alienated from the intellectual life ~ of AI1erica, it they remain en .. 
trenched within their own torDlllae and aloot trom the COJlllDOll life, if they 
permit themselves to 'became identified with anti.intellectual outbursts, then 
Ca.tholicism wiU ta.U. to meet with the full power of which it is capable the 
challenge of our times."U; 
The final, and most important, frame of reference utilized in discus-
sions ot the Catholic school system is that which we wiU caU religious. 
Surely this should be the main focus 1n attempts to evaluate the parochial 
ll.rnoas 1'. O'Dea, Aaer1cu Catholic Di1emua (lev York, 1958), p. 132. 
14Jobn Tracy Illis, American Catholici_ (Chicago, 1955), p. 141. 
l5James W. Trent, "Catholic Intellectual Life--'l'he lew Debate,," . 
COJIDOD.weal (October 2, 1964), p. 42. (This article i8 part of a three-part 
debate in this issue of Commonweal on the topia--the other two participants-
are Andrew M. Greeley and JOb f). Donovan.) 
160 'D ... , p. 136. 
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school system in line with this suggestion. 
Some Americans are of the opinion that the worahip edifice am the 
home are entirely adequate for the work of religious formtion, including 
ita didactic aspect. Theae compriae a minority, for by tar, the greater 
number is convinced that the work of the religious leader and the parent 
needs complementing by other. who are especially .killed in religious 
pedagogy •••• 
In the Roan Catholic school, chief· concern is to aee tha.t children or 
7'OWlI men and women are -.de new in Christ. If this 1s not achieved or 
1s not achieved well, then, insofar the Catholic school baa falled.17 
It 18 imposaible to consider this aspect of an exaDdnation of the 
Catholic schools in America without reterring to many factors previously ex-
plored because there is an interrelatedness in all of these Views that defies 
neat compartmentalization. However, it is in this area that a total perspec-
tive appears most needed. ror it is bere that the most pressing, ulti_te 
questions ariae. What ia the tunction of the Catholic scbool within the total 
mission of the Church? Are the goals of the schools achieved through the cur-
rent system? If ao, how shall the syatem be expanded and improved to achieve 
the best po. sible results for children in these times? If goala are not being 
realised or if goals need re-eva1uation, what are the possible and necessary 
alternatives to the present system, policies, and atma? 
Cel"ta.inly empirical atudies can proVide assistance a8 we search for 
a.n.svers to sCJ1ie ot these questions. But at present demonatrable facts in 
these areas are meager and inconclusive. Also, some of these questions DlLlst 
be answered in even more comprehenaive terms than scientific studies can pro .. 
Vide, and some appear unanswerable at present in terms of a real consensus. 
Tberefore, a consideration ot various Viewpoints seems necessary 80 that we 
may understand what is involved in the discussion. 
Two aspects of the religious frame of reference become apparent at the 
17Gerard S. Sloyan, "Religious Jducation," 001l1lK)nweal {January 25, 
1963L P. ~59. 
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outset. One is concerned with the wide soope of relig10us fonation in gen-
era! as a tunat10n of the Church and the other with spea1f'1c methods of in-
struct1on. The latter produces aC1llll1fmta such as th1s one. 
'l'he kerygmatic way 1n rel1gious education focuses on .the love of God 
the Father for us, and our response of love through Chriat. The sacra-
ments show the Father's love and care for us: by the Mass and the keepins 
of the C()!DIII&Ddments we show our love for h1m. • • • 
A bas1c task of the rel1gion teacher today 1s to peel ott the abstract 
terminology of theologians that has pthered around the facts of the faith 
and to speak the way our Lord and the apost.les did about the good nevs of 
salvationA This means redisaovenng the vivid language of Bible and. 
l1turgy.l .. ~ 
The OVer-aU rel1gious tanat10n of Catholics as a function of the 
Church ra1ses another set of queat10ns and opiniOns more sveepir.lg aDd cauplex 
than any of the previoWl ODeS. Some address themael vel, in the tree and. open 
disaUSliOl'18 of the Counail, to the poslible need tor tlaggtornamento" in the 
thinking on Catholic education. 
The general outlook of the Council ii, then, suffiCiently clear for us 
to begin to re-evaluate our present institutions and ways of doing things. 
A consensus of the .Jort ty of tbeologtaae is ordiu.rily taken al express-
ing the mind of the Church at a given ti. on a given topic. Certainly, 
then, the consensus of the -Jortty of the bishops of the world, the su-
preme tach .. s of Christ'. flock, as •• forth in the debates at the first 
lession a. well as in the votins on the Constitution on the LIturgy, my 
be taken as expr .. sillg the mnd of the eb.u.rch as to the .,in lines of the 
"aggtoJ'D&MDto •• t 
It is partIcularly urgent that we begin 1aediately to lake an assess-
.nt ot the Catholic school antem in the light of the councU, sace all 
educational plaDning obv.t.OWIly II1st take future trends into considera-
tion.19 
And the moat basic questions are being asked as to the effectiveness ot 
catholic education tor the laysans 
In any case, there seems little to guarantee that a Catholic education 
will sr-tl7 ass1at the l.fqan in confronting and dea1iq with the kinds 
ot moral, social, and spiritual problems which he is bound tocontront in 
lBwaJ.ter K. Abbott, "Teaching the Paith Is for All," America (July 14, 
1962) I p. 485. 
19RYan.. 'D. 4. 
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modern-day America. It may (and certainly should) assist him to some ex .. 
tent, but 80 any other influences will be at work on him that education 
alone 1. hardly suti'icient to offset any disadvantages ot tamily background 
or attitudes which he may bring with him. Bor will it guarantee the Church 
a better vitness to Catholicism in the world. This conclusion, it valid, 
implies an urgent need that American education be subjected to a close and 
careful sorut1ny--m;yth and theory no longer 8ufflce.20 
Possibly one ot the most repeated statements ot concern about the prod-
ucts of Catholic schools involves their part in the social mssion of the 
Church withtn the total. cOlmlWlity. "Ia the Catholic high school so preoccupied 
With preparing the student tor the hereafter that it neglects or belt ttlee the 
here? We Catholics are involved in a tremendous couplex ot educational 
efforts, and we owe it to ourselves to _ke an ob3ective analysis of these 
efforts. ,,21 Even if demonstrable proof were provided that Catholics educated 
in Catholic schools were more soc1allz aware than those educated in publis 
schools, one could stiU say it i8 not enough. Somehow a total. oCDl1'ltment to 
the tacing and solving ot problems within the community and those ot all 
humanity must be engendered. Awareness is les. than involvement. 
The Christian does not have to choose between an interior tendency and 
a social tendency. Be should be vividly aware that the full development 
of a an cannot come except through and tor others. In the OOJlllmlnion of 
Sainta an works out his salvation by eaving other men. 
Such a deep consciousne.s of hwBn solidarity in Christ .. a well .. s the 
disnity of the individual in God ta lage seems abaolutely neceaaary it the 
_ture catholic is to give a real. and not merely notioral assent tc the 
claant needs of teUO'If hwan beiD3S Je.s fortunat.e than himself. 
Bow el.e will he und.erstand that the 81um is not a mere economic prob-
lem, but the capital acetal. .in ot our t1llle., the symbol of cOIIIIIUni ty in-
Justice and of IBn's unconcern about ills that mutilate and. pervert the 
lives of his brothers? Bow elae will he bave the spirit of reverence and 
gati tude toward the world.nsan, of respect toward the Negrot Unless the 
H;rst1cal. Body has so88 mean1ng tar him, he will never be disturbed to see 
Ged • s image blurred and distorted. beneath the filthy rags of the beggar or 
the pasty face ot the wastrel.. By itselt no amount of econOlll1c theory on 
the maldistribution ot wealth YiU enable him to see the utter disorder 
. aOC&Uah&.n, p. 156. 
21losePh r. richter, "Catholics and High Schools," America (September 
15, 1962), p. 721. 
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and incongruity in people of Africa and Asia remaining hungry, disease-
ridden and short-lived, while people in the United States continue to add 
calories to their diets aDd decades to their living span.22 
This statement of purpose is surely applicable to the whole institutional 
Church but is especially geJ."lle.ne as a function ot Christian education. 
Exploring more tully the necessity of religious toration for all 
Catholics, we DOte this point ot view: "'01' in trying to provide a total 
Catholic education tor .. s -.ny of our young people as posstble, we have been 
neglecting to provide uythina ltke adequate re1ii!oua toration tor all those 
not in Catholic schools, aDd we bave been neglecting the relii!0US tOl"lBtion 
of adUlts.H23 Mrs. ~ usms that the reaaon catholics not in Catholic 
schools and Catholic adults are neglected in their religious toration is be .. 
cause we bave c~tted virtuall.y all our resources to the education and fona-
tion of only one age and place arollP--thos. in Catholic sehool.s. She bel.ieves 
that the foration of a dynamically religious adult cOIIIIJan1ty is the pl1.JDt9.ry 
need, and that the focus of Catholic etton should therefore be on the parish 
as a COIIIIIIm.ty ot W'OI"ahip. Personnel, fuDds, etc., should be distributed, in 
her view, on this premis. 80 that there would develop a deeper commitment 
aIIOng American Catholics, thus br1DSi_ them to a greater awareness of their 
responsibilities in COlllJlln1 ty, stional and international. attairs. Mrs. Ryan 
uks, "Can the Cb.ureh tul.f1U her _in educational. miSsiOD-.. to form a people 
acceptable to God--today and continue to provide the ancillary service of a 
parochial school system? ,,24 
22ChristophW ,. Mooney, "800i&1 Consciousnes. and the Catholic 
College Student, II Catholic Mind (Jtuoeb-Apri1, 1960), pp. 131 .. 132. 
a~, p. 175. 
2~ Perk1n. Ryan, "!l'be Real Question: A Reply .. II BEN' Oi tl (March 15, 
1964), p. 10. 
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These, then, are some of the varied. voices currently 1iIPes.k1.~ with con-
cerned 1nterest, in a spirit of Christian commitment, on the questions they 
see as relevant to catho11c schools in America today. They speak, it seems, 
becauae they desire that we may act so that tl all things may be renewed in 
Him." Pragmatic dedisions must, of course, be based on the highest goals to 
which one aspires. New social and existent1al realities a.re apparent and as 
culture changes, so too institutions mst change. 
At proent, there seem to be two very general outlooks prevalent in 
the efforts to succ&sstully educate. We may here designate these general out .. 
looks as tlOpen" and "Closed. It '!'bese two views are identified. by different 
labels, are considered in mny different :ways and with various emphases. But, 
they aft, it seeu, generally identifiable in the attitUdes and behavior of 
Catholic.. '!'hey indicate basic questions ot ultimate concern regarding the 
freedom ot per.ol'l8 .... treedom of conscience, obedience, authOrity, order, and 
related considerations. The "Closed" outlook may be exemplified by the Coun-
cil ot Trent approach which was considered apologetic, defensive, militant, 
and cautious. '!'he ghetto si tuat10n and subsequent alienation of most American 
Catholic imm1gra.nts tended to solidify this View and i8 quite readily recog-
nized and understood as a patterned method of educating catholic children. 
The "Open" attitude involves a reappraisal of goals and methods, such 
as a clarification of the virtue ot obedienoe and its many ramifications. 
This statement specifically comment. on the issue. 
Obedience in the family and in education as a legitimate reality has 
a deelinina relevance and a 'VfIr'7 brief life expectancy 6. childhood re-
cedes. !'he humn process of growth 1. s to a large degree the process of 
learning DOt to obey, tor childhood is not a pena.n.ent disadvarrt:.a&e. The 
larger portIon ot one t s lite 1. to be lived as a constantly thinking, 
crit10ally evaluating, self-determ1ning adult. Our huanity, our dignity, 
our rationality, our treedOJll are to be respected. ADd becau.se this is so, 
16 
our very autonolD¥ requires the climate tbat encourages the progressive 
maturing of personal responsibility. ' 
Areas of action sugge8ted by this outlook are well stated here. 
Another dynamic and striking element was the quick, new ma1;urity 
achieved by that part of the laity who, having discovered the doctrine of 
the Mystical Body, understood that lay people, too, had an active role to 
play in the Church.-wtth mi8sionary respon8ibilities in the "Mcular city" 
that the world of tomorrow will be. Fidelity to the sacraments, obedience 
to their pa&tors--generosity in 8Upport of schools, pari8hes and seminaries 
--thes. thing. no 10l'lier sU1lDJl8d up all the duties of the Christian. Inter-
racial Justice, the international policies of their country, the world of 
economics, the roge of the profes.ional--all the.e posed problems that con-
cerned them too. 2 
It would 8eem t~t the basis for this rethinking of the educational 
outlook and. at1l!108phere in the Church bas been otf'icially required by statements 
such as thi8: 
We reaffirm strongly that Christian 80cial doctrine i8 an integral 
part of the Christian, conceptiOn of life. 
On this account, we ardently desire that more and more attention be 
given to the study of this doctrine. While we note with satisfaction that 
in some schools it bas been taught with 8uccess for years, we strongly 
urge that it be included as an item in the It"equired curriculum in catholic 
schools of every kind, puoticularly in seminaries. It is to be inserted 
into the religious apostoate. It should be publicized by every modern 
means of mass communication--daily newspapers and periodicals; publica-
tions of both a scientific and a popular nature, ra'dio and television. 
In this task of collllWl1cation, Our beloved sons of the laity can make 
a great contribution. They can do this by acquainting themselves with 
this doctrine, by making their actions conform to it and by zealously 
striving to make others understand its sie;nificance.27 
And most recently we note this 1I!IOst definitive declaration: 
Since every man of whatever race, condition, and age is endowed with 
the dignity of a person, he bas an inalie:oable right to an education 
25paul. ~unAY"'~CliiI.nging Iducational Patterns Required by Changes in 
Society and the Church, ,I ., .. Bulletin, Peace and Understandiy t~h Edu-
cation (August, 1965), p. 153. 
26RObert Bosc, "New Americana in the Kennedy I_ge," America (March 5, 
1966), p. 321. 
27pope John XXIII, .Mater et Magtstra: Christianity am Social Provess 
(New York, August 21, 1961), p. 61. 
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corresponding to his proper destiny and sutted to his native tal~nts, his 
sex, his cultural background, and his ancestral heritage. At the same 
time, this education should pave the way to brotherly association with 
other peoples, so that genuine unity and peace on earth may be promoted. 
For a true ed~tion aims at the tormation of the human person with respect 
to his ultimate goal, and simultaneously with respect to the good ot those 
societies 01' which, as a man, he 1s a member, and in whose responsibili-
ties,' as an adult, he will share •••• 
Moreover, they should be trained to take their part in social life, so 
that by proper instruction in necessary and useful skills they can become 
actively involved in various community organizationa, be ready tor dia-
logue with otbers, and be willins to act energetically on behalt ot the 
cOll'l1M)n good.28 
Much. 01' the preceding background has stemmed from the involvement ot 
numerous interested persona 01' various protessions and competencies, on all 
levels within the Church, who are concerned about the education 01' Catholic 
children. This interest and concern is informative, helpful, and necessary; 
still, there is further need tor empirical evidence germane to the achievement 
01' successful education in our rapidly changing world. However, empirical 
studies related to the Catholic school system are scant, especially as one 
considers ita vital importance in the history 01' the American Church and its 
undoubted continuing effect. 
Review of the Related Literature. A "moral advertence" study 01' 
Sister Ignatius Staley has some pertinence to this present study. Her _Jor 
question was: "To what extent do Catholic high school students advert to 
moral principles when confronted with a social problem'l'T29 She specitically 
tocused on questions pertaining to racial prejudice. 
28walter M. Abbott and Joseph Gallagher (eds.), The Documents 01' 
Vatican II, "Declaration on Christian lIlducation" (Hew York, february 14, 1966), 
p. 039. 
29S1ster Ignatius Staley, "An Illfluiry into the Absence at Moral Adver-
tence in a Sample o:t catholic High School Students with SpeCific locus upon 
Racial prejudice" (unpUblished Masterts thesis, Loyola University, Chicago, 
1961), p. 160. 
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The findings of her study are of somewhat greater importanoe ,to this 
researcher' a effort than others because she oonfined her investigation to 
Catholic students, all in Catholic high sohools at the time of her study, and 
in general indicated their lack or absence of moral adverter.ce resardill8 80cial 
problema. Staley did not, however, oonsider possible variations in re.,onse 
based on sooial class or ethnio baokground but only on total or partial 
Catholic education. It is the -Jor conolu8ion of her study that a "higher 
proportion of morally conformable responses and of low _cores, indicating les_ 
absence of JBOioal advertence is associated with total Catholio education. ,,30 
We also note Sist'er Leander DeU's thesis, "Descriptive Analysis and 
Comparison of Some Catholic SQphomores with Different Type. of lduoation.,,31 
For our 'purposes, this study has relevance a8 the author states tbat differ-
ences i1 response. differed more by the tn-e of education of the ohild than by 
soeial J1assJ and that ethn1.oity ot the father was more important than sooial 
. i 
alass for diverse responses. This aut-hoI" indicates especial interest in class 
and ethnicity 1.1 important indicators ot the attitudes of Catholic students in 
Catholic schools but does not present data on this specific ,uestion. Dell's 
study would be supportive of Staley·s filldings that the.!l!!. of education is 
the determiDati ve factor in greater moral advertenoe. It al80 supports 
Lenaki's finding that ethnioity i8 more important than soo1al olass in deter-
mining responses to moral questions. 32 
The Rossis in "Some Effects of Paroohial Sohool Education in 
30Ibid. 
-
) 
31sistar Leander D~ll "A De,crip1;ive ADalyais and Comparison of Some 
Catholio Sophomores with Different Types of Education" (unpubli,hed Master's 
thesis, Loyola University, Chicago, 19(4). 
32Gerhard Lensld., The Belieoua hotor (Hew York, 1961). 
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Americall33 also addressed themselves to ditterences in responses between 
Catholics in public and parochial schools, as did Pichter in Parochial School.~ 
Briefly, the Rossis tound that parochial school Catholics are not very ditter-
ent from other Catholics 1n moral training. Fichter, however, states the gen-
eral conclusion that the parochial school succeeds in developing a deeper 
social awareness among children than do public schools. 
Of' interest too is the work ot, Hubert Horan on leadership. It is 
Horan's maJor conclusion that the ditterences tound between attitude. ot lead-
ers and non-leaders in St. Mary's school is not as consistent as the ditter-
ences in attitudes aa>ng social classes but that "it .,. well be ot the same 
nature; .. lDOre or less usefUl distinction ot ideal types that i. based on ob-
servable and measurable Cbaractertstic •• ,,35 Boran .. therefore, indicates 
social class as an important variable in the determination of attitudes but 
did not toculon this tactor in his study. The present resa:rch hopes to do 
The stud,. of I.e1l8lti in the Detroit area. val concerned with the poss1-
b~e ettects ot a specific religious membership on many aras ot human behav-
ior. One of his most relevant findinp is that "socio-religious group member-
ship is a variable comparable in 1mportance to class both with respect to its 
potency and with respect to the range or extent ot its intluence.,,36 This 
33peter H. aDd Alice S. Rossi .. "Some .Itfeets ot Parochial School Bdu-
cation in America," Daedalus, Spring, 1961. 
34"'oseph Fichter, Parochial School (Botre Due, Ind., 1958). 
35uubert James Boran, "High School Leadership: A Study of Differen. 
\ial Characteristics of Emergent Leaders and Non-Lead4i1"s in a Smll Prt vate 
Roan Catholic Girla High School in a Large Midwestern City" (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Loyola Universtty, Cbieago, 1965), p. 145. 
36 Lenski, p. 129. 
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statement, ot course, is applicable to & comparison ot diverse reli~ous 
groups. It is the intent ot this study to &ssess the importance of social 
clus wi1!hin one religious grouping (the Catholic Church) and to tocus prima-
rily on possible differences in response to questions ot social doctrine.. The 
same method will be used to examine ethnic! ty as a variable. In general, 
Lenslt1 states that Catholic school educated Catholics are more tai tht'ul. to 
their religious obligations than are Catholics from public schools.. Be con-
cludes this variation _y be attributable to education but is not necesaarily 
so.37 
The atudy ot Paul Schindler agrees generally with l'ichter, Dell, 
staley, and Lenslti wben he concludes that students who bad all Catholic educa-
tion scored 81gn1.tio&ntly higher in Catholic attitudes and values than did 
1.-
Catholics wei reoeived all or 80118 publiC school education.38 Richard Smolar, 
I -
in his thesis, "Social Position and Age," suggests the 11Iportance ot atudyins 
parochial secondary and university Catholic education for attitude8 and behav-
ior correlationa.39 But he -does not, hi_elf, exaa1ne this tactor. Rather 
he is concerned with age, ethnicityand social class as they affect Catholics' 
attitudesJ he does not focus on Catholic education as a variable or constant. 
His discusaton ot the theoretical significance ot religion or etbnicity in 
influencing ethnic attitudes to'WU"d the dominant culture value system is, 
however, pertinent to this Rudy. 40 
371bid• 
-3~aul 'l'. Schindler, "An Bvaluation ot 'actors Related to Attitudinal 
Internalization of the Catholic Value System" (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Loyola university, Chicaso, 1963). 
39Ricb.ard Bernard Smolar, "Social Position and Aget Their Relation-
ship to Catholic Ethnic Attitude" (unpublished Master's theSis, Loyola Univer-
Sity, Chicago, 1963), p. 169-
40 Ibid., pp. 4-9-
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Finally, to be noted here is the most ambitious proJect in this tield 
to date which 1s the Greeley-Rossi-Pinto study, The Social Eftects of Catholic 
Education, made possible by a Carnegie Fund grant under the auspices ot the 
. 41 National Opinion Research Center. It tocuses almost exclusively on ditter-
~ces in respondents' educational background and their answers to questions on 
various aspeets ot the Catholic value system. The sa:mple is national and com-
na.,..s Catholics ot "AU Catholic tI "Some Catholic " and "50 Catholic" ed.uoa-,--- ., , 
tion. Attitudes ot a control ~oup of Protestants are also included. The 
ettects ot social cla8s according to the authors rece! ve only a "passing allu-
sion" and in their Judgment this variable deserves a considerable amount ot 
42'i . 
analysis. TIlV' report also sugests the "tremendous influence ethnici ty may 
bave on the ett+tt veness ot paroohial education. ,,43 
%~ 
One imp&tant general cOl1clusion ot this study holds that there is no 
significant difference in reaponse ooncern1ns race, international relatiOns or 
domeet1ceconomtc problems based on type ot education, and that value-oriented 
education may or .may not be truly possible ot achievement. Further evidence 
in support ot this statement could have tar-reaching ramitications tor aU 
educator ...... especia1ly those in the Catholic .chao1 system. 
Sullllarizing these related studies we tind: 
1. richter, Dell, Staley, Lenaki, and Sohindler see Catholio educa-
tion as an important detendnati ve factor in assisting moral advertence, with 
some distinctions among these authors between total aDd partial Catholio edu .. 
cation. 
41 
:Andrw M. Greeley, Peter R. Rossi, and Leonard J. Pinto, The Social 
Ittects ot Catholic Education (Chicagoj lationaJ. Opinion Research Center., 
1964). . 
~bid., p. 81. 43xbid., p. 80. 
- -
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2. No tind1ngs on the import ot social class or a particular ethnic 
background tor responses holding type ot education constant. 
3. Strong indications by all previous investigators that social class 
and/or ethnic background my be vital variables to our understanding ot d1tter-
ences in response. 
The question becomes, then, are the ethnic and. soc1&1 class variables 
important and. usetul distinctions of ideal types which are necessary and pos-
sibly indispensable in the search tor answers to the etiology at Catholics' 
att1.tudes and therefore to the implementation at the goals of the Catholic 
school system in a changing world? It should be interesting to explore the 
variations in responses, especially on questions related to social %"esponsi. 
btlttYI ot the senior girls ot tva Catholic high schools, statted by the same 
community ot nuns, in which the students are generally regarded as ot differ-
ing 80cial class and ditterences in ethnic background are to be tound. Thus, 
we may analyse their responses holding type ot education constant and looldng 
at social class and ethnictty as the variables possibly atreating their atti ... 
tudes on theae important topics. 
Tbeoretical ConsideratiOtUJ. "Tbe process whereby personality is ac-
quired through social interaction is known as socialization. ,,44 During this 
process, an individual learns the habitSI customs, DDres, etc., which are ex ... 
pected ot him by the group. Some ot the.e patterns are c<>aon to everyone 
within a society; others are peculiar to certain subculture., racial, or 
ethnic sroups. Many reflect the outlook at soctal class membership; others 
are unique to a peer group or perhaps a reterenoe group. The principal agents 
at socialization are the family and other soc tal institutions including, at 
":vrancis B. Merrill, Societl and. Culture (Bew Jersey, 1962), p. 151. 
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course, the school. Conformity to the group·s expectations 1s brougllt about 
by the precesa of soc1al control. The means of social control e.re both formal. 
and. inforal and include rewarda, satiefactiona, sanctions, penalties, exclu-
sion froa the group, and other method. to insure cOJQpliance and predictability 
in relation to the behavior of individual members within a 1001ety_ 
Tbe social class status and ethnic bacqrowad of child.l"en directly at-
fect the 80ci&11zation process a. the child develops a personality aDd forms 
att1 tudes toward religion and. other aspect. ot th.social system operative 
within a aociety. The impact of the .. two variables has not been fully caart-
tied, ho:wever, and it would seem imperative that more intoration on these 
factors is andatory for educatars--eapeci&l.ly in the Catholic school 'Yst_. 
Speculations that hisber class status, for example, is related to grater doc-
triDal orthodoxy are 8ubstantially unproven but persist as detinite pos.ibili-
ties. 
The importance, then, ot the _ theory ot social stratification tor this 
study 1s apparent--part1cularly 1n one of 1 ts principal. foru· .. that ot social 
class-... the other _Jor form beins aaate with which we are not especially con-
cerned. ItA cla •• i. a comparat1vely peranent group ot persons of all ases 
and. both .exes who ocoupy a cOIa)n soc1&1 pos1tion in a hierarohia&l ra.nld.ng 
within a liven society.,,45 Of particular illPort for our purposes are the dy-
namic aspects ot soci&1 clus as att1 tudes are formed, for we know that the 
patterned behavior of various soci&1 classes involves different rearins prac-
tices of children, varied occupational and educational aspirations for them, 
aDd, in other words, the development ot "dil'tinctive att1tu.des, values and. 
styles of life. tt46 The possible effects of diUertns social class membership 
46 Ibid., p. 284-. 
-
are, then, a primary consideration or this thesis. 
Mucll confusion has also been generated by the various outlooks toward 
ethnic background in sociological. and general discussions. There is the his-
torica.l norna.tive concept of ethnicity which is that of "Americanization" in 
which ethnic ~norities are expected to adjust to, and to accept the dominant 
cultUl"e as the "melting pot" theory suggests. There is also the view of eth-
nicity incorporated in the norna.tive concept ot "ethnic pluralism" in vbich 
the separate identity of the ethnic II1nortty is mintained while sharing com-
mon American values with the rest of SOCietY'- As one looks at both ot these 
concepts it. is also important to note that ethnic identification itselt is not 
the onlY' &rOUp.locating tactor operative as the person act. w1thin the totality 
of our SOCietY', but Just hov salient is this ethnic membership to minority per-
sons •• they- form attitudes and interact Yith others? Various viewpoints 
germane to the question of ethnicity and Catholicism have been suggested. 
COlIZIDenti:ng on one aapect of this tssue, Greeley states that the drastic change 
he sees in theother ... world perapective ot Catholics "might be the result ot a 
transitional process Whichi. accompanying the later stages ot the accultura-
tion processes of the Oatholic immigrant gl"OUpa.,,47 John L. 'l'b.oas holds that 
there are relatively large miaortties aJlDng the Catholic group. Althoush 
the Melting Pot is boilina steadily, the process ot ass1m1lat10n is tar 
from completed. To be sure, these ethnic minorities embrace a common 
CatholiC ideo1081, but the derivative 1natitutional obJectiv", as well as 
the social. means used to 1mpluaent them reveal. divergent cultural pattern-
ing ot their Old World origin. ~ 
Pichter·. position i. somewhat d1fterent as be states that: 
47Andrew M. Greeley, "Anti-Intellectuali •• in Catbolic Colleges, It 
American Catbolic SOQioloe~ Review (Winter, 1962), p. 367. 
48Jobn L. ~., The American Catholic J'am11l Clfew Jersey, 1956), 
p. 12. 
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Whatever we say of Catholicism, as practiced in America today, it must 
be understood in terms of the American culture, which discourage. many as-
pects ot "ethnic_group" survival, but which permits religious dit:ferentia ... 
tion. When we talk about the survival and identity ot the Catholic popu-
lation as a soo1&1 phenomenon, we must emphasize its religious mea.n1ng 
rather than its iDll1gn.nt status. On the other band, we do not mean to 
suggest that the change in iJlll1grant status 'and the tading out af ethnic 
dif1'er.nces bave so mol~ed Catholics with other Americans that they are 
hardly distinauisbe.ble. 9 . 
And Herberg adds e. third interpretation: 
To this nW generation 1 t seems obvious that ethnic separateness can-
not and should not be perpetuated; to th_ the ethnic pluralism ot the 
nationalist appears meaningless and inccmprehenaible, but they do not 
theretore tully share the dream ot the "melting pot" enthusiasts. They 
ree.lize that integration into American lite implies assim1lation to the 
American model in lany crucial respect.. However important the ethnic 
group_y bave been in the ad.1ustment of the immia;n.n.t to American society, 
and however influential it still reains in a.l\;1 asPects of American lite, 
the perpetuation ot ethnic ditterenoes in any serious way is altogether out 
ot liDe with the logic ot American reality. '!'he newcomer is expected to 
ohange any thinga about him as he becomes American--nationality, language, 
oulture. One thing, however, he is not expected to cbange--and that is his 
reltg1oD. And so it is religion tbat'With the third generation bas become 
the ditterentiati1}g element and the context ot selt .. identitication and 
sooial 10cation.50 
The fi:nal viewpoint we will oonsider on this question is this one. 
Religion and race seem to define the _Jor groups into which American so-
oiety is evolving as the specifically national asPect ot ethnio1ty de-
clines. In our large American c1ties, tour _Jor groups emerge: Catholic&!! 
Jews, wh1te Protestants, and legroes, each making up the city in ditterent 
proport10ns. This evolution 1s by no means com;plete. And yet we can dis-
cern' that the next stage ot the ft'olution ot the imm1grant groups will in .. 
;~~r~~ =h~~~~i:n;: ::':i~~i::~= :;t~nt-::~~g!~i~:51 
It is crucial to ascertain, 1t possible, wh1ch of these interpreta-
tions is most val1d &8 we look at the relat10nship ot catholicism to ethnicity 
49J'OSeph J'1ahter, "The Americanization of catholicism," Roan Catholi-
cism and the American Way ot Lite, ed. Thomas '1'. McAvoy (Batre Dame, 19l)O), 
p. 120. 
50.,111 Herberg, Protestant-Catholic-J'ew (New York, 1960), pp. 22-23. 
51ratban Glazer and Daniel Patrick Moyniban, Beyond the Melting Pot 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1963), p. 314. 
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as a variable operating to achieve or thwart the goals of Catholic education 
in America today. These are some ot the major issues we will attempt to ex-
andne and comment upon in discussions ot the data ot this study. 
Because most previous studies indicate Catholic or public education as 
the most important variable tor differences in responses, this study will hold 
type ot eduoation constant (at least ten years ot a possible twelve in a 
Catholic school), and attempt to determ1ne the import ot. the social. class and 
ethnio variables wi thin such a sample. 
!!n0theN.. The ~he.es ot this study are three: 
1. Attitu.des ot respondents in both schools will tend to vary aocord-
ing to their social cla •• membership :rather' than retlect their common religious 
aftiliation and Catholic education. 
2. Dltter1D8 ethnic ba.okpounds will be a •• ooiated with variations in 
responses within a social clas •• 
3. student. ot the .... ethniC! background but ot dtttering social 
cla.8 will tend to bave simlai' attitude •• 
CHAPl'1R II 
'l'RE METHOD AID TmHlflQUES OJ' THE STUDY 
8!ILD;lple Popu.lation and Procedure.. It bas been noted in Chapter I that 
the cited studies ot Catholic students have tocused on the extent ot Catholic 
education as a variable in the research. Although the results of these 
studies are generally favorable to Catholic students educated totally or pre-
dominantly in Catholic schools in regard to areas of social responsibility, 
there are any cUlTent collllBentatora who suggest that this area of religious 
formation requires inCl"eased attention. Ramn behavior by its very nature 
inters an imperfect oondition and there is practical doubt that univeraal &0-
ceptanee and p~ctiee .of the social dootrine ot the Church by her members will 
be aohieved. But it is pragatically sound that goals and aims be cl_rly de-
fined, considering all aspects of the current parochial school situation, so 
that plana for th~ religious formation of Catholios may proceed. And 80, in 
the practical sphere, questions arise as to the possible influence on attitudes 
and behavior and their relative ettects as ettorts are ade to attain these 
goals. 
It would seem necessary, then, that other factors besides type ot edu-
cation should be exaDdned to assess their possible ettects on the attitudes of 
Catholic young people--and, presUDBbly, on their bebavior .. -in areas where the 
Church desires the acoeptance of specific norms. The two variables generally 
indicated by other studies as necessary areas ot research were social class 
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and ethnic background as discussed in the previous chapter. 
The universe selected for this study consists of the seniors of two 
catholic girls' high schools which will be called "at. Ann' stl and "St. Mary's. II 
These two specific schools were chosen for several reasons. From personal ex-
parience, the writer knew that the majority of students in St. Ann's could be 
establi.hed as middle clus, whereas those of St. Mary'. would be working 
class. It was also lm.own that some indications of the effects of a particular 
ethnic background might be studied because each school has rrany girls of Irish 
descent. The fact that the same community of nuns operate both schools was 
considered important because this would eliminate possible influence baled on 
the customs and traditions of different religious communi ties in areas of 
80cial action and the like. Both schools bave lay teachers on their faculties 
and the curriculum of both for religious instruction is similar. This last 
factor will be commented upon later. All of the students are of approximately 
the same age and urban. 
Finally, and trom a practical point or view, perhaps most important, 
the principals and senior homeroom teachers of both schools very graciously 
permitted the questionnaires to be administered. Their cooperation and inter-
est was 1ndi spensable for thi s research. 
The senior girls of these two schools answered the questionnaires dur-
ing the same week of May, 1966. Each homeroom teacher administered it to her 
own class during the first class period of the day. Suggestions to the teach-
ers who would administer the questionnaires were given to each homeroom 
teacher. A copy of these suggestions _y be found in Appendix I. Salient 
points of this sheet included: 
1. Emphasis on the fact that each student is to give her own opinion 
on these issues. 
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2. The questionnaire should be completed by the respondent without 
help from the teacher or compari sons with other students. 
3. Teachers should stress the importance of the respondents' answers 
but should show disinterest in individuals' anavers so that the 
girls will give sincere opinions and not the ansvers they think 
the teacher would approve. 
After the questionnaires were returned to this writer, the process of 
separating respondents according to predetermined criteria was accomplished. 
The first part of the questionnaire gave the factual data. about the students 
necessary for this procedure. This part of the questionnaire will be consid-
ered here because it was the personal background section which assisted in the 
determination of respondents for the final 8&IIPle. The second part will be 
treated im.ediately following this explanation under the heading, "The Ques-
tionnaire. 1I 
Respondents tor the final group to be studied were chosen based on 
these c:r1teria: 
1. The student must have had ten or more years in a Catholic school. 
2. The respondent and both parents are Catholics who attend Church 
weekly. (This was done to elim1Date dormant or margtDa1 Catholics 
because ot the widespread criticism of Lenski's method ot using 
all who termed themselves Oatholics.) 
3. Both parents are alive and 11 ving together. 
4. The social class ot the respondents had to meet the requirements 
ot m1ddle or working Clasf based on the Bollingehead and Redlich 
system ot stratification. 
The procedure suggested by item 4 above included theae aspecta for the 
respondents of each school. There were 321 queat ionnaires returned by St. 
Ann f a school as 25 girls were absent the day they were adm1nistered. This 
makes the total of 346 in the St. Ann senior class. Of the 321 questionnaires 
laee August B. Holl1nphee.d and I'rederick C. Redlich, Social Cla8s 
and Mental Illness (lew York, 1958), pp. 387-407. 
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returned ther~ vere 128 which met all the requirements of the criteria. Those 
which did not meet the stipulations set for inclusion in the final sample 
totaled 193. There were 16 incomplete questionnaires, 63 which either gave 
insufficient intoration to determine class position or vere Classes IV or V 
according to the Hollingshead and .Redlich seale, and 114 which failed to meet 
the other conditions of the criteria. 
Of these 128 students selected 44 vere Class II or upper middle 
class, 60 vere Class III or lower middle class, and there were 24~ students 
whose fathers' occupation and level of education placed them in Class I ac-
cording to the Hollingshead and Redlich Two-factor Index of Social Position. 
It was decided to include these 24 Clas8 I respondents with the Class II and 
Class III students and operationally define these 128 respoDdentsas middle 
class for the reporting of data 1n the study. The inclu.sion of this clu.ster 
of 24 girls in the middle class grouping 'WaS based on the more subtle factors 
which HollingShead and Redlich suggest as indicative of Class I membership--
none of which are characteristics of these 24 students. ror example, although 
the specific area of residence tor the students who attend at. Ann's school 
was not asked by the questionnaire, the general. residential area. which the 
school serves is not tithe bestll ot the !araer co.JlllWl1ty which is one of 
Hollingshead and Redlich' s stipulations for Class I membership. Nor is the 
educatioDal level of the mothers in this group in accord with Hollingshead and 
Redlichts determination that Clasa I mothers bave at l ... st some college. Iven 
the Ik>re tenuous aspects of Claas I membership such as acceptance in the 
social register of a community, ltneage, and the like indicate that the stu-
dents ot these 24 tamilies are similar to upper middle class families in these 
characteristics and their aenera! style of lite rather than Class I families. 
not .............. , ..... - £'1 ... · thAn the"""'''''. class - ..... :.. of this study was 
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operationally defined. as Classes I, II, and III of the at. _ Ann t s re~pondents 
and throughout the text and. tables, these 128 students will be collectively 
treated as the middle class sample. 
The total senior class of at. Nary's school was 245 of which 14 were 
absent the day the questionnaires were administered. Those not meeting the 
condi tiona ot the crt terta and theretore excluded. trom the tinal sample among 
the 236 questionnaires returned totaled 171 ot which 13 were incomplete, 48 
had either insufticient information to determdne class position or were 
clearly Classel II or III, and UO which tailed. to meet all the other condi .. 
tions tor inclusion in the tinal sample ot the study. Those meeting all 
stipulations in the St. Maryt. group was 60. 
An operational detinition waa alao established tor the determdnation 
ot the working class sample ot the study. As was previously mentioned, the 
tinal group ot at. Mary' s respondents totaled 6o--ot whom 41 were Class IV 
according to the Two-factor Index and 19 vere Class V. These two groups were 
combined and called the working class sample ot the study. It was again the 
more subtle factors as was noted tor the selection of the middle class group 
which indicated that these 19 studenta ot Class V position abould be included. 
in the working class sample. Althoug'b Bollingsheed and Redlich state that 
41 per cent ot Claas V tamilies are broken, these respondents are all trom 
two-parent homes. Their mothers' educational level exceeds the eight years 
which Hollingshead. and Redlich st1pulate in their research as the median tor 
Class V mothers. Also these students attend a parochial school which con-
flicts with the statement that the Catholic ch11dren ot Cla8s V taud11es are 
predominantly public school educated. In sUlDlllB.rY, these cbaracteristics indi-
cate that these 19 reapondents are aimilar to the 41 Olass IV students in sig .. 
of the working class sample a. the data of this .tudy is reported. 
5. Finally, it was desired that the ethnic background of the student. 
be established for comparative purposes. 
Because both school. were lmovn to have representative numbers of 
girl. of Iri.h de.cent, the questionnaires ot each school were again examined 
and in both schools those respondents who were of Irish background both on 
their .,therfs and father's sides were selected. To avoid assimilation prob. 
lema only respondent. of third generation or longer in this country were in-
cluded for the Irish subgroup as well as tor the other two groupings of non-
Irish or a mixture of Irish and other nationality background(s). COllq)Uiaons 
will be made between Irish and non-Irish within each school with class held 
constant, as well as between the Irish group of the two schools where class 
status is different but ethnic backsround the same. When this selection proc ... 
ess was completed, the total. of each group became: 
Middle Cla ..... ..$t. Ann 
WOJ'king Cla.s .. -St. Mary 
Irish 
33 
18 
lon-Irish 
29 
25 
.Mixed 
66 
17 
It was also decided that de.cent itself was not ot the only importance 
in a study such as this but the salience it has far respondents. 'l'b.e varia-
tiona within and between the ethnic groups were interesting and will be pre-
sented in Chapter IV. 
Suamarizing the criteria by which the sample population ot each .chool 
was cho.en, it i. to be noted: 
1. Ten or more years ot a possible twelve in Catholic schools. 
2. Parents and student at least modal Catholics according to Fichterfs 
typology-.2 
2Joseph H. Fichter, Social Relations in the Urban Parish (Chicago, 
1953), p. 22. 
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3. Both parents alive and liVing together. 
4. Students' ethnic background determined by at least third generation 
on both sides. 
5. Bt. Ann t s respondents were operational.l.y defined as middle class 
based pr1narily on the Hollingshead and Redlich Two-factor Index of 
Social Position. 
6. St. Mary's students operationally defined as working class in the 
same manner a8 item 5 above. 
The tinal question in this section (Item 21) was included to see it 
the politieal party preference of these respondents' parents correla,ted with 
elass and/ CJr ethnic bac:kground as any previous investigators have stated. 
The Questionnaire. The -Jar part of the questionnaire was designed to 
dete1"ll.1ne theae students' views on issues primarily related to social responai ... 
bili ty, .md their knowledge of and ae;reement vi th the social doctrines of the 
Catholic Church, in whic:h all respondents stated active membership. The origin 
of these questions, their purposes for this study, and the compe.rtsons to be 
Dade will comprise the next part ot this thesis. 
Questions 1 through 10 of the second part of the questionnaire were 
taken trom the Bational. Opinion Research Center's in.strument3 which was also 
used by Horan.4 Each is spec:ifica11y focused on one or more aspects of the 
social doc:trine of the Church. They are c:oncerned with contemporary social 
problems such as racial and ethntc prejudice, birth c:ontrol, religious, aca-
demic and civil liberties, the twlction of the Church in the If secular city," 
labor unions, and other related issues. All of these questions relate to 
issues upon which the teaching arm of the Church has made clear pronounce", 
ments. Greeley, Rossi, and Pinto found that respondents in their sample who 
went exclusively to Catholic schools were "more likely to agree with Church 
30reeley, Rossi, 4-aDd Pinto, pp. 8 .. 9. Horan, p. 156. 
~ ..... -....... 
authority than others.,,5 One task of this research is to see it thi. teaching 
authority is accepted by the Catholic educated individuals of this study and 
to compare percentage of assent or disagreement within the subgroups for pos .. 
sible diff .. ences which lI1aY correlate with class status or ethnic background. 
Queation 12 focuses on altriusm versus 1II&ter1alism in the choice of 
adult ocoupation as the students are uked it they would choose a Job which 
assured them ot a comfortable and secure lite tor themselves and their tami-
lie. or a Job which Dade it posaible tor them to do good to others and improve 
society. Questions 13 and 14 are designed to useas the respondents' views on 
the permissibility ot usinS atollic bomb •• -epecitieall.y stating "even it thel 
are i1llllOl"&l would tbe United States be allowed to use them apinst Commu.nism 
or aa a retaJ.1&tOl7 measure? n These last three queations are from de Cruz's 
QUestiOnDaire.6 
RespODdents t attitudes towards the Churoh t. riFt to apeak on various 
.octal i.8ues is exam1Jled in the tive part. of Item 15. These again are areas 
in which the Church bas already spoken detinitively-·with the possible excep-
tion of "exaggerated advertising cla1as" which bas received less emphasis than 
the other tour: Just wage, Besroes· right to social equality, birth eontrol 
and divorce, and dia&r'JBJllBnt. The issue presented bere is: to wbat extent do 
the respondents agree with the risht ot the Church to state these social doc-
trines as abe bas, in tact, done tor many years? 
QuestiOns 16 and 11 seek to know whether these Catholic high sebeol 
seniors woUld wish our surplus food to be ebared with other toreisn people. in 
need--and, in the ",eond 1natance, ,with the people in Communiat countriea "it 
5 Greeley, Rossi, and Pinto, p. 39. 
6de Cruz (from M.A. tbesis still in progresa). 
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their need is great." fco te~ the hungry would surely seem to be a },lasic de-
, 
aire and intention of committed Church members. 
fco a8sess the respondents t views on the rearing practices in their 
bomes and the personal Characteristios ot their parents, questions 18 and 19 
were included. Question 18 will provide an idea ot permi.sive, mixed, or 
strict parental regulation ot their daughters' activities. Question 19 will 
indicate the student.' opinions of their parents' personality traits along a 
favorable, mixed, or unfavorable continu.um. 
It was hoped. that questions 20 and 2l w111 proVide information per .. 
tinent to the "tone" ot each school as students choose the procedure they would 
tollow it they have been unfairly treated by a teacher or when they tind them: 
.elves in disagreement nth sClllethtng a teacber says. Question ~ asks a de-
scription ot the teachers they bave bad thi8 year in terms ot personal. traits, 
which are eapeeially relevant to an educator. Question 23 aaks the kinds ot 
students the respondents think their teachers preteI' and will give information 
helpful in eval.uating whether a more authoritarian or tree atmosphere is seen 
as the reality of st. Ann's and St.. Mary's by their senior students. The pre-
ceding six questions either alone or in combil'l&t10n should indicate something 
ot the soctal control tactors tbat these girls see as operative within their 
t8ll11yand school milieu. They, too, bave been taken tram the lORe instru-
ment. 
Question 24 is a tour point quiz on Catholio doctrine whioh in the 
present writer's view would not be considered dif'ticult tor high school seniors 
all educated tor ten years or more in a Catholic school. Identification of 
the encyclical "Nater et Mag1stra" as concerned with socio-economic conditions 
w1ll be ot particul.ar import tor one aspect ot this study, tbat is, knowledJ;e 
ot the social doctrine ot the Church, which does not, however, necessarily in ... 
dicate agreement either in word or action. 
Question 25 which inquires "hoW' 0108e do you teel toward your religion" 
is designed to partially ascertain the respondents t own personal attitudes and 
teeling ot Involveaent i.n the a.soc1&tioDal and co_unal aspects ot Church DI8JIl .. 
To examine tile attitude ot the students on weltare state programs, 
question 26 wa. used froaDell's que.tiODDaire.7 Views on the right ot tree 
speech includina the rigbt to Cl"iti01ze the President were explored in question 
Z7 which is also trom Dell t s work .. 8 
The relative iJIIportance ot various traits that ohildren should learn 
was asked. in qu.tion 28. Kost ot the other inveatiptors who ased this kind 
ot inquiry were esp~e1all.y concerned with the percentage ot respondents who 
selected "to help other., tt 01' t'to think tor hi_elf," and further comments 
will appear with the data on this issue. And tinally, question 29 attempts to 
determine the probable deci.ion the respondents will ake when the time comes 
to send their own children to school. Will it be public, Oe.'tholic, or 
prtvs.te19 
As richter baa pointed out most ot these questions bave what might be 
called an "expected response" trom the point ot view ot Catholic 80dia1 doc-
trine. Chapter8 III and IV ot this study will "..esent the resulta with this 
1Dell (thesi. previously mentioned which used tanski's questionnaire), 
p. 111. 
8 Ibid., p. 112. 
9Th1• was the wol'd1na ot the ,u.estiOnDail'e item. It was expected that 
the re8pondents would interpret "private schools" as those other than 
Catholic schools. 1"he data suggests tbat this was their interpretation. 
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important statement in mind. An tI expected response" may be e1 ther o~e answer 
such as "yes" or it may be within the range of "strongly agree" and "agree" 
combined to make the proper category. There are some items, however, which 8,J"e 
not of this nature. Data on thes. will be presented from a descriptive or 
analytical point of view. J'urther comm.ents on these delineations will be made 
as the results are presented because it is felt they will be more informative 
in that context. 
The DIOde of presentation in Chapters III and IV will be tables indi .. 
eating numbers and percentages based on previously explained criteria for all 
questions of the questionnaire that are signiftaant for this study. Some per-
sonal 3udgment will be exercised by this writer as to included and omitted 
ite .. and their presentation. Although this judgment my be open to question, 
it is most assuredly necessary for this thesis. 
One last comment on the method of presentation. The reader's attention 
will, of course, be focused on the percentage differences found among the 
groupings. However, "suggestive" or "significant" differences between percent .. 
ages of various subgroups will not be given because the final sample of each 
school is itself, by reason of the selection criteria, not a random sample. As 
Horan has noted in reference to the sample of his study which was very similar 
to this one, "all differences within that population are hence ste.tisticatll 
significant, since (Obviously), there is no risk that a population be atypical 
of itselt."lO This statement is applicable to the samples of this thesis also. 
It was therefore determined. that "large differences" would be pointed out on 
the basis of a magnitude of 8 or more percentage points of ditterence between 
classes or ethnic groups. Although the cutoff point is not the same, the 
l<1roran, p. 16. 
rationale for this procedure is the same for this study as it was tor Horan's 
work. He states: 
As a practical. measure ot important difference, it was deaided by the 
present writer to point out all ditterenaes larger than l~ of the total 
:possible l'&llge •••• This has several practical. advantages. One has to 
draw the line somewhere, as with cutoff points in the nominations contained. 
in the preceding chapter. A smaller ditterenae than l~ would have in-
creased the number ot "important" difterences among the groups to the point 
where the significant might well have been drowned under the .ss.S ot re-
ported ditterences •••• For all its :patent disadvantages, it is conven;;" 
ient and serve. to bring out the more I&lient point. in the research.ll 
This explanation is informative and concise and would seem to make clear one 
aspect of the method of presentation in the present writer's thesis. 
Other Research Problems-. As was previously explained in detail, the 
tinal sample of St. Ann's school i8 128. 'or St. Mary's it i. 60 respondents. 
'or an analysis of responses based on social class these numbers are adequate. 
However,· when they are divided into Irish and non-Irish for the ethnic back-
ground analysis the numbers become: 
Middle Class--st. Ann 
Working Cl&s,j.-St. Mary 
Irish 
33 
18 
Non-Irish 
29 
25 
These i%'oups are not as large as one would wish in order to assure validity of 
patterns which may emerge. This factor, then, must be kept in mind as data on 
the ethnic groups is reported. 
There also may be a built-in and unavoidable bias wben the girls ot 
each school are compared by class in relationship to their attitudes on 
various issues. It might be suggested that the religious instruction program 
ot each school has been attected by the class status ot the students. And 
theretore a middle class sample should be gathered from within the working 
llxbid., pp. 99-100. 
-
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clase school for control purposes. Atter care:f'ul. examination of the question-
naires, however) this was found to be impossible of attainment. Utilizing the 
criteria previously enunciated, no such group could be found. Although there 
were several respondents from the working class school population who could be 
ident ified. as middle class by the criteria set, their number dwindled as the 
other factors of the criteria were applied, such as parents and student modal. 
Catholics and ethnic background stipulations. After applying the crt terta 
then, the final number was far too small to be mee.ningt'ul as a control group. 
Beturning to the original point raised, however, in discussions with 
religion teachers of each school this writer was convinced that the religious 
instruction and formation curricula in each school were of comparable emphasis 
and pedagogy. This is, of course, a Judgment of these teache:'s and this writer 
which should be considered by the reader. 
CBAPTlRIIl 
ABALYSIS OF RESPONSES ACCORDING TO SOOIAL CLASS 
It is stated in innumerable sources tbat the attitudes of individuals 
are strongly tnnuenced by the place that person occupies in the stratification 
syetem ot a society. Havtng synthesized the findings of empirical studies to 
date on this point, Berelson and Steiner state definitively: "At present, at 
least in the United States, ditterences in opinions, attitudes, and beliefs 
stem trom three major factors and two minor ones. The major factors are resi .. 
dence, ethnic status, and class; the minor ones are age and sex."1 In this 
study, the reepondents are all urban residents of a large midwestern City, 
their ages are seventeen or eighteen years, aDd they are all female. The other 
two factors, ethnic status and class, are the characteristics upon which this 
study will focus as data is presented, to dilcover possible ditterences in at-
titudes which .. y be attributable to these two variables. 
Having explained in Chapter II the proeess by which the middle class 
and working class samples of this study were selected, it is now possible to 
present results on the various questionnaire items according to this two-class 
breakdown. lach item will be preceded when it is meaningful by a statement of 
the "expected response" from the standpoint of Catholic teaching. As the 
tables and explanations are presented indicating the differences in response 
~ Berelson and Gary A. Steiner, Human Behavior <New York, 1964), 
p. 570. 
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between classes, a. commentary on "large differences" will also be made. It 
was previously explained that these groups are not random samples so it is im-
possible to employ standa.rd teste of statistical significance or difference. 
Therefore, these "large differences" will be painted out on the basis of a 
magnitude of difference of more than eight percentage paints on any item be-
tween the two classes. This bas been done after all the data was examined so 
that the important points of difference in the study could be clearly presented 
in an inf'ormative context. Horan's explanation of this procedure which he also 
utilized, was previously Quoted.2 
!ABLE l.--Class ditterences in attitudes towards atheists 
a.s good citizens 
QUestion 1. Only people who believe in God can be good 
American citizens 
Middle Class Working Class 
10. Per 110. Per Cent Cent 
Stronalyagree 13 10.2 2 3·3 
Agree 18 14.1 6 10.0 
Disagree 59 46.1 33 55.0 
strongly disagree 33 25·8 16 26.6 
10 opinion 5 3·9 3 5·0 
If • 128 
.. • 60 
In a118W'er to this first item, the expected response would be dis-
agree or stroD&l7 41aaaree. The percentage ot middle class respondents who 
are within this category is 71.9 per cent and in the working class 81.0 per 
cent. This would indicate that more middle class respondents are less tolerant 
ot atheists than working class students whose large 9.1 per cent difference 
2noran, pp. 99 ... 100. 
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shows more respondents in accord with the official American position on civil 
liberties. This difference is not in accord with accepted theory that an 
authorita.rian position is more often taken by the lower classes in relation to 
areas such as civil liberties.3 
TABLE 2.· .. Comparison of attitudes towards Church teachings 
by soc1a.l class 
Question a. The tee.chings of rrr:I Cb.ureh are old fashioned 
and superstitious 
Middle Clus Working Clas. 
Ito. Per No. Per Cent Cent 
Strongly agree 0 0 0 0 
Agree 6 4.6 1 1.6 
DisagH 47 36.7 23 38.3 
Strongly disagree 72 56.3 34 56.6 
110 opinion 3 2·3 2 3·3 
I .. 128 B • 60 
Question 2 shows a 92.0 and 94.9 per cent of' expected response of dis-
agree or strongly disagree from the St. Ann's and. St. Nary's respondent., re .. 
spectively. Clearly, the students of this study are opposed to the view which 
holds that religious doctrine is old. fashioned and superstitious. The abso-
lute numbers in both classes who give the expected response is significant for 
this question. 
The expected response f'or statement 3 would be disagree or strongly 
disagree. Both groups are almost identically inclined toward tam11y planning 
as 68n per cent of the middle class falls within this category and 68.3 per 
cent ot the wrking class respondents &greet From this data class does not 
~erelson and Steiner I p. 572. 
~ 3.--Social class ditterences in attitudes towards 
family planning 
Question 3. A family should have as any children as pos-
sible and God will provide tor them 
Kiddle Class Working Class 
No. Per No. Per Cent Cent 
Strongly agree 10 7.8 5 8.3 
Agree 23 18.0 11 18.3 
Disagree 67 52·3 29 JK).3 
Str0naly disagree 2l. 16.4 12 20.0 
No opinion 7 5.5 3 5.0 
li .. 128 Ii .. 60 
TABLE 4.--Attitudes towards Negroes' desires for equality 
by social class 
Queation 4. Negroes wou.ld be satisfied if it were not tor 
a few people who stir up trouble 
Kiddle Claaa Working Class 
10. Per 10. Per Cellt Cent 
stroDgly agree 10 7.8 3 5.0 
Agree 28 21.9 15 25.0 
Dieagee 53 41.4 22 36.6 
strongly disagree 32 25.0 12 20.0 
No opInion 5 3.9 8 13·5 
... 128 ... 60 
appear to affect a.ttitudes toward family planning among these respondents. 
In answer to statement 4 the expected response would be disagree or 
strongly disagree. In the middle class group 66.4 per cent are within this 
ra.nge and in tbe working class it is 56.6 per cent. Also worthy ot mention is 
er cent of the war class who bave no opinion on this 
statement.. The large dit.ference in response between the two classes would be 
in accord with ma.!.IY research findings that prejudice is more intense within a 
group when the minority group is seen as directly competitive with them. For 
example, the working class respondents might view Negroes as a threat to their 
own soeial and occupational aspirations. 
T.A.BLI 5 .... ...Attitudes toward. Negroes' "pushing themselves 
where they are not wanted" by soc1al class 
Question 6. lagroes shouldntt push thelUelves where they 
are not wanted 
Middle Cla8s Working Clas8 
Bo. Per Bo. Per Cent Cent 
Strongly agree 16 12.5 13 21.6 
Agree 47 ·36.7 19 31·6 
Disagee 4:& 32.0 18 30 .. 0 
strong,ly disagee 1.15 12.5 4 6.6 
10 opinion 8 6.3 6 10.0 
• "* 128 »"* 60 
Bumini1l& Table 5, there appears to be a contradiction with item 4 in . 
the response on this issue. The expected response would be disagee or 
strongly disagree. Although the direction of change is the same for both 
groups on the two statements, middle class respondents who are with1n the range 
ot expected response total 44.5 per cent 8l'.Id workins class 1s 36.6 per cent on 
this item. The substantive change is notable 8l'.Id indicates some conflict in 
both clasaes with the social doetrine ot the Church on the iasue ot liegroes t 
right to social equality stated in these te1'DlS. The nature ot the two state-
Ilams mayaecount tor the d1fterenee in response as middle class white respond .. 
ents -.y take on the teeling of "threat" as .egroes "push themselves where they 
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are not wantedll--that is, in the eyes of middle class whites, into similar 
occupations, neighborhoods, churches, and schools. In statement 4 this threat 
is not necessarily felt by this group. The drop in the working class percent-
age Who give the expected response here may be merely a reinforcement of the 
explanat ion given tor item 4. 
TABLE 6.-..Attitudes towards Church teaching on charity by 
social class 
Question 5. Love of neighbor is lIIOre 1JIIportaDt than eating 
meat on Priday-
Middle Class 
pi· 
Working Class 
.. 
~. 
Per Per 
'No. No. Cent Cent 
strongly agree 62 48.4 35 58·3 
Agree 52 40.6 21 35.0 
D1sag" 4 3.1 1 1.6 
strongly disagee 3 2.3 0 0 
Wo opinion 7 5., 3 5.0 
J ,. 128 I' "" 60 
It is encouraging to note trom the standpoint of Catholic teaching on 
charity that the expected response to statement 5 presented in Table 6, is 
89.0 per cent for st. Ann's respondents and 93.3 per cent for it. Mary's stu-
dents. Although the samples are not scienti:tice.ll.y compare.ble, it vas of con-
cern to many that the NORe found only 53 per cent· of their "aU catholic" edu-
cated sample agreeing that love of neighbor preceded abstention from meat on 
Fr:l.day in the Catholic value system. This random sample, it should be noted, 
were adults who received their Catholic education a generation ago or more, 
and although the official teaching itself' on the primcy of love has been the 
same throughout Church history, the time factor bas pezobapa influenced the 
i. on these ints within the school at- as the tnat1tut1onal 
~ 7.--Class differences in attitudes towards Jewish 
business men 
Question 9.. Jewish business men are about as honest as 
other business men 
Middle Olass Work:.1.ng Olass 
lto. Per lfo. Per Cent Cent 
Strongly agree 16 12.5 7 u.6 
Agree 54 4.2.2 32 53.3 
Disagree 15 11.7 2 3.3 
Btr0nsJ.7 41 sasz"ee ,. , 3·1 2 3·3 
lto opinion 39 30.4 17 28.3 
If .. 128 ... 60 
Churoh has possibly modified what .y be termed its 3uridtcal stanoe. 
The results ot statement 9 shown above should give an expected response 
ot agree or strongly agree. "'his response is elioited from 54.7 per oent ot 
the middle class respondents and 64.9 pel" cent ot the working olass group- The 
difference in possible anti-8em1.tism between the two olasses appears to coin-
cide with the tindings ot Allport. 
Finally, it seems fairly well establtshed that white people in the lower 
socio-economtc levels are, on the average, more bitterly anti-Iegr:o than 
white people at the higher levels. The .. everse situation holds tor anti-
Sattism, vllich seems relatively mpre pronounoed at the higher socio .. 
ecoDODlio levels than at the lower.4 
It can be seen that this tinding ot Allport' s also reinforoes the commentary 
Jlllde on the two precediD8 items related to legroes' rights. Again, the 
"threat" element ot pre3udice seems apparent for both of theae issues. 
Parenthetically, a few resp013lSents added personal cOlDlJents on this 
topic ot anti-Semitism. One who stroDClY agreed nth the stat .. nt explained 
4Gordon W. Allport, The .tve of Pre~ud1(le (New York, 1954), p. 78. 
tbat she worked. tor a Jewish businessman and had experience tbat proved. thea 
as honest as others. A few mentioned their lack of experience and therefore 
the impossibility of responding. Both classes showed very large numbers re-
sponding "no opinion" --30.4 per cent middle and 28.3 per cent for the working. 
However, even without personal experience it would se_ possible tor these stu ... 
dents t.o form and state their attitude. Many tactors are probably operative 
in this pheD011leuon. Parental views would be intl.uetialJ one might also ask 
in ligbtof recent Council developments on tbe Declaration of the Relationship 
ot the Church to lfon-Chr1at.ian ReliS10ns whether or not the teaching Church 
has been as clear and emphatic in this eensitive area as might be expected 
tram her official position. 
r TABLE a:.-A.ttitudes towards books written by CO_lni ets in 
t Public Libraries by social. class 
: 
Question 7. Books written by COJJIIIl1U1iets should not be per-
mitted in public libraries 
Middle Class Working Class 
Bo. Per Ro. Per Cent Cent 
str~y agree 6 4.6 1 1.6 
Agree 19 14.8 12 20.0 
Disagree 76 59.3 Z7 45.0 
Strongly disagree 24 18.8 13 21,6 
lfo opinion 3 2.3 7 U.6 
If • 128 If ,. 60 
'1'0 explore respondents· attitudes tOW$.l'd another tacet ot civil liber-
ties is the purpose ot statement 7, Table 8. This it_ would have an expected. 
resp01184t of disagree or atronslY di_aree. In conformity with this expecta-
tion, 78.1 per cent of the middle cla8s and 66.6 per cent of the world.ng class 
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respondents answered in this manner. Contrary to their greatar tolerance tor 
atheists than ware middle olass respondents, the working olass indicates here 
a large di:.f'ference of 11.5 per cent between themselves and middle class re-
spondents as 21.6 per oent IItrongly agree, or agrea, that books written by 
Communists should be banned trom public libraries. This result, unlike the 
data in item 1 in this study, ill DIOft in accord v1th previous research that a 
higner class would be mare positiVely inclined toward civil liberties than a 
lower socio-economic class. 
!I'ABLE 9.·-Soc1al class differences in attitudes towards 
unions 
• Question 10. Working ~ bave the right and duty to Join 
unions 
Middle Class Working Class 
10. Per 10. Per Cent Cent 
strongly agree 30 23.4 23 38.3 
Agree 69 53·9 27 45.0 
Disasr" 14 10.9 6 10.0 
StronslY disagree 2 1.6 0 0 
Bo opinion 13 10.2 4 6.6 
.,. 128 If ,. 60 
Considering the oomprehensi'Ye prODOWlcements ot the Church during the 
last century on the issaes raised instat-.et1t 10 above, one would expect 
agree or strongly agree responses. In the middle cla6s TI. 3 per cent indicate 
attitudes within this range and in the working class the percentage ot concur ... 
rence 18 83.3. Although this question was taken intact tro. the lORe inatru.-
ment which bad several pre .. testings, the present writer was apprehensive that 
the combination ot "right and duty" in this item might cause some contusion. 
There may be many who strongly ad.m1 t the riiE-t but do not necessarily accept 
the duti¥: of union membership. A fev respondents, of their own volition, com-
mented in Just these terms. The DWDbars were small but it was felt tbat the 
delineation mde by these reapoDdents merited at least this short cOlllDleZlt. 
T.A.BLE lO ... -Attitudes toward Cbrtsttans' obligation to fight 
poverty am inJustice in this lite by social class 
Question 8. J(y rellgion teaohes that a good Chrlstian 
ought to think about the next lite and not worry about fight-
ing poveRY and inJustice in thls lit. 
H1ddle Class WOl"kiDg Class 
10. Per 10. Per cent Cent 
strongly agree 0 0 1 1.6 
Agree 0 0 0 0 
Disagee 43 33·' 24 40.0 Strongly disagee 85 66.4 31 51.6 
Ho opinion 0 0 4 6.6 
... l28 H • 60 
'.rABLI U ... -Att1tudes toward. rel.1s1ous bodies' obligation 
to 1Df'luence 80clal conditions by social class 
Question U. Religion ought to concentrate Just on the 
worship of God and give up tryiDg to clean up alums and 
otber social conditions 
.Middle Class Working Class 
10. Per 10. Per Cent Cent 
Stl"ODgly agree 2 1.6 0 0 
Agree 5 3·9 0 0 
Disagree 32 25.0 20 33·3 
strotJlly disagree 89 69.5 38 63-3 
10 opInion 0 0 2 3·3 
I .. l28 »'" 60 
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The results ot the above two items are ot special importance, to this 
study as they touch upon Catholics· involvement in the "secular city." The 
expected response of disagree or strongly disagree for item 8 is given by 99.9 
per cent ot the st. Ann respondents and 91.6 per cent of the st. Mary girls. 
For statement 11, we find 94.5 per cent of the middle class and 96.6 per cent 
of the working class respcmdents giving the expected response of disagree or 
strongly disagree to this statement. 
The dualism so often ascribed to the Catholic population of this coun-
try- in terms ot lack ot participation in works of social responsibility is 
overwhelmingly denied by the stated attitudes ot the respondents in this study. 
Focusing on Fichter·s previously cited query' "are we more concerned with the 
hereafter than the here? II these students clearly believe that their Church 
reeOJllllft!lds social actions to improve the "!!!!:!_" One my suggest that these 
results do not deDT the possibility that the emphasis was not always as strong 
tor this pOSition within the teaching Church. It seems plausible, hO'WeVU', 
that this JIIOditication in attitudes is the :aatural result of a long but con ... 
tillUOus development to the culml.XJation tound in Vatican II's ConstitU',t;ion on 
the Church in the Modern World. 
Pmound and rapid changes IIBke it particularly urgent that no one, ignor-
ing the trend ot events or drussed by laZiness, content himself with a 
merely iJ3d1.vldual1stic lI'IOl'8l.1ty. It fP"Ows inCl"ee.siD&lY true that the ob-
ligations of Justice and love are tul:t1Ued only it each person, cODtrib-
utiDg to the common good, according to his own abilities and the needs ot 
others, also promotes and assiat. the public and private institutions 
dedicated to bettering the conditions at human lite.5 ' 
ADd it is Callaba's a.ssertion on this point that 
this emphasis bas ref'lected a theolog1.cal response to the recognition that 
Christianity, including Catholicism, is failing to mke a vital impact on 
SOCiety. But it also reflects the need of Catholics to find a 
5In Abbott and Gallaper (eds.), p. 228. 
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spirituality which will take account of their desire to escape tram a Dar-
row, soc1all~ defensive Catholicis- to a oonfident, positive, creative 
Catbo11oism.O 
TABLE 12. --Differences in choice of later life occupations 
by social class 
Question 12. If you bad to ohoose one or the other of the 
following, which would you prefer: 
A) A Job which assured you of a comfortable and secure 
life for yourself aDd famUy, or 
B) A Job which md.e it possible for you to do good. to 
others and iJll)rove society 
Middle Clus Working Class 
Bo. Per Ho. Per Cent Cent 
A 67 ,2 .. 3 2l 35.0 
B 59 46.1 39 6,.0 
50 opinion 2 1.6 0 0 
B == 128 I .. 60 
Examin1ng the results ot quest.ion 12 the large difference is rather 
striking. In the middle class group 52.3 per cent choose aD. occupation which 
assures a oomfortable life and 46.1 per cent an occupation which mkes it pos-
sible to do good and improve society. ot the working class respondents, how-
ever, 35 per cent select a comfortable lite and 6, per cent an oceupation of 
service to others. In other words, 'there is a 19 per oent spread between the 
two classes whioh indicates that mare respondents have mter1alistic attitudes 
in the middle class and there are more altruistic individuals in the working 
class sample of this study when a choice of later life occupation is the crt-
tenon. 
It i8 iJll)ossible for this writer to give a conclusive explanation of 
6 Ca.l.lahan, pp. 167 -l.68. 
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this data. It DBY be possible, however, to suggest that the lack of service 
as a life goal e.mong the middle class group is related to the warn1ng that 
Gibson Winter bas given in 1'he Subu.rban Captivitl of the Churches.7 He notes 
the tri v1alization and Juven11ization of lite in sub\1rbia and we DaY wonder it 
this phenomenon might not be apparent here among the middle class respondents 
who, in many social characteristics, resemble the suburban Protestants of whom 
Winter spe.ks. Also relevant to the choice of occupations assurill8 a comfort-
able lite 1n the Jlliddle class group may be the recency of attainment of middle 
class statu.s by the respondents t parents. !he security of higher class status 
increases overr time atId rray br1.ns a reaw.ken1ng ot social responsibility as 
some cOllllleDtators bave suggested. 
'tAllLI l) ... -Attitudes towards the use of .tOll bombs to over .. 
come Communism by social class 
Question 13. Even it atOll bombs were iJlllllOral, would the 
United States be permitted to use th_ it tbat were the 
only way to overcome COImnuni em? 
Jt1ddle Class World.na Class 
10. Per 110. Per Cent Cent 
Yes 30 23 .... 8 13.3 
Bo 56 "'3.8 22 36.6 
Don't 1mow ~ 32.9 30 50.0 
I .. l.28 I .. 60 
Qu.estions 13 and 14 shown in !rables 13 and 14 are related couid ...... 
t1ona. The first p&l"t 0'1 both questions, even U' atea bQaba were iJlllOn.l, 
should, it seems, be of prime iltpOrtaJlce to these reapond8ll'\8 as they reply. 
1960). 
7Gibson Winter, The Suburban CaE'eiv1tl o~ the Churches (lew York, 
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TABLE 14 ... -Attitudes towards the use of atom bombs as a 
retaliatory weapon by social class 
Question 14. Even if atom bombs were illllOOral, would the 
United states be pel'1'l1tted to use them to retaliate against 
an enemy who attacked the United States with such weapons? 
Middle Olass Working Olass 
Bo. Per Ho. Per Oent Cent 
Ye8 90 70.3 30 50.0 
10 18 14.1 10 16.6 
Don't know 20 15.7 20 33·3 
B .. 128 B .. 60 
However, it can be seen that 23.4 per cent of the JII1dd1e class group and 13.3 
per centot the worldng class feel that an illl101"8l means (a8 the wording of the 
question states)ay be u8ed wben ovwcoming OomaJn1 81l is the goal (statement 
13). And 70.3 per cent of the JIliddle class and 50 per cent of the working 
class answer that the Un1 ted States lIBy use an iD.rloral means as a retal.iatozoy 
weapon (statement 14). It is interesting to note tbat question 13 showa 32.9 
per cent of the middle class and 50 per cent of the worlring class responding 
"don't know," and 'questi01:1 14 shQW'8 15.7 pc cent of the middle and 33.3 per 
cent of the working class students answer1ng "don't know." 
Purther, only a minority of respondents in both clas8es--43.1 per cent 
of the aiddle class and 36.6 per cent of the worlt1ng class--give the expected 
response of "DO" to question 13. .An tWen saller Id.nority of students--14.1 
per cent of the mddle class and 16.6 per cent of the working class--gi va the 
expected "no" to questton 14. 'l'he absolute numbers who would permit tJlllOl:'8.l 
means to achieve wtlat they obviously consider a good end is striking in 
light of Catholic teaching on this prtnciple. 
Further, the variations between classes shows a larse difference on 
both questions. 'l'bis difference indicates for both items that the W'Ol'"ld.ng 
class is more inclined to accept the tea.ching of the Church in this area of 
international responsibilities and the aiddle class shows more reapoDdents who 
are willing to choose what might be called the expedient answer to such a 
4il .... 
Although the aamples are not tully cc:rarparable, it is of interest to 
note that staley found 18.3 per cent ot her total 88.IIW1e who gave the expected 
response to an iDtluiry s1Jailu to question 13 &rid 1.5 per cent who pve the 
expected response to it_ 14.8 de Onw received the expected respoDse from 46 
per aeDt of his ..,le on it_ 13 a1'.Id f'raa 23 per cent tal question 14.9 
TABLE 15.--Attitudes towards the right ot the Church to 
speak on selected issues of coateJlltOl"a1"1 concern by social 
class 
" j 
Question 15. Some people say that the Church bas no righ.t 
to speak on the f'oUowUigaubJeets. Indicate hoy you feel 
Only those vbo JI14dle Class Working Clas. 
an&w'8I"ed " abould Per Per apeak" ar_ shown I'oe Cent 10. Cent 
_loyer's obliga-
tion to pay a 
Just wage 100 78.1 80.0 
The Negroes· right 
to social equal-
ity l20 93.8 48 80.0 
Birth control and 
divorce 126 98.4 55 91.6 
Disa.nament 80 62.5 45 75.0 
Bmggerated adver-
tising claiu 30 24.2 14 23.3 
8 
staley, pp. 69-70. 
9de 01"11' (previously oited M.A. thesis still in pro&reaa). 
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Question 15 asks the respondents if the Church bas the right to speak 
on five issues of contemporary coucem to soeiety. In tact, the Church bas 
spoken in some way on all of them which are presented 1n !fable 15. It seems 
obvious, however, tbat within the teacb:1ng Church relative eaipbasis has been 
placed on these issues tor many complex reasons. For example, birth control 
and divorce regulations have obviously been given mare attention within tbe 
Catholic value system tban bave any of the others. ~e percentage of agreement 
in both classea tbat the Church should speak on these questions can be seen in 
the preoeding table. 'lbe responses seem to reflect the re1ati va stress the 
Church has put upon these various '1ssuel in her role as teacher. In both 
classes, the highest percentage agree tbat the Church has the right to speak 
on birth control &rld divot"ce. Next in pel'centage ot agreEIIent in both st. 
Ann's and st. Mal7'ts groups is on the 1I'egroes' right to sooial equality which 
does, howeY .. , Mow a 13.8 per cent spread between the classes. Again this 
might be a difference based on tbe "threat" element seen by YO:'king olass re ... 
spondents. 
Both groups are similar in. approval of the Churcb spea.ld.ng on employ-
ers - oblig,ation to pay a Just wage. Tbe issue of disa1"l1Bllent shows a 12.5 per 
cent large difterence between the classes, which, as before, indicates the 
working clas. as more 1ncl1ned to accept the Church's involvement in this area 
of concern. This would reinforoe the results of questions 13 and 14 on the 
use of atomic bc:abs. The last pDiRt, exagerated advertising claims, finds 
both claaaeil leaa aure of the ri&bt of the Church to apeak, and it should also 
be n.oted that this issue received a hip J1UIIIber ot "no opinion" replies ...... in 
the mLddle claS8 35 per cent and in tbe vorldng class 43-3 per cent bad "no 
opinion." 
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fABLE 16 ... -800ial class diUerenoes in attitudes towards 
sbaring surplu8 :food. with nations who bave a :food. shortage 
Question 16. Nations like ours with surplus food have the 
obligation to establish foreien aid programs to help those 
nations with a. food shortage 
Middle Class Working Class 
110. Per Bo. Per Cent Cent 
Agree l.2O 9~.8 59 98.~ Disagree 6 .6 1 1. 
Don't know 2 1.6 0 0 
• • l.28 N,. 60 
'l'!ABLI 17 •• ..soc1al olass ditterena"s in attitudes toWlQ'de 
sba.ri11S surplus food with COJIIIUni st peoples 
Question 17" If you. agree would ,ou. also be willing to 
share OV sUl"'flu.a food with the people ot Coaaan1 at COWl-
tries it their need is 8l"ea.t'l 
Middle Class Working Class 
Bo. Per 10. Per Cent Cent 
Ie. 86 67.2 45 75.0 
10 25 19.5 5 8.3 
Dontt know 17 13 .. 2 10 16.6 
». 128 ». 60 
A. can be seen in the table. above, both cla .... aaree with our obli-
gation to estabUsh toreign aid p%"ograIIS to nations with a. tood ahortage--93.8 
per cent ot the middle cla.s answer tlyesfl and 98.3 per cent ot the working 
class conour. However, when the .urplu. food i. to be .ent to C<:Imm1 at peo ... 
ples, the percentages of expected response drop to 67.2 per cent ot the middle 
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class respondents and 75 per cent of the working class. The cba.nges ~n reply 
seem to indicate some ambivalence toward feeding the hungry when the ideology 
of COlDlllUl1ism is introduced. 
The next section of the questionnaire--items 18 through 23--were in-
cluded to explore these respoDdents t attitudes towards the methods and "tone" 
of social control they see within their fa.m11ya.tld school situations. Rather 
than reporting on every facet of each item shown in their entirety in the ques-
tionnaire, which would have been extremely cumbersome and. lttm11l18.gea.ble, a cri-
terion was established which combined. the related answers to each question. 
This provided an encompassing response category tor each combination ot an-
swers. Far exs.1lq)le, in question 18 which asks the students the rules their 
parents bave tor them, the categories were call.ed ltperm1.ss1ve, tt "m1xed, tt and 
"strict'" It a respondent answered. ttno rules" tor any of the items mentioned, 
this student beoame a part of the peftl1ss1ve tamily controls grouping. If a 
respondent checked all items, she would be counted W'ithin the strict category. 
The mixed group was determined b;y both the nwabers of rules checked aJld the 
relative iJlpo.rtance of the activit;y. Horan stipulated two or three rules as 
relativel;y penr1satvelO 80 this stud;y set six or seven of the total ot nine as 
the guidelines for the miXed group. AdII1ttedly, this method involves a deci-
sion by this writer based on lIoran's original Judgment. 'l'b.is should be kept 
in JId.r.td as the data is Pl"esented. 
Question 18, Table 18, shows 48.3 per cent of the world.ng class re-
spondents who assess their tam11;y controls as permissive. Indicating a spread 
ot 17 pOints, onl¥ 31-3 per cent of the middle class students' uevers are 
wi thin this category. Although Psatbas was comparing middle and lower class 
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TABLE 18 ... -Respondents· assessment of social control fac-
tors in their home by social class 
Question 18 
Middle Class Working Class 
10. Per 50. Per Cent Cent 
Permissive 40 31.3 29 48.3 
Mixed 75 58.6 28 46.6 
Strict 13 10.2 3 5·0 
• - J.2B I. 60 
BBLl19 ... -h~s' aseeu:ment at parents' persou.l1ty 
tra1 ts by social class 
Quelt10D 19 
K1.ddl.e Cl&as Worlt:l.ng Class 
lather Mother rather Moth.-
1'0. Per Bo. Per 10. Per Bo. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
" .. 
Pa.vorab1e 51 ~.8 75 58.6 20 33·3 26 43.13 
Mixed 60 .8 42 32.8 32 53·3 28 46.6 
Unfavorable 17 13·2 U 8.6 8 13·3 6 10.0 
11.l.28 1-128 1-60 11-60 
bigh school students, be found a sUd.lJu' pattel"l1-.tbe lower tbe class the more 
perm1ssi VEt the parental controls. U 
The categories tor Question 19 wh1cb asks a description at parental 
traits, were established as "favorable," "llixed, fI &lid "uniavorable" both for 
~9rge Psatbas, "Ethn1city, Social Cla.ss, and Adolescent Independence 
from Parental Control," American Soc1oloS,1ca.l Review (Auaust, 1957), p. 421. 
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fathers and mothers. In both classes, .,thers were rated more favorably than 
fathers in traits the students see as affecting their relationship with their 
parents. In the middle class, fathers received a favozoa.ble rating by 39.8 per 
cent of'their daughters and mothers 58.6 per cent. In the working class, the 
results wwe 33.3 per cent favorable to fathers and 43-3 per cent to mothers. 
We might also note the large difference of 13 .. 3 per cent more favorable re-
sponses for mothers in the middle class SIiUIille than in the working class group. 
!L'ABLI aO.-...A.ttitudes towards teachers when a Btudent feel. 
an inJustice bas been done 'by social alass 
Question 20.. If' you teel that 100 vere treated unfairly in 
some way by a teacher, do you: 
1. Feel tree to talk to the teacher about it? 
2. Feel a bit uneasy about tallr.1ng to the teacher? 
3. Feel it would be better not to talk. to the teacher? 
_. Don't lmow 
Middle Class WOl'k1ng Class 
10. Per No. Per Cent Cent 
1. ~ 25.8 19 31.6 2. 43 .. 8 22 36.6 
3· 38 29.7 19 31.6 4. 1 .8 
•• l28 1.60 
'!he stwlents' chOice ot bebaviOl' it they teel they were unfairly 
treated by a teacher or if they dieagl"M with sOlllething a teacher says, is ex-
amined 1n Tables 20 aDd 21. The results for question 20 ill41cate 11100 .1mi ... 
lar1ty between the two olasses--25.8 per cent of the st. Arm's str1s f"eel tree 
to talk with the teach .. about the unfairness aIJd 31.6 per cent at the st. 
Mary's students a.gree. In the Iliddle clus "3.8 per cent f"eel uneasy aDd 36.6 
pC' cent of' the work1ng class conour. Finally 29.7 per cent of the at. Ann' s 
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TABLE 2l ... ...Att1tudes towards teachers when a. student dis ... 
a.grees with sc:>JDething the t.cher said by social class 
Question 21. If you disagree with s<llllething the teacher 
said, do you: 
1. 'eel free to disagree with the teacher in class? 
2. Feel uneasy about disagreeing in claas1 
3. Peel it would be better not to di88.gree in class? 
X1ddle Class Working Claas 
10. Per 10. Per Cer.It Cent 
1. 80 62.5 2:7 4,.0 
2. 37 28.9 13 21.6 
3. u 8.6 20 33.3 
I • l.28 I'. 60 
reQQMeDta and 31.6 per cent 0'1 tIle st. Mary'a feel it woul4 be better not to 
~ to tbe teacher. 
The results of question 21 iDd1cate that 62., per oEm't at the middle 
ola .. students vould feel tree to di88.ll'_ with tb.e tea.ob.el:' in class bu.t only 
45 PC" oent 0'1 the work1ng olass gGUP would do SO ... -& l.arae d1tference 0'1 17.5 
points. J'eel.1ngs c4 uneasiness are the replies of 28" 9 Pel" cent in the Bd.ddle 
and 21.6 per oent in the working class. And. finally, only 8.6 per cent of the 
middle class respondent. feel it would be better nat to disagree in class but 
33.3 per cent 0'1 the world.ng cla •• would not do so .. -this is a very large dif-
terential at 24.7 points. Perbaps the results 0'1 the next question will give 
greater insight into this data. 
When the personal and protesaiODal traits of their teachen are asked 
in item 22 and categories ot "favorable,1t ·'Bd.xed," and "unfa.vorable" are es-
tab11sbed, we find 41.4 per cent 0'1 tbe middle class respondents favorable to 
their teacbers, 4).8 pel" cent mixed, and 14.8 per cent UDt'avora'ble. These 
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TABLE 22 ... -Respondents' assessment ot personality and pro-
tessional traits of teachers by social olass 
Question 22 
Niddle Class Working Class 
Ko. Per 10. Per Cent cent 
1. ;3 41 .. 4 II 18.3 
2. ;6 43.8 2; 41.6 
3. 19 14.8 24 40.0 
I .. 128 K.60 
percentages are reversed, however, tor answers 1 and 3 as the working class 
students napond 18.3 per cent favorabl.e, 41.6 per cent Jd.xed, and 40 per cent 
unfavorable. This data shows the possible rel.ationsh1p to the results ot ques-
I 
tion 2l-... the view of working class students tbat it is better not to disagree 
with a teacber in class. Possibly, the results ot these questiQUS are related 
to the complex i8aue of the strona JIl1ddle class orientation of American schoOls 
--including Ca.tbolio sohools. Further e~s on this phenomenon will be 
fO\UJd in Chapter IV. 
?"ABLli: 23 •• -RespoDlent. t &8ses8Ml1t ot the kinds of studellts 
their teaoh .. s 11ke by social olass 
Question 23 
K1Mle Class World.llg Class 
110. Per Bo .. Pel' Cellt Cent 
Docile 19 14.8 II 18.3 
Mixed 100 78.1 40 66,6 
IndepeDdent 9 7.0 9 1;.0 
B .. l28 B .. 60 
The final item in this section is shown in Table 23. Here we find 
greater similarity in response between the st. Ann and St. Mary respondents. 
SeparatiDg the traits the respoMent. feel their teachers like, to _lee three 
categories of "docile, tI "miXed" 11 and tt independent, II it can be seen that in the 
DJ1ddle class sample 14.8 per cent think their teachers like docile students, 
78.1 per cent answer mix.ed, and 7.0 Per' cent independent. POl' th.e working 
class, 18.3 per cent reply docile, 66.6 per cent mixed, and 15.0 per cent inde-
pendent. 10 large ditterences appear but the higher peroentage at the extremes 
for at. Mary's respondents is notable. 
'rA.Bt.E 24 .... Correct answers to the doctrinal quiz by social 
class 
.Middle Class World.Dg Class 
Correct defini-
tion given tar: Bo. Per 1'0. Per cent Cent 
.... 
'lb.e Inca1'llation lU 86.7 35 58·3 
Superna,ural Life 109 85.2 49 81.6 
The Mystical Body 109 85.2 41 68.3 
Mat .. at Mag1stra 91 71.1 36 60.0 
A doctrinal .uiz of foUJ' it .. comprises the next part at the question ... 
naire. !able 24 indicates that there i. a large difference b_ween the two 
claaa.a tor three ot the four detinit1ons· ... in all three caaes II1dd1e class re .. 
spondent. are more lmowledgea.b1e. Specifically, there is a 28.4 point spread 
tor the IncarDation; 16.9 tor the M,ystical Body; aDd U.i for "Mater at 
Magistra." It 1s intereatiDg to see tbatthe middle claas percentage of cor-
rect response. shows a ma.rked drop in defining "Mater et Mag1stran compared to 
the other itema, whereas the 'W'OJ'ld.Dg clasa students were more familiar with 
the social encyclical tba.n they were w1.th a definition of the lnoarnation. 
TABLI 25. --'eelings ot "closeness" to Church or religion 
by social class 
Question 25 
Middle Class Working Class 
No. Per No. Per Cent Cent 
Very close 47 36.7 24 40.0 
Pretty close 65 50.8 28 46.6 
Bot too close 14 10.9 6 10.0 
lfot at all close 2 1.6 2 3·3 
N .. 128 N .. 60 
Table 25 presents the answers ot these students to CJ.uestion 25. Both 
groups are clustered at one end ot the continuum between "very close'· and 
"pretty close" .. -one of these two answers is given by 87.5 per cent of the mid-
dle class respondents and 86.6 per cent of the working class group. It should 
be remembered tbat one POint of the criteria tor select ina respondents tor this 
final 8&DIPle was weekly Church attendance for both student and her parents. 
These figures may not be representative, then, ot !!! the senior girls of these 
two Catholic high schools. 
To examine attitudes toward weltare state prcgams question 26 was in-
cluded. FroII. Table 26 it can be seen that both classes agree by 59.3 per cent 
ot the Il1ddle and 56.6 per cent ot the working class that the government i8 
doing "about right" in this area. Responses also show tbat 17.1 per cent of 
the middle class respondents reneat a concern that tl.. govermr.ent is doing 
"too much" but only U.6 per cent of the working class students concur. And 
finally, 22.7 per cent of the middle class respondents answer "not enough" and 
30.0 per cent of the working class students agree. There are no large 
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TABLE 26.-...Attitudes towards welfare state programs by 
social class 
Question 26. Some people say the government should do more 
than it is in connection with problems such as housing, un ... 
employment, social security and. so on. But others say the 
government is already doing too lJIlch along these lines. On 
the whole, would you say that what the govermnent is doing 
now is: 
Middle Class Working Class 
No. Per No. Per Cent Cent 
Too 1Il1ah 22 17.1 7 11.6 
About right 76 59·3 34 56.6 
lot enoush 29 22.7 18 30.0 
10 response 1 .8 1 1.6 
I .. 128 I .. 60 
TA.BLI 27 ... -8oaial cla.s ditterences in attitudes toward 
tree eptMch 
Queltion 27. In our country the Constitution guarantees 
the right ot tree speech to .... eryone. In your opinion does 
this include the right tor someone to make speeches criti-
cizing what the President does? 
Middle Cla8s Working Class 
Jo. Per No. Per Cent Cent 
Yes 95 74.3 45 75.0 
Bo 32 25.0 15 25·0 
No response 1 .8 0 0 
J .. 128 N .. 60 
differences, then, in response by class according to the data of this study on 
this issue. 
Question 27 again focuses on civil liberties as can be seen in Table 
27. Seventy-tive per cent of the girls in both classes are agreed that tree 
speech includes the right to criticize the President. One-tourth ot both 
groups denies this liberty. Again there is no evidence that the working class 
is less willing than the middle class to endorse civil liberties. Of the 25 
per cent denying this right, one my ask it their view 01' authority is such 
that conflict ensues when American values meet Catholic values. As Callahan 
bas cODDented: "as a member 01' the Church the layan is under an authority 
veryditterent trom that 01' the state. There are lIBJlY things about the exer .. 
cise 01' authority in the Church which cannot be decided by democratic math"" .. 
04 •• ,112 
~ 28.-~ttitudes toward. the most important trait chil-
dren Should learn by social class 
Question 28. Bere is a question about children. If you 
had to choose, which thing on this list would you pick as 
the most important for a child to learn to prepare him tor 
lite? 
Middle Class Working Class 
10. Per 10. Per Cent Cent 
To obey 12 9.4 8 13·3 
To be weU liked 
or popular 0 0 J 5·0 To think tor himself 62 48.4 43.3 
To work hard 11 8.6 1 1.6 
To belp others when 
they need help 112 32.9 22 36.6 
10 response 1 .8 0 0 
I .. 128 N .. 60 
12 Callahan, p. 173. 
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In an attempt to determine the trait these respolidents consider the 
!\lOst tmportant for children to learn, question 28 was used. The highest per-
centage in both classes chose "to think for himself" -.48.4 per cent middle 
class and 43.3 per cent of the working class. liTo help others when they need 
help" was chosen by 32.9 per cent of the middle class group and 36.6 per cent 
ot the worktng class. "To obey" is the selection of 9.4 per cent of the middle 
cla.8 and 13.3 per cent ot the working cla8s; "to work hard" 8.6 per cent mid-
dl. and 1.6 per cent working; "to be well lilted or popular" --none in the middle 
class and 5.0 in the working class. The high incidence ot choices for helping 
others noted by Dell among her Catholic educated sample i8 repeated here. But 
"to think tor htmselt" i. of greater incidence am.ong th •• e reapondents than was 
found in her groUPing.13 It is well to remember that the time elapsed. between 
various studies may be an iq}Ortant factor in the data. Whether this is the 
rea.on for the different results of Dell's thesis and the present writer's is, 
of course, moot. But, a~ always, many complex causes are probably involved ... -
the time factor is merely one which is often ignored. 
'l'AB!..I 29. --Atti tudes towards chOice of schools for tbei.r 
children by social class 
Question 29. Assuming that you arry and have a family, 
would you probably decide to have your children attend a: 
Middle Class Working Class 
10. Per Bo. Per Cent Cent 
Public school 10 7.8 7 11.6 
Catholic school U3 88.3 51 85.0 
Prt vate school 2 1.6 2 3-3 
No response 3 2·3 0 0 
• • 128 If '* 60 
1 
• 81. 
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Table 29 indicates strong views by both classes that they would choose 
Catholic schools for their children. In the middle cla8S 88.3 per cent would 
decide on Catholic schools and 85 per cent ot the working Cla8S would agree. 
Those Ooaentator8 WO tell us that Catholic schools are desired. by the large 
_.1or1ty of Catholics are corroborated. in their View by the respond(lnts of this 
study. This is true, of course, at this aoaent in time. The possibility of a 
obanied consensus based. on .. rethi~ng of aU the issue8 involved is also 
present, as Michael Schiltz has recentlY' cODlllltmted.l4 
TABLE 30.--Parents· political party preference by social 
class 
Question 21. Do you know your parents t political prefer-
ence1 
Middle Class Working Class 
Father Mother Father Mother 
10. Per Bo. Per No. Per 10. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Democrat 70 54.6 75 58.6 40 66.6 39 65.0 
Republican 36 28.1 31 24.2 6 10.0 6 10.0 
Other 2 1.6 2 1.6 1 1.6 1 1.6 
Don't lmow 20 15.6 20 15.6 13 21.6 14 23·3 
X-128 1*128 1-60 B-60 
Finally, question 2l ot the first section of the questionnaire is pre-
sented and asks the political party preference of these respondents' parents. 
'fable 30 indicates tbat, absolutely speaking, the Democratic PartY" is favored. 
in both classes as bas been tradit10rl&llY' true for American Catholics. Com-
paring the two classes, however, it 1s evident that both for fathers and mothers 
14Michael E. Schiltz, "An Open Letter to Albert J. Belanger," lew Oiti' 
(March, 1966), pp. 2-5. 
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there is a large difference between them showing more Republicans in the middle 
class. Related to this kind of pattem Ca1l.ahan has stated: tilt is likely 
that increased. Catholic prosperity will mean an even heavier Catholic support 
for the Republicans in the sixties than in the titt1es."l5 
Baving completed the data by social class a few general comments and 
conclusions are appropriate. Of a total of eighteen items which focus on 
social responsibility, and where there i. a possib1lity tor a large d1fterence 
between the classes, the:'e are eleven where the laI'ge difference occurs. It 
_y be recalled that in Chapter II these "large 'differences" were stipulated 
as at least 8 percentage point. of ditterence between the classes. These 
eleven items include two z-el&ted to civil liberties althoup the large differ ... 
ences do not follOW' a pattern. On ane question the middle class respondents 
are more tavol"8.ble toward a particular facet ot civil liberties (books written 
by COIIIIU'lists in public libraries); on another the world.ng class is more :ravor-
able toward the civil liberty in question (only those who believe in God can be 
good American citizens). 
There are three questions concerned with lfi:!groe.· rights-.tor aU 
three the large ditte-ence indicates greater inclination on the part ot the 
middle cla.s refll)ODdents to accept the teaching of the Church on this issue. 
One statement involve. anti...sem1tiam and here the working class respondents 
are JIlOl"e in conformity with otticial Church doctrine. 
The two questions on the use ot ato. bOJllbs to overcome CC8IWliem. or as 
a retaliatory weapon show a large ditterenee between middle and working class 
respondents ... in both eases the middle class is less willing to tollow Catholic 
teaching involving immoral means. 
15 Callahan, p. 159. 
Disarmament again shows a large di:f'f'erence between the classes which 
indicates the greater willingness ot the working class to accept the right of 
the Church to speak on this issue. A large difference in response on adult 
oooupational choices indicates more working class respondents answering tI servic 
to sooiety,'· and more middle class who replied "a comfortable life. 1 And 
finally, the eleventh issue which shows a large difference asks approval or 
. disapproval of welfare etate progams. pf!Mer middle class respondents favC/l' 
greater government involvement in housing, unemployment, sooial security, and 
so on, than do workina olass students. 
The issues ot sooial relJ,ponsibility presented by the questionnaire on 
which DO large differences w .. e tound in this study included.: unions, the in ... 
volvement of religious bodies in social problems, ~ust wage, exaggerated adver-
tising claims, surplus tood prograJDS to oountries with a tood sho1"ta.ge or to 
Cc".mrht peoples, and the right ot tree speech including the right to criti-
cize the President. 
Data on other areas besides social responsibility bas also been pre-
sented on which attitudes of the at. Ann and at. Mary respondents difter. 
These included: large difterences between the classes on rules in their homes 
• .. more working olass girls indicated a permissive pattern; a more favorable 
i_ge of parents in the middle class; more in the middle class who would dis-
agree in class with a teaoher; more with favorable images of teachers in the 
middle class; mOre in the middle class who are knowledgeable on doctrinal 
questions; and, finally, D)re in the middle class whose parents tavor the 
Republican party-
No large ditterences were found an family planning, their Cburc:h as 
old-taShioned and superstitious, love of neighbor or abstinence trom meat on 
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Friday as the most important value within the Catholic value system, birth 
eontrol and divorce, how to proeeed if a teacher is unfair, image ot the kind 
ot students they think teachers preter, closeness to their Church, the most 
important trait a eh1ld should learn, and cholee of C&tholie schools for their 
own children. 
Greeley, Rossi, and Pinto's eontention which was previously eited. tbat 
those educated in Catholic sehools are more likely to accept Church authority 
on the isaues examined in this study than are those who reeeived publie sehool 
education _y be aubstantiaUy correet. However, this data indicates some 
wide variations among the.e total.ly Catholic educated high school seniors on 
these areas ot interest and coneern wbieb would suggest the basic importance 
ot other variables in tbe formation of attitudes of catbolies--in this case, 
soeial elass. This, of eourse, was not denied by these researehers, but was 
not included in their preliil1inary report. Further eomm.ents and interpretations 
ot these results will be made in Cbapter V as sUJJllllarie8 and eonclusions for 
all the data 18 presented. 
CBAPl'ER IV 
Al'ALYBIS or RlSPOKSm ACCORDmG TO IRISH AID 
WOK-IRISH DISCEft AID SOCIAL CLASS 
This chapter wiU be ooncerned with the attitudes ot the prev1ou.sly ex-
plained subgroups gathered trQll eaoh ot the two total school samples. These 
are: 
Middle Class .. -8t. Ann 
Worlti:as Cla.a .... at. Mary 
Irish 
33 
18 
Kon-lrish 
18 
25 
There will be three separate to01 as data on these subsamples are presented. 
Firat, we wish to compare the responses ot the girls in both scbaols who 
speci17 Irish descent ..... here ethnictty will be oonstant and class a variable. 
Comparisons at the non-Irish respondents ot the two sohools would, ot oourse, 
be meaningless tor this study because their ethnio backgrounds are not iden-
tical. Multi"Dational1ty desoents troll aU parts ot Europe are olaimed in 
both schools so nothi:as ot value could be concluded troll suoh a comparison. 
Second, and third, we v1U compare the Irish and non-Irish samples 
within each sehool holding elass eonstant and using ethn1eity as the variable. 
Here, ot eourse, girls ot Irish and another deseent(s) have been exeluded-.. 
that is, the mixed oategory ineluded in the samples tor Chapter III, has been 
removed before this tabulating and reporting began. In this eomparison the 
many variations in Dattonality background of the non-Irish sample may introdue 
some defect in the results but it was not possibl.e to eontrol. thts factor, 
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although it should be noted that there was no preponderance of one country or 
geographic area dominating this groap in either school. It woald seem. that, 
having mentioned this \Ulavoidable methodologiee.l difficulty, patterns which re ... 
sult from the data will be saggeative of the possible eftects of Irish nation .. 
ality backgroand. The resalts my also serve as an indication that any ethnic 
backgroWld--even third generation or more .. -my bave important effects on the 
formation of Catholics' attitades. Type of edacation has received some atten-
tion 1n regard to this attitooe formation but we are interested here in other 
factors that MY be significant f~ our understanding of this process. 
For a more comprehensive understanding ot'the intluence of particular 
ethnic backgroands atl the attitudes of young Catholios adequate numbers ot' 
Polish, Ita11an, Geman, and other ethnic desoent respondents would bave to be 
ane.lyzed and compared tor diverse attitudes. This was neither possible nor 
was it the intent ot' this l1m1ted study. Rather 1t was hoped that by examining 
and reporting the attltlldes ot one ethnic 8I'O\1p--the Irish respondents ot' both 
schools--it could be ascertained it this one ethnic background might be estab ... 
lished as influential on attitlld.s as they were compared vith the attitudes ot 
students ot other ethnic haclqJrounds but ot similar age, residenoe, s., 
religion, education and the like. It it can be shown that these Irish respond-
ents, identical in these stipulated characteristics but diftering in ethnic 
descent have large differenoes in their attitudes towards the Catholic value 
system f'rom the non-Irish ot' the two '.choels, then perhaps further study could 
suggest how other specific ethnic backgrounds might result in dis.parate re-
sponses by other young Catholics. 
Because ot the multitude of oomparisons that could be made using the 
data sathered for this seotlon, the method ot' reportlng will be explained here 
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in some detail and devia.tions from this procedure will be the exception. '!'he 
present writer is well aware that interesting and/or iniorative pOints my be 
left untouched because of the need for limitation. Bowever, there 1s little 
choice but to establish these guidelines and tollow them rather closely in this 
chapter. 
The general mode of presentation of data will follow that of Chapter 
III. After the table is introduced, large d1t:terences (a.s in Chapter III 8 
percentage points will be considered large) ca.n then be pointed out between 
Irish middle class and Irish working class. Following this, the large differ .. 
ences between Irish middle and non-Irish middle class will be noted. And 
finally, large differences between Irish work1ng class and non-Irish working 
class will be presented. When meaningf'ul, the expected response will be 
identified for the question. Any necessary explanation and cOlllDlentary for the 
item will be given before t.he next table is introduced. 
Due to the lIIOZ'e numerous and involved groupings and results of this 
chapter, however, percentages themselves will be omitted from the text in this 
section contrary to their inclusion in Chapter m. Tbey are, of course 1 
readily available in table form immediately preceding each commentary. It was 
felt that this should be done to eliminate the tedium. and contusion that such 
a presentation might offer. 
It i8 important to remember that our interest in this cbapter is based 
on three primary questions. Is there a large difference between the attitudes 
of Irish middle class respondents and Irish working class students on the 
issues presented by the questionnaire? Is there a large difference between thE 
attitudes of Irish middle class girls and non-Irish middle class respondents? 
Is there a large difference between Irish working class students and non-Irish 
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working class students? These are the most important results we wish to ex-
amine for their meaning in relation to the attitude formation of Catholic edu-
cated respondents. Absolute numbers in relation to these attitudes are not the 
major focus here DOr will they be treated extensively. 
TABLE 3l ... -Ties to the cou.ntr;y ot ancestry by ethnicity and class· .. Irish sub-
group 
Question 18. Would you say you or your parents teel cultural., national or 
emotioll8l. ties to the country or countries f'rom which your people iDlttligrated1 
Irish 
Middle Ola •• Working Class 
Fathers Mothers Students 'athers Mothers students 
Pel' 10. Per Per Per Per Per 10. Cent Cent 10. Cent 10. cent 1'0. Cent 10. Cent 
Very strong ties 0 0 1 3·0 2 6.1 0 0 1 5.6 1 5.6 
Strong ties 5 15.2 3 9.1 5 1,.2 2 U.l 2 U.l 2 11.1 
Some ties 13.39.4 15 45.5 8 2 .2 5 2'7.8 6 33·3 4 22.2 
Few ties U 33.3 8 24.2 11 33.3 6 33·3 6 33.3 8 44.4 
10 ties 4 12.1 6 18.2 7 21.2 5 27·8 3 16.7 3 16.7 
1-33 1-33 1-33 1-18 1-18 1-18 
'l'ab1es 31 and 32 indicate the results ot question 18 in the first part 
ot the questiotmaire. Its purpose is to aSl!erta.in the importance the respond-
at and her parents attach to lII8JIlbersb.ip in their particular ethnic Sl"OUp and 
this question partiall)" serves this purpose. A large ditterence betveen the 
, 
Irish middle class respondents and Irish working class is apparent when we 
combine "very strong," "strona," 8Dd "1tOM ties/las an indication ot notable 
awareness of nat1onal:lty background. More Irish middle class parents and stu .. 
dents specify these atronpr ti.s than do Irish vorkina class parents and stu-
dents.. There is a larse d1tterence between Irish waE"lting cla8S and non-lrieb 
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'l'ABLE 32.·-Ties to the country of aD.eeetry by ethnicity and class--non-lrish 
subgroup 
Question 18. Would you say you or your parents feel cultural, national or 
emotional ties to the eoWltry or countries tram vb.1ch your people 1mm1grated? 
lon-Irish 
Middle Class Working Claes 
rathers Mothers Students Fathers Mothers students 
Per Per Per Per Per Per 
110. Cent Bo. Cent 1'0. Cent 1'0. Cent 110. Cent 110. Cent 
Very strong ties 2 6.9 5 17 .. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
strong ties 7 24.1 4 13.8 4 13·8 7 28.0 7 28.0 3 12.0 
Some ties 5 17.2 5 17.2 5 17·2 10 40.0 9 36.0 7 28.0 
rev ties 6 20.7 6 20.7 7 24.1 3 12.0 5 20.0 7 28.0 
Bo ties 9 31.0 9 31 .. 0 13 44.8 5 20.0 4 16.0 8 32.0 
1,.29 .=29 11-29 .-25 .-25 1-25 
vorking class parents which shows more with stronger ties in the non-Ir1sh 
-group. The students also reflect this pattern based on a large difference be-
tween Irish JIll ddle class girls aDd non .. Irish middle class students--the Irish 
banng any more who teel ties to etbnte background.. This data indicates 
then, that, in general, cultural, national. and emotional ties to the country of 
ancestry are felt by IIIOre in the Irish middle class, and on the contrary, they 
are felt by more in the working class of the non-Irish subgroup. As vas pre-
viously mentioned all respondents in the study are at least third generation 
in America. 
Question 19 reinforees the results of the previous item. as it show 
that famly enJoyment derived from nationality background is more prevalent in 
the Irish middle class than in the non-Irish middle class. Tables 34 and 35 
which tollow give the results 01' question 20 and repeat the pattern ot greater 
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TABLE 33.-·Family enjoyment derived tram ethnic background by Irish and non-
Irish descent and social class 
Question 19. Does your family tind enJoyment in celebrations, customs, 
_sic, etc., which renect the country or countries at your torbears? 
Irish Bon-Irish 
Middle Working Middle Working 
Bo. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Very much 11 33·3 6 33.3 8 2'(.6 9 36.0 
So .. 10 30·3 6 33.3 8 27.6 8 32·0 
Little 11 33·3 6 33·3 10 34.4 4 16.0 
lone 1 3·0 0 0 3 10.3 4 16.0 
·-33 .-18 B.29 B-25 
TABLE )4 ... -Prlde ot natiomlity background by etbnicityand social cla8S-'" 
Irish subaroup 
QUestion 20. Hov would you say' 'you and your parents teel about your nation .. 
ali ty background? 
Irish Subgroup , 
Middle Class Working Class 
Fathers Mother~, Students Fathers . Mothers Students 
Per 10. Cent Per 10. eent Per 10. Cent Per No. Cent Per Per No. Cent Bo. Cent 
Very proud 17 51.5 18 54., 16 48.5 9 50.0 8 44.4 10 55.6 
Proud 13 39.4 12 36.4- 13 39.4- 6 33-i 8 44.4 5 27.8 Some pride 2 6.1 2 6.1 2 6.1 1 5. 1 5.6 2 11.1 
L1 ttle pride 1 3·0 1 3·0 2 6.1 1 5.6 1 5.6 0 0 
None 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5.6 0 0 1 ,.6 
a. 
1·33 B-33 " H-33 1-18 1-18 B-18 
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TABLE 35.--Pride of nationality background by ethnicity and. social class--
nan-Irish subgroup 
QUestion 20. Row would you say you and your parents feel about your nation-
ali ty background? . 
lon-Irish Subgroup 
Middle Class . Working Class 
rathel'S Mothers Students lathers Mothers students 
Per 
10. Cent 
Per 
50. Cent 
Pf!1" 
Bo. Cent 
Per 
1'0. Cent 
Per 
No. Cent 
Per 
1'0. Cent 
Very proud 10 34.5 11 37·9 10 34.5 7 28.0 7 28.0 6 24.0 
Proud 10 34.5 10 34.5 9 31.0 12 1,8.0 12 1,8.0 U 44.0 
Some pride 5 17·2 3 10·3 7 24.1 4 16.0 4 16.0 5 20.0 
Little pride 3 10.3 4 13·8 2 6.~ 1 4~0 1 4.0 2 8.0 
Bone 1 3.4 1 3.4 1 3. 1 4.0 1 4.0 1 4.0 
N=29 N=29 N-29 1'=25 N=-25 1'=25 
salience toward ethnic background in the Irish middle class than in the Irish 
working or non-Irish of either class. 
IxaBdning ~ables 34 and 35, it can be seen that it is ~ecifiaally 
fathers of the Irish middle class who retlect greater salience based on re .. 
sponsee of "very proud, II "proud, fI and. "some pride, "in their nationality back-
gt"ound. So the pattern remains througbout the presentation of data for these 
three items which are somewhat indicative of the salience ot ethnic background • 
. More Irish middle class respondents and. their parents have stronger ties to 
the cOUll'tJ."y ot their ancestry, enJoy symbols and celebrations related to it .. 
and more state greater pride in their heritage than in either the Irish work .. 
ing class or in both of the non-Irish subgroups. 
It higher status within our society (in this case a middle class .posi-
tion versus Working class) ordinarily indicates that the as.imilation process 
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is nearer to completion, then it woul.d seem that assimilated though they my be 
in many obvious ways, tbe Irish middle class ot tbis study exhibit sig:ns ot 
cultural pluralism in their imge of self. This is unlike the "melting pot" 
concept which requires tbe extinction of such ethnic awareness. In other 
words, these results may indicate a contradiction ot Warner·s view that "the 
ris. to higher position implies a break trom the ethnic identity aDd eventual 
assimilation."l Whether these results could be generalized tor aU Irish mid .. 
dle class members would be impossible without much greater study. Also in' need 
of empirical validation would be any conclusion that such a pattern prevails 
within other ethnic groups in relation to class .. 
Attention will now be tocused on the maJor part ot the questionnaire 
--part 2--which dee.ls pr1marily with attitudes toward social responsibility. 
~LE 36 ..... Iriab aDd non-Irtsh descent aDd class differences in attitudes 
towards atheists as good citizens 
Question 1. Only people who believe in God can be good American citizens 
Irish lon-Irish 
Kiddle Working IUddle Working 
Class Class Cla.s Class 
10. Per 110. Per 10. Per 10. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
. 
strongly agree 4 12.1 0 0 4 13.8 1 4.0 
Agree 3 9·1 3 16.7 5 17·2 3 12.0 
Disagree 19 57.6 U 61.1 10 34.5 12 1t8.0 
Strongly disagree 6 18.2 4 22.2 10 34.5 8 32.0 
10 opinion 1 3·0 0 0 0 0 1 4.0 
1-33 1-18 Ba29 Ba25 
lcharlea r. Marden and Gladys Meyer, Kinor1ties in American SOCiety 
(lew York, 1962), p. 4.29. 
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The results of question 1, shown in Table 36, indicate no large differ-
ences between any of the subgroups on this question of civil liberties when the 
expected response category includes "disagree" or "strongly disagree." Nor do 
we find any large differences in the range at expected response far item 2 
shown below in Table 37--again combining "disagreel1 and "strongly disagree" 
answers for the comparison. 
TABLE 37.· .. Comparison of attitudes towards Church teachings by Irish and. non-
Irish descent and class 
Question 2. The teachings of Bl¥ Church are old fashioned ~ superstitious 
Irish Bon-Irish 
Middle Working Middle Working 
Class Class Class Class 
No. Per Bo. Per Bo. Per Bo. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Strongly agree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Agree 1 3·0 1 5.6 3 10.3 0 0 
Disagree 16 48.5 7 38.9 13 44.8 10 40.0 
Strongly disagree 15 45.5 10 55.6 13 44.8 14 56.0 
Bo opinion 1 3·0 0 0 0 0 1 4.0 
B-33 B .. 18 .-29 .-25 
In the area of :f'a.mily planning, a large difference is noted between 
the at. Ann and at. Mary Irish respondents which shows the workiq class re-
spondents less inclined to family planning. And a very large difference (25 
percentage points) appears between the WOl'k1ll8 class Irish and worldDg class 
non-Irish indicating that family planning is much more approved in this non-
Irish group than in the Irish of this class. These results suggest that atti-
tudes toward family planning may be influenced both by class and ethnicity and 
ia especially noticeable between Irish and non-Irish of the working class. 
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TABLE 38.--Ditterences in attitudes towards tamily planning by Irish·and non-
Irish descent and class 
Question 3. A tamily should have as many children as possible and God will 
provide tar them 
Irish Non-Irish 
Middle Working Middle Working 
Class Class Class Class 
No. Per 10. Per 10. Per 10. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
strongly a.gree 1 3·0 2 n.l 2 6.9 3 12 .. 0 
Agree 9 2.'7.3 5 2'7.8 5 17.2 2 8.0 
Disagree 17 51.5 8 44.4- 14 48.3 13 52.0 
stro~ disagee 4 12.1 2 11.1 6 20.7 7 28.0 
No opinion 2 6.1 1 5.6 2 6.9 0 0 
1-33 1 .. 18 .-29 1-25 
TABLE 39.--Attitudes towards •• SX'oes' desires tor equality by Irish and non-
Iri'ah descent and class 
Queation 4. legro.s would be sati stied it it. were not tor a tev people who 
stir up trouble 
. Irish Ion-Irish 
Middle Working Middle Working 
Class Class Class Class 
'0, Per 1'0. Per 10. Per 10. Per Cent Cent cent Cent 
Strongly agree 4 12.1 2 11.1 0 0 1 4.0 
Agree 7 21.2 6 33·3 12 41.3 6 24.0 
Disagree 17 51.5 7 38·9 10 34.5 9 36.0 
Strongly disagree 5 15.2 1 5.6 5 17.2 6 24.0 
10 opinion 0 0 2 11.1 2 6.9 3 12.0 
1-33 1-18 1-29 X .. 25 
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Item 4. shawn in Ta.ble 39 tests for prejudice against Negroes and shoul.d 
have an expected response of diaagree or strongly disagree. There is a large 
difference between the Irish middle aXld working class respondents on this issue 
showing greater conformity by the middle class to the official teaching of the 
Church. More Irish middle class girls are also less prejudiced than are the 
non-Irish middle class students. However, in the working class, the results 
are reversed. More non-Irish respondents show less prejudice than do Irish. 
TABLI 4.0.-...A.ttitudes towards legroes- "pushing themselves where they are not 
wanted" by cla •• and Iriah and lon-Irish descent 
'II 
Queation 6. Negroes shouldn tt push themselves where they are not wanted 
Irish Non-Irish 
Middle Working Middle Working 
Class Class Class Class 
Bo. Per 10. Per No. Per 10. Per Cent Cent cent cent 
strongly agree 6 18.2 3 16.7 4 13·8 5 20.0 
Agree 9 27.3 8 44.4 14 48.3 7 28.0 
Disagree 13 39.4 7 38.9 3 10·3 7 28.0 
stronsly dil&gree 3 9.1 0 0 6 20.7 2 8.0 
10 opinion 2 6.1 0 0 2 6·9 4 16.0 
1-33 1-18 1-29 1-25 
A related question, item 6, is shown in Table 40 wbich reiDtorces these find-
ings. Large differences are found between the groups in the same pattern as 
was explained. in question 4--with the exception of that between Irish and non-
Irish working class respondents which shove no large difference. It would 
seem, then, that both class and ethnic background .y affect attitudes on this 
issue also. 
Another aspect of inter .. group relations 1s explored by it_9, Table 
~ 41.--1risb and non-Irisb descent and class ditterences in attitudes 
towards Jewish bUsinessmen 
Qu.estton 9. Jewisb buslnessmen are about as honest as otber businessmen 
Irish Bon .. Irish 
Middle Workill8 Middle Working 
Class Cla •• Cla •• Class 
10. Per 10. Per 10. Per 10. Per cent Cent Cent Cent 
strongly agree 2 6.1 1 5.6 7 24.1 4 16.0 
Agree 16 ~.5 10 55.6 9 31·0 12 48.0 
Dlsagree 5 15.2 0 0 5 17·2 1 4.0 
strongly disagree 1 3·0 1 5.6 0 0 1 4.0 
10 opinion 9 27.3 6 33·3 8 27.6 7 28.0 
'-33 '-18 W-29 N:a25 
41. There are no large dltference. between tbe groups peJ."'taining to tbe 
honesty of Jewish businesamen. However, the direction of dttterence between 
the classes folloW's the pattern noted in the previous cbapter--tbere are more 
respondents indicating possible anti-Semitism in botb middle class groups than 
in tbe working class groups. POI" this study, then, class status would seem to 
be the indicator of possible anti-Semitism following Allport' s theory of 
preJudice based on an apprehension of direct competition with the minority 
group it 2 Again, as in Chapter III, DIIIJlY "no opiniontt responses are recorded 
tor this item. 
Attitudes toward charity are the focus at question 5 Shown in Table 42. 
Ag,lin as was determined in Chapter m, there are no large differences between 
the students of st. Ann's and St. Mary's on this statement. It seems worthy 
of mention again, that 90+ per ..cent of all respondents in the total universe 
2Allport, p. 78. 
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TABLE 42.--Attitudes towards Church teaching on charity by Irish and ·non-
Irish descent and social class 
Question 5. Love of neighbor is D'I01"e important than avoiding meat on Friday 
Irish Hon-Irish 
Middle Working Middle Working 
Class Class Class Class 
No. Per 10. Per Ho. Per No. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Strongly agree 18 54.5 10 55.6 18 62.1 13 52.0 
Agree 13 39.4 8 44.4 9 31·0 10 40.0 . 
DisagE"ee 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Strongly disagree 1 3.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ho opinion 1 3.0 0 0 2 6.9 2 8.0 
1=33 1-18 1 .. 29 1-25 
TABl'..I 43.--Attitudes towards books written by Communists in public libraries 
by Irish and non-Irish descent and class 
Question 7. Books written by Communists should not be permitted in public 
libraries 
Irish Non-Irish 
Middle Working Middle Working 
Class Cla8S Cla8S Class 
No. Per Bo. Per No. Per No. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
, 
Strongly agree 2 6.1 1 5.6 1 3.4 0 0 
Agree 5 15.2 4 22.2 3 10.3 7 28.0 
Disagree 11 51.5 10 55.6 19 65.5 7 28.0 
strongly disagree 8 24.2 1 5.6 6 20·7 8 32.0 
No opinion 1 3·0 2 11.1 0 0 3 12.0 
·"'33 N-18 ."'29 .-25 
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agree that love of neighbor is more important than abstaining from meat on 
Friday. 
Another fa.cet of civil liberties is explored in question 7 and. the re-
sults lIBY be seen in Table 43. Here two large differences are apparent which 
indicate that more respondents of the Irish middle class would permit books 
written by Communists in the public libraries than would girls of the Irish 
working class. And more non-Irish middle class would support this View than 
Irish middle class. 'l'hese findings indicate both class and ethuicity operative 
as these respondents form attitudes on civil liberties. In terms of class dif-
ferences, they sugg~at that the middle class is more inclined. to support these 
liberties than is the working class. The fact that the non-Irish are more in-
clined to support this liberty than are the Irish of the same status might be 
an area for further study. 
'.CABLE 44.--Attit\1des towards Christians' obligation to fight poverty and in-
Justice in this life by Irish and non-Irish descent and social class 
Question 8. )\y religion teaches that a good Chr1 etian ought to think about 
the next lite and not worry about tightinc 'POVerty and injustice in this lite 
Irish Ron-:Irish 
Middle W01"king Middle Worlt1ng 
Class ~la.s Class Class 
Bo. Per Bo. Per Ro. Per 10. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
8tro~ aSHe 0 0 1 5.6 0 0 0 0 
Agree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Dia&gr'ee U 33.3 6 33.3 14 48.3 10 40.0 
strongly disagree 22 66.7 10 55.6 15 51·7 12 48.0 
110 opinion 0 0 1 ;.6 0 0 3 12.0 
·-33 11-18 1-29 .-25 
TABLE 45 ... -Attitudes towards religious bodies t obli_tion to iDtluence social 
conditions by Irish and non-Irish descent and class 
Question 11. Religion ought to concentrate JUst on the worship ot God and 
give up trying to clean up slU11S and otber social conditions 
Irish Bon-Ir1sh 
Middle Working Middle Working 
Class Class Class Class 
Ho. Per Ko. Per 10. Per 10. Per Cellt cent Cent Cent 
st~ agree 1 3.0 0 0 1 3.4 0 0 
Agree 3 9.1 0 0 1 3.4 0 0 
D1sagree 7 21.2 4 22.2 5 17·2 12 48.0 
strOD.gl.y d1sagree 22 66.7 13 72.2 22 75.8 12 48.0 
No opin1on 0 0 1 ;.6 0 0 1 4.0 
a-33 1-18 1-29 1.25 
Two related questions, 8 and U, an presented in Tables 44 and 45. 
The isaue tor both i& the attitudes respondellt& have tormed toward the need 
tor individual Cbristians and their Churches to participate in activities con .. 
carned with contemporary social and economic problems. The data. tor question 
8 indicates responses are based on class membership; that 1s, both Irish and 
non .. Irish middle class respondents support involvement at the Church in secu-
lar affairs more than do the Irish or non·Irish vorld.ng class and there are 
large d1fterences apparent as we examine the· expected response ot disagree or 
strongly disagree tor item 8. Bovever, question 11 results show no large d1t .. 
terences although the absolute nuabeI" who give the saM expected response tor 
this statement is very high as 1t is tor question 8. 
Table 46 gives the results ot item 10 and suggests that attitudes 
towards the "right and duty" to Join unions my be affected both by class and 
ethn1c background. Specifically, there is a. large difterence in response 
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'J!ABLB: lf6.--Irish and non-Irish descent and class ditterences in attitudes 
towards unions 
Question 10. Working men have the right and duty to 301n unions 
Irish Bon-Irish 
Middle Working Middle Working 
Class Class Class Class 
Bo. Per 10. Per Bo. Per Bo. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Strongly agree 5 15·2 11 61.1 7 24.1 6 24.0 
Agree 21 63.6 6 33·3 9 31.0 13 52.0 
Disagree. 3 9.1 1 5.6 5 17.2 5 20.0 
Strongly disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
No opinion 4 12.1 0 0 8 zr.6 1 4.0 
·-33 .-18 1-29 1-25 
between all three sroups which shows: lIOre of the Irish YOI"ld.ng class than 
Irish middle class who asree with the statementj more of the Irish middle class 
than non-Irish middle class who asree; more of the Irish working class than 
non-Irish working class who concur. Support for the statement, then, is 
strongest in the Irish working class, next in the non-Irish working class, next 
in the Irish middle and least 1n the non-Irish middle. 
Another 1tem on which both class and ethn1c1ty seem to affect atti-
tudes 1s question 12 shown in Table 47. And the differences between the groups 
are very larse. There are 47 percentase p01nts between the number of Ir1sh 
middle and Irish working class respondents choosing a oomfortable l1te rather 
than a life of service to society. The non-Irish middle class students also 
Choose service by 18.8 po1nts over the Irish middle class. In the working 
class acre of the Irish group Choose.service over the comfortable life chosen 
by a sr-ter number at non-Irish (23.3 point spread). Ranged. along a 
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~ 47.--Differenoes in choice of later life occupations by Irish and non-
Irish descent and social class 
Question 12. It you bad to choose one or the other of the follovina, which 
would you preter? 
A. A Job whioh assured you ot a oomfortable and secure life tor yourself 
and your family, or 
B. A Job which made it po.sible for you to do good to others and improve 
society 
Irish Bon-Irish 
M1dcUe Working Middle Working 
Class Class Class Class 
10. Per Bo. Per Bo. Per 10. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
A 21 63.6 3 16.7 13 44.8 10 40.0 
B 11 33.3 15 83.3 16 55.1 15 60.0 
10 opinion 1 3.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.-33 1-18 1-29 1-25 
COntinuUll, service orientation is hipe8't in the Irish workiug class, then non-
Irish WOI'ldng, next non-Irish Jliddle and lowest in the Irish middle class (only 
33.3 per cent of this group). Although lany cu:n-ent COJllDelltators see the mid ... 
dle class as the -Jor source ot volunteers tor the Peace Corps, Vista, Papal 
Volunteers and other service oa-p.nizations, these results would not support 
such a view. It wOuld be within the working class sample of this study tbat 
such altruistic individuals misbt be found. This finding repeats and rein-
torces the data presented on tb1s question in Chapter In. It is possible, of 
course, that the definition of middle class used by those who make such a pre-
diction is inclusive enough to cover the work1ng class respondents of this 
study it only three clas.es are envil'ioned. 
Again the reaulta of two related questions will be considered as we 
look at 1'ab1es 48 and _9--que&tions 13 and 14. Por the firat, 1tem 13, there 
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TABLE ~.--Attitudes towards the use of atOlll bombs to overcome Co:mrmmism by 
Irish and non-Irish descent and class 
Question 13. Even if atom bo~s were immoral, would the United States be per-
m tted to use them if tbat were the oiiiy way to overcome Colr.mun1SDl'l 
Irish Hon;.lrtsh 
Middle Work1na Kiddle Working 
Class Class Class Class 
No. Per Bo. Per Bo. Per No. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Yes 3 9.1 3 16.7 10 34.5 3 J,2.0 
Bo 17 51.5 9 50.0 13 114.8 7 28.0 
Dontt know 13 39.4 6 33·3 6 20.7 15 60.0 
»-33 •• 18 1-29 »-25 
'l'ABtE 49.--Attitudes towards the Wle of atOlll bombs as a retal.1ato17 weapon by 
Irish and non-Irish descent and class 
Question 14. Even if atOlll bombs vere immoral, would the United states be per-
mitted to use them to retalIate against an ~ wo attacked the United states 
with sl.lch weapons? 
Irish lon-Irish 
Middle Worlt1ng Middle Working 
Class Class Clas8 Cla88 
Bo. Per 10. Per 10. Per :No. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Yea e2 66.7 10 55.6 20 69.0 14 56.0 
No 5 15·2 3 16.7 6 20.7 4 16.0 
Dontt lmow 6 18.2 5 2'7.8 3 10·3 7 28.0 
X=-33 If-18 If=-29 X=-25 
ia a large difference between Irish and non.Irish worlt1ng class respondents 
with more of the non-Irish of this sroup supporting use of atomic bombs to 
overcome COlIIIIIWliam even if they are immoral. On item 14 the large d1tference 
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appears between the Irish middle and Irish working classes with more of the 
middle cla.. group who would parmi t the bomb to be used in retaliation even if 
iJlBOOra.l. Question 13 indicates etbnicity operative and 14 suggests class as 
the variable. Such a divergence on two related issues might suggest possible 
psychologiciH implications as respondents answered which were not toreseen. 
In terms ot item 13, these might be related to a dirterence in students' vi~ws 
ot the often stated opinion that COl7mlUIlism is ~ major threat to the world. 
The results of question 14 might retlect one 'of the questionable implications 
ot the" just war" theory in the minds of these respnndents--that to defend 
oneself' by retaliation in kind. is permissible. 
The expected response of "no" to question 13 is given by 51.5 per cent 
of' the Irish middle class girls and ;0 per cent of the Irish working class stu-
dents. It. minority ot the non-Irish middle class .... 44.8 per cent-.give the ex-
pected response to question 13 and only 28 per cent of the non .. Irish working 
class answer "no" to question 13. The percentages giving the expected re-
sponse of "no" tor item 14 tollow the same pattern noted in Chapter UI. 'Only 
a small minority ot all subgroups give the expected response--15.2 per cent ot 
the Irish middle class girls, 16.7 per cent ot the Irish workina class, 20.7 
per cent ot the non-Irish middle class and 16.0 per cent of the non-Irish 
working class anewer that it atOll bombs are immoral the United states could 
not "Ie them as a retaliatory weapon. 
On the tive parts ot question 15 shown in Table 50 it would be ex-
pected that the respondents would answer that the Church does have a right to 
speak on these issues. We find large dltterences based on this expected re-
sponse between Irish middle class and Irish working class and also between 
Irish working alass and non-Iri.h worklng class in relation to an employers' 
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TABLE 50.-~tt1tudes towards the right of the Church to speak on selected 
issues ot contemporary ooncern by Irish and non-Irish descent and sooial class 
Question 15. Some people say that the Churchlas no right to speak on the fol-
lowing subjects. Indicate how you teel. 
Irish lon-Irish 
Only those who Middle Working Middle Working 
answered "should Class Class Class Class 
speak" are shown 
No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per Cent cent Cent Cent 
Emplqyer.' ob1iS--
tion to pay a 
Just wage 78.8 16 88.9 21 72·3 20 80.0 
The legroes' risht 
to sooial equal .. 
ity 29 87.9 1; 83.3 28 96.6 22 88.0 
Birth oontrol and 
divorce 32 97.0 17 94.4 29 100.0 24- 96.0 
Disarmament 23 69-7 13 72.2 16 55.1 20 80.0 
Exaggerated adver-
tisins claims 9 27·3 3 16.7 9 31.0 7 28.0 
students answer "yes" on this issue and more Irish working than non-Irish 
working class eoncur. 
The right of the Church to apeak on the Negroes' right to social eql.lal-
tty shows only one larse differenee in response. 'l'b.e Irieh Id.ddle class is 
less inolined to approve this right than are the non-Irish Id.ddle olass girls. 
There are no large differenoes between any of the subgroups on the 
Church t s right to speak on birth oontrol and divorce. Absolutely speaking, at 
least 94 per eent of all groups agee that this is a proper SUbJect for author-
itative Church teaching. 
The issue of disarmament finds one large ditferenee--more of the Irish 
middle class agree it is a right of the Church to speak than in the non-Irish 
middle class. Exaggerated advertising claims as a proper area of Church 
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concern is approved by more Irish middle tban Irish working class students and 
by more non-Irish working claS8 than Irish working claS8 respondents. 
The data on the various sUbJects ot this section indicate that both 
class membership and ethnic background may aftect attitudes on these topics. 
Only birth control and divorce are approved by aJ.l groups to approximately the 
same high degree. Percentages of affirmative responses seem to reflect the 
varying emphasis the teaching Church has placed. on these questions over a 
period .ot time as was mentioned in Chapter In. These results my also sug-
gest that once decisions are ade on the priority that specific values should 
hold within the Catholic system, implementation based on these preferential 
goals 1s possible as the teacbins function of the Church 1s tulfiUed. 
TABLE 51.--Irish and non-Irish descent and social class difterenoes in atti-
tudes towards sbaring surplus food with nations who have a food shortage 
Question 16. lations 11ke ours with surplus food have the obligation to 
establish foreicn aid programs to help those nations with a food shortage. 
What is your opinion? 
Irish lon-Irish 
Middle Working Middle Working 
Cla8s ClaSR Class Class 
Bo. Per Ho. Per Bo. Per Ho. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Agree 30 90·9 18 100.0 25 86.2 24 96.0 
Disagree 3 9·1 0 0 3 10·3 1 4.0 
Bo opinion 0 0 0 0 1 3.4 0 0 
1-33 1-18 1-29 1'-25 
QuestiOns 16 and 17 shown in Tables 51 and 52 touch upon another 
aspect ot obari ty--toreign aid progruas to provide tood from V.S. surplus tor 
any people in need. and to COlDlllLlD.ist people it "their need is great. II More in 
TABLE 52.--Irish and non-Irish descent and social class differences in atti-
tudes towards sharing surplus food with Communist peoples 
Question 17. If you agree (to Cluestion 16) would you also be willing to share 
our surplus tood with the people of COl'.lmlUlist countries it their need is great? 
Irish Bon-Irish 
Middle Working Middle Working 
Class Class Class Class 
No. Per No. Per No. Per No. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
-Yes 21 63.6 13 72.2 21 72·3 20 80.0 
No 6 18.2 1 5.6 7 24 .. 1 3 12.0 
Don't know 6 18.2 4 22.2 1 3.4 2 8.0 
N-33 •• 18 N-29 1-25 
the Irish yOZ"king class approve toreisn aid programs to any and aU people in 
need than in the Irish middle class. When it is COJ8JW1ist peoples, another 
large diffwence appears between nOB-Irish middle class and Irish middle class 
in which more of the non-Irish approve this practice of sharing surplus food 
even with Commu.nist peoples in n.,ed than do middle class Irish respondents. 
TAW 53.--Respondents· assessment of social control factors in their homes 
by Irish and non ... Irish descent and class 
-~ Question 18 
Irish lon .. Irish 
Middle Working Middle World.ng 
Class Class Class Class 
10. Per 10. Per No. Per 10. Per cent Cent Cent Cent 
Permissive 11 33·3 11 61.1 7 24.1 10 40.0 
Mixed 19 57.6 5 27.8 19 65.5 14 56.0 
Strict 3 9.1 2 ll.l 3 10~3 1 4.0 
·-33 1=18 . 1-29 1-25 
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Table 53 which gives the results of question 18 indicates that family 
patterns are assessed by the respondents along this continuum. Most who answer 
permissive are found in the Irish working class, next in the non-Irish working 
class, then in the Irish middle, and the least number of permissive category 
responses are found. in the non-Irish middle class. The greater permissiveness 
of worldng olass rearing patterns was shown by the data in Chapter III as 1t is 
here. The results, however J indicating that within the same class more Irish 
parents are permissive than non-Irish might conflict with the often stated 
opinion that authoritarianism is to be found in the rearing practices of Irish 
background famili.s. 
TABLE 54.--Re.pondents' assessment of parents' personality traits by Irish 
and non-Irish desoent and class 
Question 19 
Irish .on-lrish 
Middle Class Working Class Middle Class Worldng Class 
rather Mother rather Mother rather Mother rather Mother 
N Per 1 Per 
o Cent 0 Cent 
Per 
.0 Cent 
Per Per 
10 Cent 10 Cent 
Per Per Per ~C? ICent 10 Cent No Cent 
" 
Favorable 15 45.5 20 60.6 6 33.3 9 50.0 8 27.6 12 41.3 9 36.0 8 32.0 
Mixed 15 45.5 10 30.3 2 11.1 0 0 15 51.7 12 41.3 3 12.0 2 8.0 
Unfavorable 3 9·1 3 9.1 10 55.6 , 9 50.0 6 20.7 5 17.2 13 52.0 15 60.0 
1=33 1=33 5=18 1=29 1=25 
rayq,~le, mixed. and unfavorable reactions to part:nta' characteristics 
are shown in Ta,ble 54. More Irish middle class than Irish workina class re-
spondents are favorable to both of their parents. More Irtsh middle are also 
favorable to their parents than are non-Irish middle' class respondents. A 
large difference also appears as more Irish working olass girls respond 
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favorably to their mothers than do non-Ir1 sh working class respondents. For 
both of the preceding items ethnicity and class seem to have affected attitudes 
Questions 20, 21, 22, and 23 of the questionnaire attempted to explore 
the respondents t attitudes towards their teachers and the atmosphere of each 
school. Because of their limited importance to this study and the absence of 
firm conclusions, only impressions will be given for them rather than tables 
and citations ot large ditf~ences as we have done throughout this chapter. 
Although there were no conclusive patterns on any of these items, there was a 
tendency for both middle class groups to feel treer to d1 sagree with teachers 
in class than did working class respondents and for both groups of middle 
class students to rate teachers ~e favorably than did working class girls. 
ki 
Of all groups, the Irish middle &lass had the largest number who bad a gener-
ally positive attitude toward their school atmosphere and their teachers. 
Previously mentioned was the prevalent theory that American schools are gen-
erally of middle class orientation primarily because most teachers, at pres-
I 
, ' 
ant, are from this segment of the population. In light of the results above, 
indefinite and inconclusive though they are because of methodolOgical diffi-
culties, it would be inter.stina also to know the percentage ot teachers of 
Irish descent who staft the schools of this study. 
Table 55 gives the result. of the tour part doctrinal quiz which com-
prised. item 24 of the questionnaire. More middle class respondents of both 
I' ,'. ;:~~, 
, , 
Irish and non-Irish groups gave correct answers to the first three of these 
questions than did working class Irish or non~Irish. But there is a large 
drop in the percentage of Irish middle class students who could choose the 
oorrect definition of "Mater et Magistra" and therefore only a 3 point per-
centage spread is apparent between these Irish middle class respondents and 
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TABLE 55.--Correct answers to the doctrinal quiz by Irish and non-Irish 
descent and social class 
Question 24 
Irish Non-Irish 
Middle Working Middle Working 
Class Class Clas. Class 
No. Per Ko. Per No. Per Bo. Per Cent "' Cent Cent Cent 
The Inoarnatton 27 81.8 12 66.7 23 79·3 17 68.0 
SupenZtural Ltte 30 90.9 14 77.7 26 89.7 22 88.0 
Mystical Body 28 84.8 11 61.1 25 86.6 18 72.0 
Mater et Magiatra 23 69.7 12 66.7 23 79·3 19 76.0 
the Irish working class group on this quenion. 'l'l:li. same drop causes a large 
ditterence to appear between Irish and non-Irish middle ClaS8 on identitica-
tion ot this social encyclical. Any conclusion would be pure speculation but 
the phenomenon .eems curious. 
TABLI 56,--'ee1ings ot "closeness" to Church or religion by Irish and non-
Irish descent and social class 
Question 25 
Irish .Ron-Irish 
Middle Working Middle Working 
Cla8. Class Class Class 
Ko. Per Bo. Per • 0. Per No • Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Very cl08e 11 33·3 8 44.4 8 27.6 8 32·0 
Pretty close 19 57.6 9 50.0 16 55.1 14 56.0 
Hot too close 2 6.1 1 5.6 5 17.2 3 12.0 
Not at all close 1 3.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H=33 .-18 lfa29 lfa 25 
There is only one large di:f'terence to be noted frum Table 56, item 25. 
More Irish middle class feel "very close" or "pretty close" to their religion 
than do non-Irish middle class girls. Apparently religious knowledge bas no 
important effect on respondents' feelings of closeness to their religion as 
the large differences n0ted for question 24 (the doctrinal quiz) do not appear 
far this item. 
TABLE 57 .... -Attitudes towards welfare state programs by Irish and non-Irish 
descent and alas8 
Question 26. Some people say the government should do. more than 1 t bas in 
connection with problems such as hous11l8, unemployment, social security and. 
so on. Others say the government 1. already d01ng too much along these 11nes. 
On the whole, would you say what the government is doing now is: 
Irish lon-Irish 
M1ddle Working Middle Working 
Class Class Class Olass 
10. Per 10. Per Bo. Per 10. Per Cent Cent ('lent Cent 
'1'00 much 8 24.2 1 5.6 5 17.2 5 20.0 
About right 18 54.5 9 50.0 15 51.7 14 56.0 
lot enough 7 21.2 8 44.4 9 31.0 6 24.0 
1=33 1-18 1=29 1-25 
Focusing on one answer--"too mu.ch" .... to question 26 which requests at-
t1tudes toward welfare programs, large differences are noted between all 
groups in 1'&ble 57. More Irish middle claS8 girls ansver "too much" than 
. ":I i . 
Irish working class etu.dents.' . )fOre non-Iri.b working class say "too mcb" 
than Irisb working ola8S. More Irilh middle class respond "too mcb" than 
non-Irish middle olass. Both cla8s and ethnic background seem to affect at-
titudes in this area. However, tbese results do not oonclu8ively a:f'tirm this 
conclusion but tbey are indicative ot sucb a pattern. 
';j( 
TABLE 58.- ... Irish and non-Irish descent and class difterences in attitudes 
toward free speech 
Question 27. In our country the Constitution guarantees the right ot tree 
speech to everyone. In your opinion does this include the right tor someone 
to make apeechea criticizing what the President does? 
Irish lon-Irish 
Middle Wor)dll8 Middle Worlting 
Cla.s Cla.s Class Class 
Bo. Per 10. Per 10. Per Bo. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Yes 29 87.9 13 72.2 24 82.1 20 80.0 
10 4 12.1 5 27.8 5 17·9 5 20.0 
1-33 1-18 1-29 .=25 
Re.ults on question 27, Table 58, ahow that there is a large differ-
ence between Irish middle and Irish working class percentages with more in the 
middle class supporting the right to criticize the Pre.ident than in the Irish 
working class. This ditterence agees with current theory that civil liber-
ties are more highly supported in the middle class than in the working class. 
However, as this is the last presentation ot a question dealing with civil 
liberties it should be tinally noted that fiuctuations ot diverse kinds bave 
been found in this study between, and among, classes and ethnic groups on this 
question which suggest no ral.. pattern in the response of these students on 
the broad issue ot civil liberties. 
Table 59 presents these respondents' answers to question 28.. Of note 
is the large ditterence between Irish middle class and Irish working class re-
spondents as 51.5 per cent ot the tirst choose lito think tor ~selt, II but only 
27.8 per cent ot the second choose this trait as the most important tor a 
child to learn. In the Irish working class the largest group ..... 44.4 per cent--
TABLE 59.--Attitudes towards the most important trait ohildren should: learn 
by Irish and non-Irish desoent and class 
Question 28. Here is a question about ohildren. If you had to choose wh100 
thing on this list would you pick as the most important for a child to learn 
to prepare him for life? 
Irish 10n .. Irish 
Middle WorkiD& Middle Working 
Class Class Class Class 
¥t 
10. Per No. Per 10. Per No. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
To obey 4 12.1 3 16.7 1 3·4 3 12.0 
To be well liked 
or popular 0 0 1 5.6 0 0 0 0 
'1'0 think for 
himself 17 51.5 5 27.8 14 48.3 15 60.0 
'1'0 work hard 3 9.1 1 ,.6 3 10.3 0 0 
To help others 
wben they 
need help 9 27-3 8 44.4 11 37.9 7 28.0 
1-33 .-18 .-29 B-25 
OOoose lito help others when they need help. tI This tinding seems to support 
this groups· hiah percentage of occupational ohoice of service to sooiety 
noted in question 12. Both non-Irish groups have the higheat percentage choos .. 
ing t'to think for himself'. II Also of note is the large d1fference tHrtween Irisll 
middle and non .. Ir1sh middle who choose "to obey." More Irish at this class 
tavor this trait than do non-Irish aiddle olass. 
The results ot item 29, are shown 111 Table 60. Absolutely speaking, 
all groups would ohoose a Catholic sohool for their children by large major-
it1es. There is, however, one large d1tterenoe between Irish and non-Irish 
working class respondents which shows more Irish working olass girls selecting 
a Catholic school. In descending order, Catholic sohools are the choioe of 
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TABLE 6o.-~ttitudes towards enoice of sChools for their children by Irish 
and non-Irish descent and social class 
• Question 29. Assuming that you marry and have a family I would you probably 
decide to bave your children attend a: 
Iriab. Non-Irish 
Middle Working Middle Working 
Class Class Class Class 
. 
10. Per Ro. Per 10. Per 10. Per Cent Cent Cent Cent 
Public school 0 0 1 5.6 4. 13.8 1+ 16.0 
Catholic school 30 90.9 17 94.4 25 86.2 20 80.0 
Private school 3 9.1 0 0 0 0 1 4.0 
1=33 1=18 1=29 1=25 
'.rABLlC 61 .... Parents t political party preference by Irish and. non .. Irish descent 
and soc1al class 
Question 21 
a 
Irish lon-Irish 
, 
Middle Cla8s Working Class Middle Class Working Class 
rather Mother Father Mother Father Mother rather )bther 
Per Per 
:10 Cent 110 Cent 
Per Per 
10 cent 10 Cent 
Per Per 
110 Cct 10 Cent 
Per Per 
10 cent Bo Cent 
Demoorat 19 57.6 23 6~.7 14 77.8 12 66.7 12 41.3 11 37.9 17 68.0 18 72.0 
Repablican 9 27.3 6 1 .1 2 11.1 2 U.l U37·91137·9 3 12.0 3 12.0 
Other 1 3·0 1 3·0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 00 0 0 
Don't know 4. 12.1 3 9.1 2 U.l 4. 22.2 6 20.7 724.1 .5 20.0 4 16.0 
I , 
1·33 11-33 1-18 1-18 .-29 
.-29 .·25 1-25 
I 
. 
Irish working class respondents, Irish middle, non-Irish m1d~e, and. least 
among non-Irish working. i 
'1 
.. 
Finally, Table 61 shows the results of qaestion 21 from the first part 
t I 
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of the questionnaire asking political party preference of parents. There is a 
large difterence between fathers of Irish middle and Irish working class stu-
dents vi th more Republican fathers in the middle class and mare Democrats in 
the Irish working class. Kothers of the two Irish groups, however, remain 
similar in their Democratic party preference. In both of the non-Irish groups, 
more mothers and father's of the middle class girls are Repub11cans and more in 
the work1ng cla •• are Democrats .aOwing a large ditterence on this item. The 
table woul.d seem to indicate stronger Democratic tendencies in the two Irish 
group. than among the non-Irish, but also the influence of class membership 
for middle class Ir1.sh fathers and all parents in the non-Irish subgroups. 
The presentation of data. for this chapter--aDd study--is now complete 
and a return to the questions posed at the bes1.nning of thi. seotion is appro-
priate. Basically, they asked whether a particular ethnic background might 
affect respondents' attitudes towards the issue. raised in the questionnaire. 
Based on the findinp of this chapter, we anaver a qualified tl yes" .... on certain 
issues it seems to affect them. However, it has been appe.rent that although 
large difterences have been foUDd between tbe Insh and non-Irish groups on 
some tuestions ind1cat1ng possible ethnic influence, similar large differences 
bave also appeared on the I8.JIM! 1tem between Ir1.sh middle and Irish working 
class respondents wh1cb then infers a class influence on the particular att1-
tude. 
In order to show the data of this chapter in as clear and concise a 
DBDne'I'" .. s possible, this section will end with a sch.-.tic presentation indi-
cati. t.he broad i.sues of maJor concern for the study, the variable, if ~, 
which .... to affect the attitude according to the data presented in this 
chapter and the pos.ible conclusion which may be drawn. 
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ATTITUDES WHICH APPEAR TO BE AJ'FIBCTED BY CLASS ONLY 
Anti-Semitism--more middle class respondents are less inclined to accept 
Church teaching on this issue 
Participation by the Churcb in contemporary social problems--more m1ddle class 
girls tavor involvement 
Political party preference of parents--more Republicans in the middle class 
ATTITUDIS WHICK AFPIAR TO II APJ'JCTED BY lIrBIlCIn ALOn 
None 
The teachings ot the Church as old-fashioned and superstitioWl 
Love of neishbor is more important than abstaining from meat on Friday 
Birth control and divorce 
Civil liberties 
~ES WHICK APPMR TO DB .AF.l'lm'1D BO'l'B BY PmDIIC 
IlAClCDROUII) .Alm 8O:IAL CIASS I 
J'amily planning 
lIegroes I rights 
Foreign aidtood pro~ 
Domestic welfare programs 
Unions and a Just wage 
Choice of later life occupation 
Use of atom bombs even though i.-oral 
lxaggel'8ted advertising claims 
Salience ot natiODality background 
Family rearing practices 
Favorable i_ge 'ot parents 
Attitudes towards teachers and schools 
Doctrinal knowledge 
Trait most important tor a child to learn 
Choice ot Catholic school tor their children 
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This data has shown, then, that in most areas of social responsibility 
which are the major interest of this thesis, attitudes are probably influenced 
both by ethnic background ~ class. In a canpa.rison of the two variables, 
class membership appears to be the stronger and more recurring variable affect-
ing respondents t attitudes. This will be further discussed in Chapter V. The 
less emphasized points of this study such as family rearing practices, atti-
tudes towards teach ... and school, etc. also indicate the possible eUects of 
ethnic and class membership upon attitudes of respondents again shoving the 
probably greater effect of class. Further COIIII*ltary and synthesis of these 
findings will be given in the next u.d fi_l chapter of this study as all data 
is sUDlBS'ized aDd conclusiODS are lugselted. 
CRAnER V 
SlJMMA.RY AND CONCLUSIOlfS OF THE STUDY 
This chapter has four maJor purposes: a. brief review of the problem 
and methodology ot the study; a 8ynthesi8 ot the data and its effects on the 
hypotheses propo8ed in Chapter Ij limitations ot the study; and tinally, ares.s 
the study bas suggested tor further re8earch. 
The Problem and Method. In its broadest terms, the problem at this 
thesis involves an attempt to exa1D1ne the ,aomplex question ot why people think 
and behave as they do. Specitica.1l.y, the fOCU8 is on the attitudes of young 
Catholics, especially, although not exclu8ively towards issues at 80cial re-
sponsibility, and the possible variable8 which may be operative a8 this proc-
ess ot attitude formation takes place. 'lbe DIlltitude of apparent to obscure 
moti~tions that .yaftect hu:ma.n attitudes aDd behavior are inherent in such 
an investigation. 
The role and effectivenes8 ot the Catholic schools in America today 
bave been discussed, questioned, debat~, and even attacked by responsible 
persons who are generaJ.ly conceded to be motivated primarily by a desire to 
impl.-nt the dema.nfls of "aggtornament,o" as it relates to American Catholic 
schools.. A process such as u.pdating or renewal, then, requires that the cur-
rent functions and dystunctions ot the system be identitied, their relative 
importance assessed in a total perspective, and plans made to implement any 
decisions ba8ed on this comprehensive evaluation of the goal8, aims, and 
ot the s stem. 
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Agreement, therefore, on the identity of the dysfunctional aspects--or 
perhaps less than desired or possible success--of the Catholic school system 
in America is necessary for this task. If, then, as has been traditionally 
acknowledged, the _Jor function of the Catholic schools is to impart a value 
system, a coBBdtment to certain beliefs and actiOns, then attitudinal studies 
should be helpful in determining if this function is being satisfactorily ful-
filled within the present -Structure. lor this purpose, some investigations 
have been made which compare the attitudes of Catholics educated totally or 
predominantly in Catholic schools or public schools to determine which type of 
education ia more successful tor the imparting ot the otficial goals. Paren. 
thetically, aome contusion may arise here because there are many who are cur-
rently suggeating changes in the goals, a need for emphasis on different 
aspects of the value system, and other rather basic alterations in the total 
aims and structure of the system. Although theae modifications may be impor-
tant, necessary, and to some even inevitable, they are not the DBJor issue in 
this thesis. Rather, the purpose is to assess the achievement ot goals which 
bave been clearly defined by the teaching Church in her official social doc-
trine for many years. 
Further, the question has been asked whether the ethnic background and 
social class of theae Catholic eduaated respondents might aftect their atti-
tudes on these social doctrines and other issues to a significant degree. For 
this purpose, then, the total senior classes of two Catholic girls· high 
schools were asked to answer the questionnaire to be found in Appendix II. 
Samples for the comparisons by class were then selected from the total popula-
tions based on these criteria: 
1. The student must have had ten or more years in a Catholic school. 
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2. Respondent and parents both modal Catholics. 
3. Both parents alive and living together. 
4. St. Ann's respondents were operationally defined as middle class 
based primarily on the Hollingshead and Redlich Two-Factor Index 
of Social Position. 
5. St. Mary' IJ students operationally defined an WOl."king class in the 
same manner as i tam 4 above. 
In addition to these stipulations, samples for the comparison by eth-
nicity for the Irish subgroups from both schools were required to be Irish 
both on their mother's and father's side and all ancestry was third generation 
or more in this country. The non-Irish subgroups were also required to be 
third generation or more in this country and no stated Irish ancestry either 
on their mother's or tather's side. This selection process produced 128 re-
spondents operationally ~etined as middle class and 60 working class respond-
., 
ents also defined operationally so that a comparison by elass might be accom-
plished. For the ethnic comparison, there were 33 Irish and 29 non-Irish in 
the middle class, and 18 Irish and 25 non-Irish in the working class. The 
questionnaire used in this research was compiled trom several sources: the 
IORC instrument, Dell's (which was taken trom Lenaki' s), de Cruz', Schindler's, 
and several original questions. 'or a more detailed explaDation of this pro ... 
cedure, see Chapter II. The tabulation ot responses by class and ethnicity 
then made it possible to ascertain those attitudes which appear to be influ-
enced by the social class or ethnic background of the respondents ot this 
study. 
Synthesis of the Data. Of all the issues explored by the question-
naire, only three showed no large differences in respondents' answers by class 
or ethnic background either in Chapter nI or Chapter IV. Very large maJori .. 
ties (over 90 per cent) of all groups tabulated agreed that: the teachings of 
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the Church are not old fashioned and superstitious; love of neighbor is more 
important that abstaining from meat on Friday; and that birth control and 
divorce are proper issues upon which the Church should speak. 
Secondly, there were three topics Where class alone appeared to be the 
variable attecting respondents f attitudes. The tirst wes anti-Semitism which 
consistently showed more students ot the working class in aontormity with 
Church teaching in this send ti va area ot hwran interrelationships than middle 
class respondents. The second was political party preterence ot parents. 
More Republiaans were found in the middle class groups than in the working 
class in-eapeattve ot ethnic background. And the tinal area upon which class 
appeared. to be the variable attecting attitudes ia that of religious involve-
ment in contemporary social conditions and problems such as slums, poverty, 
and injustice. More of the middle class respondents believe their Church and 
individual Christians should be en.8aged in attempts to solve these social ills 
than do working class respondents, 
Combining the data of Chap-:t;ers U1 and IV, there were no topics of any 
nature treated by the questionnaire items which indicated ethn1.C background 
alone as the determ1nati ve variable which influenced. the respondents attitudes 
In areas where ethnicity seemed to bave some effect as one canparison was 
made, further results eventually indieated class membership as a cross-vari-
able. 
" 
On only one topic was there confUsion or conflict in the data and that 
was on the broad issue of civil libertie.. 10 pattern emerged. either by class 
or ethnic background which could be considered conclusive--both classes and 
ethnic subgroups showed confused re.ults throughout the study-
By far, the majority of students' attitudes appeared to be influenced 
1.0"( 
both by class membership ~ ethnic background. This means that on a particu-
lar item of the questionnaire a large difference in the percentage of expected 
response was shown between middle and working class respondents in Chapter III, 
and again in Chapter IV a large difference in percentages appeared between 
Irish and non-Irish respondents of either or both classes suggesting ethnic in-
fluence on the attitUde. ITesenting the results of one question again should 
clarU"y this point. In Chapter III we noted a large difference between the 
percentages of middle class respondents and working c1&ss respondents favoring 
the "right and duty to Join unions" with more in the working class who were in. 
clined to do so. A class difference therefore could be in:f'erred. In Chapter 
IV, the results tor the same item showed there was also a large difference be-
tween Iriab and non-Irish in the middle class indicating many more Irish who 
approved this statement than did non-Irish of the same class status. We could 
theretore conclude that on the issue of the "right and duty to Join unions, 1.1 
attitudes seem to be affected both by clas., membership and, in this study, 
-
ethnic background.. 
In .,cheDBtic form the major issues of this study on which both vari-
ables seemed operative will be presented and the differing attitudes apparent 
between groups as respondent. answered the questionnaire will be stated. It 
should be remembered that these statement. of differing attitudes are based on 
!'large differences" (8 percefit&ge point.) between the groups as was explained 
prior to the presentation of data in Chapters III and IV. 
1. More in the middle class gave expected response tban in the working. 
2. More Iri sh middle class than non-Iri sh middle gave this response. 
3. More non-Irish working than Irish working class gave the expected response. 
RIGHT AND Dt1l'Y TO JODI UNIOe 
1. More in the working class gave expected response than in the middle. 
2. More Iri.sh middle than non-Irish middle gave expected response. 
CHURCH t S RIGlfl' TO SPEAK ON A JUST WAGE 
1. Expected response given by more Irish working than Irish middle class. 
2. More Irish working than non .. Irish working gave this response. 
USE OF ATOMIC BOMBS EVEN IN IMMORAL SITUATIOlfS 
1. More working das. than middle sava expected. response. 
2. More Iri.h working clast than non-Irish wOrking clast p.ve the expected. 
response. 
FOREIGN AID FOOO PROGRAMS 
1. More Irish working class than Irish middle gave expected response. 
2. More non-Irish middle than Ir.tsh middle clas8 save this response. 
1. Expected response liven by more Irish working than Irish middle class. 
2. More non-Irish middle than Irish middle pve this response. 
3. More Irish workina than non-Irish working cla8s gave expected response. 
FAMILY PI..A.DDG 
1. More middle class than working class respondents inclined to fa.m1ly plan-
nine· 
2. More non-Irish working than Irish working class students support family 
planning. _ 
1. More correct answers in the middle than working class" 
2. More non-Irish middle class respondents gave correct answers than Irish 
middle class students. 
CHOICE or lATER LIfE OCCUPATIONS 
1. More in the working class are service oriented than in the middle. 
2. More Irish working class are service oriented than non-Irish working. 
3. More non .. Irish middle class are service oriented than Irish middle. 
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MOST IMPORl'AE T.8AIT A CHILD SHOULD LBAlUf 
1. First choice of the largest number in all subgroups was "to think tor 
himseU" except--
2. The first choice of the largest number in the Irish working class was "to 
help others when they need help." 
Relation of the Data to the l2;Pothe.,s. How, then, does this presen-
tation artect the hypotheses stated in Chapter I which are: 
1. Attitudes ot respondents in both schools will tend to vary accord .. 
1ng to their -social alass memberShip rather than reflect their 
common religious affiliation and Catholic education. 
2. Differing ethnic backsrounds will be associated with variations in 
responses within a social class. 
3. Students of the same ethnic backgroUDd but of diftering social 
class will tend to bave similar attitudes. 
It is apparent that a total acceptance or reJection ot any ot these 
hypotheses is not suggested by the data. Hypothesis 1 is, however, accepted 
for all items except three previously cited as we note that althou.gh the re-
spondents are all modal. Catholics and predominantly Catholic educated, there 
are some variations based on class status for all other items ot the question-
naire. It would seem, then, that once modal religious membership and type of 
education are held c-,:;natant, there al"e still large differences between the at-
titudes ot middle and working class respondents on various attitudes with spe-
cific focus on issues of 80cial responsibility. Previous studies which eval .. 
uated Catholic or public school education as the determinative variable 
affectiD8 attitudes are surely of import to an understanding ot this total 
process ot attitude formation among Catholics. But it also seems clear that 
other factors such as social class .st also be considered for a comprebensi ve 
explanation of this process. 
Hypotheses 2 and 3 infer that ethnic background should be a stronger 
J.J.O 
factor in the determination of attitudes than social class. The hypotheses 
were framed in this anner, as was explained in an earlier chapter, because 
both Dell and Lenslti stated this conclusion from their research. llovever, this 
study finds a contrary result; class appears to be the stronger influence. It 
should be noted again that Dell questioned her own procedure in relation to 
the cla •• factor because the ed\.lcstional level of the father was not requested 
in her research instrument. Jlypotheses 2 and 3, then, are reJected. as they 
suggest etbnicity as a stronger influence on attit\.ldes than social class. But 
they are accepted as they indicate that ethnio b8oltsround operates as a con-
tributing factor to differences in response on any issues for the students of 
this study. Further explaDation of the •• conclUSions follows. 
Althouah there were any items on which ethnic baokground seemed to 
affect a particular attitude, there were none on which ethn1city alone seemed 
to be the linsl.e variable producina differences in reaponse. On all topics 
where differences occurred between etb.n1c subgroups, class, too, was influen. 
tial. And on alm.ost all items the -ani tude of ditterence in responaes ap-
peared. larseat between the classes .... not between ethnic subgroups. It would 
seem a hi&hly plausible inference, then, that class is the stronger variable 
when the differences in the attitudes of the respondents of this study are 
examined. '!'his oonclusion does not, of course, negate the previously acknowl-
edged interrelatedness of class and ethnicity. But it was hoped that the rela-
tive int'luence of eaoh might be assessed to some degree if att8llPts were made 
to isolate each factor aDd the results then ~ined tor the possible efiects 
of each on the attitude of these respondents. 
What further implications can be dra-:m from these rearka that the 
ethnic variable is still of some import as these atudents stat. their atti-
tudes towards Catholic and American values and, we presume, conduct themselves 
according to their statements? The concept of "ethnic pluralism," introduced 
in Chapter I 1s obviously pertinent. It is important to understand that there 
a:re two related but distinct applications of this concept inherent in the dis-
CUssion. In its traditional sense, the concept app11es to those who Jll&intai~ 
a separate ethnic identity whilesbaring COlllDr>n American values with the rest 
of society. It is distinct and different from the "melting pot" theory which 
suggests that ethnic groups lose their ethnic identity or awareness as they 
adJust to and accept the dominant culture-.the process also called "American-
ization" or conformity to the "American way of lite. fl 
Itbuic pluralism applied within a Catholic group, such as the respond-
ents of this study, is analogous to its meaning when applied to the total 
American society. Here the concept connotes a sharing of common catholic 
values with other Church members while still retainilli an ethnic awareness 
which may influence att1tudes on specific aspects of the total Catho11c value 
system. rrom this point of view the q,u.eation becomes: do the respondents of 
these ethnic subgroups reflect modal catholic membership and .core according 
to the official Catholic value system sugesting the "melt1na pot" theory op ... 
erat1rig within . the Church? Or are there differences observed in attitudes be-
tween delineated ethnic groups which My be attributable to their ethnic back-
ground? The same question may be posed substituting social class for eth .. 
nicity. In both case. the respondeats of this study indicate differences in 
attitudes toward Catholic teaching which seem to reflect their nationality 
backgro\lDd and, even more strongly, their social class membership. 
Considering the traditional meaning of the concept--strongly related 
to the commentary above--1t i. evident that membership in the Catholic Church 
.u.c:: 
does cause differences in the a.ttitudes of Catholics in relationship to some 
aspects of the American value system; i.e., the desirability of public school 
education for all. This, and other devia.tions from the demands of the "melting 
pot" concept are surely based on membership in the Catholic Church. But we may 
also wonder if, as pluralism operate. in a dynamic society, other factors be-
sides socio-reliSiou. bonds might be more influential on attitudes aDd behavior 
--even on those generally thought to be pr1arily affected by specific Church 
membership. 
It may Be recalled that variou.a viewpoints on the concepts of plural .. 
ism or the melting pot as the r..lity ot current American sOCiety were pre. 
sented in Chapter I. Briefly, '!'homas held that although the melting pot might 
be achieved event'ually, assimilation of Catholic ethnic groups is tar from com-
plete today; Greeley views Catholic immigrant groups as in the later stases of 
the acculturation process; richter holds that American c\ll.ture discoun.ps 
ethnic group sUl'Vival and so Catholics must be discussed pri-.rily as a reli-
gious group; Herberg sees ethnic ditterences disappearing in the third genera-
tion and religion becoming the ditterentiatina element; a.n.d Gluer a.n.d 
Moynihan agree with Berbers but -.4d "race" as another aspect ot group ident1-
, 
t1cation in America. 
There seems to be no doubt that the interrelatedness ot all of these 
factors cited by the commeDtators above causes complexity aDd some contusion 
in ~ eDdeavar to specity the basis upon wbicn attitudes are tormed--either 
by the respondents of this study or &DY other given group. Jut the exclusion 
ot social class &s a _Jor determillaDt ot &tt1tud&s by the.e men s ... curi-
QUa. However, :aerelson and Stetner, also previously cited, include class 
status aa a -Jor tactor in the tonation of attitudes, opinions and beliets. 
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The result. ot this study conform to this view; class membership appears sig-
nificant as the attitudes of CatholicS are formed. In other words, although 
the respondents are all modal Catholics, their education bas been predomi-
nantly in Oatholic schools, and their natiOll&lity status 1s third. gen .... t1on 
or Dl9l"e 1n this country, there are still important dU·terenc.s in their atti-
~e./towards specific aspect. ot Church teaching by social clas.. And al .. 
though clAs. appears to be the strenger variable in this atudy for !'easons 
preV',lously noted, ethnicity i. al80 apparent as another tact or to be cen8id-
eHd as the success of iupa.rting the Catholic value system is evaluated today. 
It would .eem clear, then, that a combination ot all the factors sug-
gested by these commentators 1s nece.sary to a full underatanding of the tona-
tion of Catholics' attitudes and their behaVior at preseDt--Cburch membership, 
social class, ethnic background, type ot eduaation, and undoubtedly, many 
others not yet eval\tated. Callaban hal noted this complexity in establishing 
etiology a. he states: 
Boy t~ many Americans it is taken tor granted that a strong measure 
ot aggressive Catholic unity already exist.. This is hardly correct. 
Catholics bave been tor a number ot year. sharply divided on many maJor 
is.ues, ranging from. doaestio politics to the meaning ot papal teachings. 
It i. bard to think ot a sinale maJor national issue within the past 
decade that did not see Catholics opposed to one another; and the same can 
be said ot a great variety ot theological issues. Moreover, since Catho-
olics now occupy all steps on the sooial ladder, there are important class 
and educational distinctions among Catholics, diftereDces which in prac-
tice lead to many conflicts. As far as Catholics are concerned there are 
good reasons to doubt the validity of Will Berberg'. and Gerbard Lenski's 
thesi. that tiThe luccessor ot the ethnic subco:rmnun1ty is the BOcio-reli-
gious community." What th ••• observers fail to recognize 1s that many 
Catholics resi.t strenuously any tendency to see their loyalty to the 
Church as equival4Ult to an identity nth the Catholic "aocio-religious 
camRIDity." More preCisely, it could be said that Catholics are now faced 
with a choice between trying to erase emr suggestion that such a. cohesive 
aoeial community exiats (or should exist) and trying to form such a com-
munity and making it a. strong social and political reality.l 
......... 
This commentary raises the fu;rther question whether, as many contend, 
all differences should be deliberately lost either within the Catholic cOmmQ-
nity or within the total .American society so that the "melting pot" theory may 
be implemented. Many argue in a contrary mnner that theae d1fterences should 
be tHlaour&ged in order to promote cultural or ethnic plurali_ and its many 
rudfications both in the Church and the nation. Time and the length of this 
paper prohibit a fUll discussion ot this point ot view but its importance 
should not be ignored. However, we my state the general conclusion that no 
matter what people suggest sllould occur on this issue, pluralism appears to be 
the aurrent reality at least tor the respondents of this study It 
The "ethnic toaus" bas been primarily on the attitudes ot the Irish 
subgroups in this thesilia. The tact that American Catbolias ot Irish descent 
bave distinguishing and ditterent abaracteristias from those ot other imud-
grant groups is a neces~ and basic consideration tor this research both in 
an historical context aDd trom a socioloSical point ot view. Although the 
existential implieations my vary, these differences also occur tor other 
ethnic gou:ps based on their particular historical circumstances, traditions 
and so on. This tact bas been discussed and demonstrated by sociologists, 
psyohologists, historians,;.jou.rnalists, aDd -.ny others. In relation to a 
specific characteristic ot the Irish in America, tor example, one need only 
read the Devon ComtD1ssi~.:report ot 1845 dealing with laDd practices in 
Ireland to understand why the Irish beca.me &n1 remained ~ urban population in 
the United States.2 The agicultural disasters recounted 1n this report com-
bined with the tradition ot primogeniture and other aspects ot the land situ-
at10n 1n lrelandhelp to explain this phenomenon. Necessary tor a full 
2Cec11 Woodham-Smith, The Great l!!!!ier (Rew York, 1962). 
J.J., 
underst&1'lding ot the process ot assim1lation ot the Irish in America is the 
knowledge that they spoke the language ot the inhabitants ot the new land. and 
theretore were able to adopt the patterns ot the new culture more easily and 
quickly than were many other ethnic groups. The strong influence ot the Irish 
on American Catholie1sm is also important tor a complete tmderstaDding ot their 
current position in America. This tact is also important as we examine the 
behavior ot other Catholic immigrant group. in relation to the American 
Catholic Church) 
As these, and many other circumstances ot American Catholics ot Irish 
descent are reflected upon, the reasons t?r possible ditterences in their at-
titudes and behavior trom other American Catholics become more understandable. 
Whether the effects of a different sociologioal and historical condition will 
continue to inf'luence this or e.!l7 group al it interacts within the total 
AIlertcan society or the Churoh can only be determined over time. 
But the mat balie point of this CODllllentary which wa. previously 
stated, bearl repetition--the etiology of peoples' attitudes and behavior is 
mst complex and therefore requires that ettorts to explain it be comprehen-
sive and tully aware of the interrelatedness of a multitude of tactors. At 
present, a Catholic "melting pot" seems .s unraeJ. as an American "melting 
pot." To surmise that either will oooUr ts speoulative. Therefore, as at-
tempts are made by the teaehing Chureb to assist her JDeJIIbers in acceptanoe and 
implementation of a specific value s~em, it would seem important that she be 
cognizant ot the many variables affeoting a successful ispart1ng and attain-
ment ot these aims and goals. 
L1m1tations of the Study and Sygest10ns tor Fu.nher aeseareh. The 
3John Tracy Ellis, American Catholicism (Chicago, 1955). 
~~o 
limitations of this study have been commented upon as they were relevant to a 
specific point made in the text. Therefore, a very brief summary of these 
problems should suffice here. 
The impossibility of finding enough respondents to form a control group 
of middle class respondents within the working class scbool population and vice 
versa was the first difficulty mentioned. These groups could not be found in 
a large enough number to prohibit bias which mi.sl1t occur because of differ .. 
ences 1n the religious curriculum of eacb sohool. However, the 3udpent that 
these curricula were, in fact, of comparable emphasis and pedagogy was made by 
religion teac}:utrs ot each school and this writer. Such a 3udgment is ot some 
importance as data is presented and interpreted in relationship to the class 
variable. 
The criteria set for a determination ot respondents for the final eaa-
ples were stringent enough (for reasons fully explained in Chapter II) to pro .. 
duc. amaller subgroups for the ethnic c01lpartsona than ia considered adequate. 
This unavoidable situation might limit to some degree the validity of patterns 
of attitudes which have been pointed out for these subgroups. 
Pinally, the use of indices for certain groups of que.tions rather 
than full reporting of responaes to each my be questioned. However, it was 
felt that such a tool would be helpful in presenting the reQOndents' general 
attitudes toward the "permissive, Idxed, or strict," atDk>aphere of their 
homes, f~ example. As assessment of this attitude was our purpose 1n these 
questions the use at indices then was considered a fruitful pl"OCedure. 
A study suell as this which endeavors to ansver a fev specific ques .. 
tions seas invariably to raise any acre than it settles. lor example, it 
would be interesting to know whether variations in attitudes by sooial class 
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and ethnicity found among these respondents might also be evident in a random 
sample of young Catholics throughout, the national population. Theories or 
opinions stating the greater authoritarianism of Catholic schools and/or Irish 
descent parents might be more tully explored. fo1" factual information and more 
clearly defined etiology, if possible. If Irish background American Catholics 
exhibit certain differences in attitudes even though third generation or more 
in America, what, if any, are the particule.r effects noted for the attitudes 
of Gel"'llBn, Pol1sh or other etbn1c backgrounds of the same generation in Amer- . 
tca? 
Perhaps the pri:mary area suggested by this study for further research 
is the ,uestton of the importance of religion in the home as it relates to 
other faators such as type at education, SlIS, and cultural or ethnic factors. 
One suspeots that home and parental influence my be the most significant vari-
able in the attitudes ot young Catholics as many educators state quite emphat-
ically in regard to nu:merous related educational controversies. Whether these 
attitudes change as the experiential background of these youns Catholics en-
larges, is also an area ot interest unexplored at present. Or do the early 
priary group relationships tttake" and last into adulthood aa attitudes towards 
issues of concern in the Church and larger society are implemented? 
Cc.&prehensive studies which attempt to deal with these ktnds ot ques-
tions are surely necessary. In all probability, efforts to assess the situa-
tion .of Catholic education must be a continuing and expanding endeavor tor as 
times change, so too institutions mst change. And if the Catholic schools as 
institutions of American society are to fulfill their functions for all, then 
further study in all areas pertinent to their goals and effectiveness will al-
ways be desirable in an ever-changing world. 
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APPIIDIX I 
THE QUBSTIODAIRE 
You are one ot DI8lly students who are tilling out this questionnaire. 
The research is desisned to give important data on students' opinions on 
topics ot current interest. The information that you give will be kept 
strictly anonymous and confidential. 'eel tree to answer exactly the way you 
teel. Please answer all the questions.. Do not &tve your name. Thank you tor 
your helpl 
C 1. Your age: Your Religion: Your Race: _____ _ 
---- --------------
o 2. How DI8lly years bave you attended a Catholia Sabool? _______ _ 
C 3. Occupation ot 'lather: (Please avoid terms like "salesan, _nager, 
ott1ce worker," etc. Use descriptions like, "autcaobile insurance 
saleSllBD., head ot tiling departlllCl'At in large Loop department store, 
maaager ot three-~loyee ottice for rooting supplies" etc.) 
c 4. Religion, if any, of father •••••••••••• ____________ _ 
o 5. Country of father I. b1.rth ••• " •••••••••• ____________ _ 
C 6. lational desaent ot father ••••••••••••• _____________ _ 
o 7. What generation are you in America on yoUI' father'. 
a1de? ~The generation who iDlll1grated are ca.lled 
"tirst," etc.) ••••••••••••••••••• " ...... ____________ _ 
c 8. How otten dld yrur father attend bis ahurah in the past tour weeks? 
(Cheek one.) 0 times 
- 1 ti_ 
-2 times 
, times 
times 
-more than 4 times 
-don't know 
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C 9. What 1s the level of your father's education? (Check one) 
Graaar school 
-Some high school 
-High school graduate 
-Some College 
---College graduate 
-Post Graduate 
---.one of these 
-Don't know 
S 10. To which social and economic class would you say your family belongs? 
(cheok one) 
upper class 
- m1ddle clas. 
-working class 
lover alass 
o ll. Ocoupation ot mother: (Pl.ae be specific aa tor father'. occupation) 
o 12. Religion, 1t any of mother ••••••••••••••• ___________ _ 
o 13. Country of mother t s birth it ••••••••••••••• ___________ _ 
C 14. JlatiODal descent of mother ••••••••••••••• ___________ _ 
o 15. What generation are you in America on your moth .. ' • 
• tde1 (The generatton who i181g:rated are called 
II first, 't etc.) ..... ~ ....................... ___________ _ 
c 16. Bow otten dld your JIIOther attend her ohurch in the 
past tour weeks? (check one) 
o t1Ms 
-ltlM 
-2t1JDes 
-3 t1Ms 
---'II. ti._ 
-more tban 4 times 
-don't know 
-
C 11. Wbat 1s the level ot your mother·. education? (check one) 
Grammar school 
-Some high school 
-H1gh school sz-ad,uate 
-Some college 
-CoUege graduate 
-Poat Graduate 
-Bone ot these 
-Don't know 
-
Jj!'( 
o 18. Would you say that you or yoU%' parents feel cultural, national, or 
eaoticmal ties to the country or countries from which your ~ople 
i..s..grated'l (Cbeck one for 'ather, Mother, Yourself.) 
'ather Mother Yourself 
1. very strong ties 
2. strong ties 
3. some ties 
4. fev t1es 
5. no ties 
o 19. Does your family find enJoyment in celebrations, customs, 1II18ic, etc. 
which reflect the country or countries of your forbears? (check one) 
1. very much 
2. some 
3. little 
4. none 
o 20. How would you say you and yoU%' parents feel about yoU%' natioDal.ity 
background? (Check one for Father, Mather, and Yourself.) 
1. very proud 
2. proud 
3. some pride 
4. little pride 
,. none 
o 21.' Do you know your parents' 
~litical :preference? 
(check one) , 
rather Mother YourHlf 
'atber 
Democrat •••••• " __ _ 
Republican ••••• __ _ 
other •••••••••• 
---Don't know ••••• __ _ 
Mother 
Jlel"e are some statements. Bow III1ch do you agree or disagree with 
each one? (Check one for each stateaent.) 
N 1. Only people wobelieve in God 
can be good .A.ulerican citizens. 
N 2. The teachings of ~ church are 
old fashioned and superstitious. 
Strongly agree ••••• __ :1 Agree.............. 2 
Disagree........... 3 
stroJl8ly d1sas;ree.. 4 
Do opinion......... 5 
StrOJlSly asr ...... , __ 1 Agree.............. 2 
Disagree........... 3 
stron&l¥ d1aasree.. 4 
Bo opinion......... 5 
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H 3· A family should have as mny strongly agree ••••••• 1 
ahildren as possible and God Agree •••••••••••••••• 2 
will provide for them. Disa.gree ••••••••••••• 3 
strongly disagree •••• 4-
No opinion ••••••••••• 5 
H 4. Negroes would be satisfied if it strongly agree ••••••• 1 
were not for a few people who Agree •••••••••••••••• 2 
stir up trouble. Disagree ••••••••••••• -----l 
strongly disagree •••• 
10 opinion ••••••••••• 5 
I 5. Love of neighbor is mare Strongly agree ••••••• 1 
important than avoiding mee.t Agree ••• , •••••••••••• 2 
on Friday Disagree ••••••••••••• 3 
strongly disagree •••• 4-
1'0 opinion ••••••••••• 5 
I 6. I.groes shouldn' t push them .. S'irongly agree ••••••• 1 
selves where they are not wanted. Auee ................. 2 
Disagr.e ••••••••••••• , 
stronsJ,y d1aagee •••• 
10 opinion ............ 5 
I' 7· Books written by Communi sts BtronsJ,y agree ••••••• 1 
should not be permitted in Agre ••••••••••••••••• 2 
public libraries. Disagree ••••••••••••• 3 
Strongly dieagree •••• 4-
1'0 opinion ••••••••••• 5 
I' 8. )tr r.liC1on t.chea that a good stroDgly agee ••••••• 1 
Christian ought to think about Agree •••••••••••••••• 2 
the next lite and not worry Diaagr ............... -----l 
about fighting poverty and stroDgly disagree •••• 
inJustice in this life. 10 opinion ............ 5 
Jf 9· Jewish businessmen ve about as strongly agree ••••••• 1 
bonest as ather bus1Desamen. Agree •••••••• * ••••••• 2 
Disagree............. 3 
strongly diaasree •••• --4 
Bo opinion ••••••••••• , 
Jf 10. Working men have the right and strongly agee ••••••• 1 
duty to Join unions. All"*ee ................. 2 
Disagree ••••••••••••• 3 
Strongly disagree •••• 4-
No opinion ••••••••••• 5 
S U. Religion ought to concentrate strongly agree ••••• ". 1 
Just on the ¥Orship of God and Agr .................. 2 
g1 v. up trying to clean up Diaagree ••••••••••••• 3 
alums and other social St~ disagree •••• 4 
conditions. No Dion ••••••••••• 
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C 12. It you bad to chOose one or the other ot the tollowing, which would 
C 13. 
C 14. 
you Feter? ' 
1 (a) a Job which assured you ot a comfortable and secure lite fo 
yourself and your family, ~ 
2 (b) __ a Job which mad. it possible fer you to do good to others 
and. improve society. 
Even it atom bombs were immoral, would the United States be permitted 
to use them it that were the only way to overcome Communism? (check 
one) yes......... 1 
No. . • • • . • • • . 2 
Don'~,t know.. 3 
Even it atom bombs were immoral, would the United Stat •• be permitted 
to us. them to retaliate against an .nell\Y who attacked the United 
states with sucb weapons? (ch.ck one) y........... 1 
10 . ., ... " . . . . 2 
Don't know~. 3 
C 15. Some people say that the Church bas no right to speak out on the fol-
lowing SUbJects. Indicate l;low you teel about it by placing an "X" in 
the appropriate column. 
Imployers 1 obligation to . \' " 
pay a JU8t wage •••••••••••••••••••• 
The legroes t right to 
80cial equality ............ 0·' ••• ' ••• 
Birth aontrol and divorce •••••••••• 
Disarmament •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Exaggerated advertising alaims ••••• 
10 right 
to speak. 
Should 
speak 
10 
opinion 
C 16. lations like ours with surplus food have the obligation to establish 
foreign aid programs to help those nations with a tood shortage. What 
i8 your opinion? (ch.ck one) 
C 17. 
Agree.......... 1 
Disagre........ 2 
10 opinion..... 3 
It you agree, would you also b. willing to share our surplus tood with 
th. people of Communist countries it their need i8 great? (check one) y.............. 1 
10 .•... " ...... ., 2 
Don It know..... 3 
.l..:sv 
N 18. Below is a list of items on which some parents have rules for their 
teen-age children, while others do not. Check the one. for which 
your parents have definite rules. 
Use of the family car Time spent on homework 
-Time tor being in at Against going out with certain boys 
- nisht on weekends -:Against goina out with certain girls 
Amount ot dating 10 rules tor any ot the above 
Time spent watching TV Against going steady 
N 19. Below i8 a list ot items, Check the ones which beat describe what your 
mother and father are like. Check all that apply. 
rather Mother rather Mother 
Treats me as an adult Knows the score •••••••• 
---Fair •••••••••••••••• " Bard to please., ••.•••• 
--- --- --- ---Patient.............. Selt-controlled ••••••• " _____ _ 
Intelligent •.•••••••• " Easy to talk to. 0 •••••• 
---Stern ••••••••• 0 • • • • • • Quick-tempered •••••••• ' __ _ 
Head of the house ••• 0 ______ Lets me work things out ---I 
N 20. If you teel that you were treated unfairly in some way by a teacher, 
do you--? (check one) 
1 teel tree to talk to the teacher about it? 
2---- feel a bit uneasy about talking to the teacher? 
3- feel it would be better not to talk to the teacher? 
-
N 21. What it you disagree with something the teacher ... id. Do you ... ? 
(check one) 
1 feel tree to disagree with the teacher in class'? 
2----feel uneasy about disagreeing in class? 
3----teel it would be better not to disagree in class? 
-
• 22. Thinking ot all of the teachers you bave had this year, what words 
below best describe most of them? (check all that apply) 
Interested in the subJect __ Interested in booka ••••••••• t __ 
sterll. • • • • • • • • • • ..... • • • .. • • • kr:row-lI1nded ................ . 
--Devout. , 0 " ••• '. • • • • • • • • • • • Int.lligent ••••• , ........... .. 
, --lervou ........ .j ••••••••• 0 • Patient •••••••••••••••••••••• __ Fair..................... unhappy •••••••••••••••••••••• 
--Bard to plea •••••••••• o. • lCnows the score •••••••••••••• _ ......... 
S.lt-oontrolled.......... Ea.y to talk to •••••••••••••• 
Interested in .tudents... L1q. us to think tor --
our •• lves •••••••••••••••••• 
--
N 23. Teachers sometimes like certain kinds of students. Here 1s a list. 
I 
Check all which describe the kinds of students you think your teachers 
like best. 
Quiet ........... " . . . . . . . . Asks questions ................. . 
Thinks for herselt .••.••• ---- Polite •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ----
Obedient ••••••••••••••••• -Interested in ideas ••••••••••••• -
'Qu.ick to memorize •••••••• - V01ces her own opinions ••••••••• -
Neatly dressed ••••••••••• ---- Active on teams or clubs •••••••• ----
Likes to work on her own.- Interesited in books ••••••••••••• -
-
24. Here is a quiz which touches on the teachings and beliets of the 
Catholic Church. Check the answer that come. clo.est to being correct 
in your opinion. 
The word used to describe the fact 
that the Second Per.on 01' the Holy 
Trinity beoame man 1s ••••••••••••• 
Supernatural lite is •••••••••••••• 
The "Mystical Body" 1 ••••••••••••• 
Transfiguration •••••••••••• 
--Incarnation •••••••••••••••• 
Transub.tantiation ••••••••• --
Immaculate Conception •••••• --
The lite we received 
from our parents ••••••••• 
Banutit,y1na grace --
in our· .oul .............. . 
--Life after death ••••••••••• __ 
The power to work miracles. 
Christ's body in heaven •••• __ 
Chri.t in Holy COJIQIIlnion •• ' __ 
Christ united with 
His followe~G •••••••••••• 
Hone of the above •••••••••• ------
C The Encyclical "Mater et Magistra" 
of Pope John XXIII deals with ••••• 
Christian marriage ••••••••• 
--Christian education •••••••• 
Socio-economic condi tiona •• --
Papal infallibility •••••••• 
N 25. How close de you teel toward your 
church or religion? 
1. very clos •••••••••••••• 
--2. pretty clos •••••••••••• 
--3. not too clos •••••••• ,. ' __ 
4. not at all close ••••••• 
--
D 26. Some people say the government should do more than it has in conneetten 
with probl.ms such as housing, unemployment, social security, and so 
on. But others say the government is already doing too much along 
these lines. OK THE WHOLl, would you say that what the government is 
d01ng now is: 1. t h 00 muc ••••••••••••••• 
--2 • about risht •••••••••••• 
--3. not enough ••••••••••••• 
--
D 27. In our country the Constitution guarantees the right ot tree speech to 
everyone. In your opinion, does this include the right for someone to 
make speeches criticizing what the President does1 
1. yes ••••••• ., •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
--2. no ....... ...................... ., ••••• -. 
---
D 28. Here 1s a question about children. If you had to choose, which thing 
on this list would you pick as the most important for a child to learn 
to prepare him for life? (check one) 
1. to ob.y ...•.•.•..•.•...••..•....••. 
2. to be well liked. or popular •••••••• --
3. to think tor himself ••••••••••••••• 
4.. to work hard. •••••••• " •••••••••••••• --
5. to help others when they need help • __ 
D 29. Assuming that you arry and bave a family, would ;you probably decide 
to have your children attend &-.. 1 
I. 
1. public school •••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. Catholic school •••••••••••••••••••• 
3. private school ••••••••••••••••••••• 
TBAlfX YOU lOR COlfrlUBlIlDG YOUR TlD 
Ilf ANSWl!:BIBG TUSI QtJJ:STIOIS S 
--
--
--
Ii' 
, 
APFENDIX II 
SUGGESTIONS TO THE TFACHER WHO ADMINISTDS 
TBI\I~tJIS1'IORllA.lRE 
1. Please read the paragraph at the top of page one with the students and 
mention specifically that we wish each student to give her own opinion. 
2. Ask the students to read and fill in the questionnnaire without your help 
or comparison of answers among themselves. 
3. If the student is DOt living with her orig1Dal parents, she should answer 
pertinent questions as referring to the "parents" nth wbom she lives at 
the present time. 
4. Please give the ill.Pression that this questionnaire is considered i:mportant 
and. that their answers are important but please do not ahow an intereat in 
their personal answers on the paper. This might cause the students to put 
down an answer they think you would approve rather than their. ow sincere 
opinion. 
THAIK YOU roB YOUR 'lIMB AID COOPERATION! 
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